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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH GOALS 
The domain of social welfare and the domain of work are rapidly 
converging. (Ozawa, 1980: 466) 
1 
Due to an interplay of mUltiple economic, political, social and legal 
forces over the laat two decades, employers have been under increased 
pressure to provide a growing number of health and social services to 
their employees (Spencer, 1979; Ozawa, 1980; 1982; Kamermsn & Kingston, 
1982; Kalben, 1982; ~~si. 1982; McGowan, 1984). According to one 
author: "Over time, corporations have almost inexorably assumed more and 
more responsibility fOr the wants and needs of their employees ••• In ten 
years' time, corporstions may be the prime deliverers of all human 
services in this country ... " (Csrlson; quoted in Barrie, et aI, 1980). 
The scope of the numerous personal services currently provided by in-
dustry is broad and in some ways seen as comparable to the personal 
social services funded and/or delivered by voluntary or governmental 
agencies (Kamerman & Kahn, 1976; Kahn, 1979; Aksbas & Kurzruan, 1982; 
Kamermsn & Kingston, 1982; Masi, 1982). 
The services currently offered by industry address a wide variety of 
needs of both the working class and executive personnel (Akabas & Kurzman, 
1982). The personal services provided by various employers include: 
assistance with legal and financial problems (Slatkin, et aI, 1971); 
stress and mental wellness programs (Masi, 1982); information, referral 
and counseling for family and personal problems (Ka1ben, 1982; Masi, 1982; 
McGowan, 1984); and diverse educationsl, physical fitness and recreational 
programs (Thomas, 1982). Employer sponsored programs benefit the young, 
the middle aged and the old and range from child-care (Kamerman & 
Kingston, 1982; McGroskey; 1982) to pre-and poat-retirement counseling 
(Thomas, 1982). 
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Within these varying and expanding personal Bocial services provided 
by industry, the moat rapid growth has occurred in the dev~lopment of 
programs snd services which are concerned with the identification, 
motivation, counseling, referral and fallaw-up of employees with personal 
problems (Maai, 1982). It is these programs, commonly referred to as 
employee assistance programs, that are the focus of this study. 
Definition of Terms 
A review of the literature reflects that in additlon to the term 
"employee assistance programs" numerous other labels and pro8,am titles 
are g1 ven to such industrial personal ssrvices (See Appen<!ix G). 
While some authors (McGowan, 1984) view the term "employee counseling 
program" as a more generic concept reflecting the range of workplace-
related counseling snd referral services, others utilize the terms 
"employee counseling" and "employee assistance" interchangeably (Leavitt, 
1983) or synonymously (Schmidz, 1982; Fisher, 1983), National studies of 
work-based progrsms indicate that the term "employee assistance program" 
or "EAP" for short, is the most frequently used title for such employer 
sponsored personal Bocia1 servic6~ or programs (Roman, 1980Al Weiss, 
1980) , 
Thus, the term "employee assistance program" has become the generic 
label for all "programs established to aasist employees in the resolution 
of personal and Bocia1 problems that appeared as symptoms in 
deteriorating job performance" (Googins, 1976: 204); while the term 
"troubled employee" is a frequently used label for employees whose 
personal problems impact upon their job perforJ!i!l.ncE!i~Follm.nn; 1978; 
Filipowitcz, 1979, Knzmitz & Hammons; 1979; Bolyard; 1983; Johnson; 
1985). The development of these terms and the nature of employee 
assistance ~rograms are discussed in the next chapter. 
The ·Need for·Emp1oyee·Asalstance Programs 
3 
The function of employee assistance programs is to address and remedy 
the social and health needs of troubled workers. The scope and the 
costs--both economic and social--resulting from the personal problems of 
employees are enormous. It has been estimated that 80 to 90 percent of 
all industrisl accidents are related to persons1 problems, that 15 to 30 
percent of the work force is seriously handicapped by emotional problems, 
and that between 65 and 80 percent of those fired are so due to personal 
rather than technics1 factors (Brown, 1973). A 1980 national study 
conducted by the Research Triangle Institute for ADAMHA found that the 
annusl economic cost of alcohol, drug and mental disorders was $190.6 
billion and that 56 percent ($50.6 billion) of the overall costs of 
alcohol abuse and $25.7 billion of the costs of drug abuse were related 
to reduced productivity at the workplace (DHHS, 1983). 
The national picture is replicated in the State of New York. A 1983 
study conducted by the Research Triangle Institute shows that lost pro-
duction related to alcohol abuse and alcoholism cost New York employers 
$4.6 billion annually and that the costs related to lost employment 
amounted to over $400 million. An additions1 $430 million in lost employ-
ment and productivity was related to the use and abuse of drugs (NYSDAAA, 
1985). 
RAPs are increasingly being viewed as effective means of addressing 
4 
the drug, alcohol as well as numerous other personal problems experienced 
by employees (Schramm; 1978; Filipowicz, 1979; Masi; 1982). Consequently 
their utilization by industrial and labor organizations in both the pri-
v.ate and public sectors has grown rapidly: The 50 programs in existance 
in the U.S. during 1959 increased by 1983 to an estimated 8;000 programs 
covering m:!.lUons of workers (Follman, 1976; R~man, 19B3). During 1981, 
approximately 12 percent of all the New York State workforce had access 
to an employee sssistance program (NYS Announces •• 1982). 
The number of EAPa, ss well as the number of professionals employed 
in these programs appears to be increasing rapidly (Francek, at aI, 
1985). The membership of ALMACA, the international association of 
professionals in EAPa, grew from a couple of dozen founding members in 
1971 to almost 4,000 members by mld-1984 (0' Connor , 1984). 
The growing literature on this area, from the social work profession 
(!kabaB & Kurzman, 1981, 1982; Feinstein & Brown, 1982; Kulben, 1982; 
Masi, 1982; Ozawa, 1980, 1982; Leavitt, 1983, McBroom, 1984; McGowan, 
1984) as well 8S other disciplines (Egdahl & Walsh, 1980; Roman, 1980; 
Weiss, 1980; Wrich, 1980; Shain & Groeneveld, 1981; Schm:!tz, 1982; 
Manuso, 1983; Grimes, 1984; Klarreich, et aI, 1985) also attests to the 
increasing importance of this new service delivery system. 
Despite the large number of programs and the increased literature, 
our understanding and knowledge of this field is still limited and 
further research 1s deemed essential (Jones, 1983; Roman, 1984; Trice, 
1984). 
Rationale and Purpose of Study 
The growth of employee assistance programs has numerous implications 
fer social workers and Bocia1 welfare. 
5 
Employee assistance programs are the largest component of the rapidly 
growing field of industrial social work (Feinstein & Brown, 1982; Masi; 
1982). While there is a lack of information regarding the number of 
social workers employed in such programs,* it is generally agreed that 
employee assistance programs provide important training and employment 
opportunities for numerous social workers (see Efthim; 1976; Ozawa, 1980; 
Kurzman & Akabas, 1981; Madonia, 1983; Gould; 1984, etc). Yet, there has 
been.minima1 research examining the skills needed or the roles and 
fUnctions performed by social workers within these programs (Ozawa & 
Alpert, 1981). The growth of EAPs also raises questions regarding who is 
being served by these programs and are these programs duplicating 
existing community-based services and thus diverting clients as well as 
scarce financial resources from community~based human service programs 
(McGowan, 1984). 
While there is an abundance of literature describing individual 
employee assistance programs (Skidmore, et aI, 1974; Weissman, 1975; 
Miller, 1977; !kabas, et al, 1979; Rostain, et aI, 1980; Smirnow, 1980; 
Feinstein & Brown, 1982; Leavitt & MacDonald, 1983, etc.), systematized 
research in this field has been minimal (Cohen & McGowan, 1982; Roman, 
1984; Trice, 1984). 
Thus far, no generally acceptable typology of the various employee 
assistance programs which are in existence today has been developed. Nor 
have there been any attempts at an analysis of the factors which may 
account for a compsny's decision to implement such a program. We also 
lack knowledge about the distinct charscteristics snd the advantages or 
* A survey of social workers employed in industrial settings has been 
undertaken recently by NASW. 
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disadvantages inherent in the various program models existing currently 
(Cohen ~ McGowan; 1982); and whether certain program models are better 
Buited to certain work organizations or to certain groups of employees. 
We also do not know how this relatively new human 8e~!Ce delivery system 
interfaces with the already existing personal social Bel~ice delivery 
system (Cohen & McGowan; 1982). 
Although EAPs can be found in every state of the Uniou and in many 
other industrial countries (Ziegler, 1979; Shain & Groeneveld; 1981; 
Carmody-Sheehan and Terry, 1983; Barga1 & Shamir, 1984; etc), a 
preliminary study of EAPs conducted by the author indicated that all the 
various program models identified in the literature and in dis-
cussions with experts are well represented in the Metropolitan New York 
area. Thus a sample selected from the EAPs In the Metro New York region 
can be considered to reflect the diverse types of programs found national-
1y. 
Since, as indicated previously, there have been few research 
studies in this field, the genera.l purpose of this study is to increase 
our knowledge and understanding of this new field and to provide baseline 
data which can be examined more systematically in future research. The 
primary objectives of this exploratory and descriptive study of employee 
assistance programs are: 
1;. To provide an overview of the scope and models of RAPs in exis-
tence in the Metropolitan New York area during 1982,and to develop a 
typology of EAPs which would encompass all the identified programs. 
2. To increase our understanding of the nature and characteristics of 
private sector EAPs provided under management auspice. 
3. To ascertain the possible advantages and disadvantages of in-houae 
--------- -
vs. contracted-out RAPs. 
4. To explore whether the utilization rate, the characteristics and the 
presenting problems of RAP users differ depending on the program 
model available to them. 
5. To examine the linkage of this relatively new system delivery system 
to the existing social service delivery system. 
6. To increase the knowledge base of industrial social work--a rapidly 
growing field in the training and employment of social workers. 
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The findings of this study are discussed in the five chapters 
following the review of literature and a chapter on methodology. These 
chapters provide: an analysis of the identified universe of employee 
assistance programs in the Metropolitan New York Area and a discussion of 
the characteristics of the organizations which were selected for detailed 
examination (Chapter IV); a comparison of past and current 
characteristics of RAPs (Chapter V); a comparison of in-house and 
contractual program models (Chapter VI); and a discussion of the linkages 
of RAPs with community facilities and the perceived value and actual 
roles of social workers in these programs (Chapter VII). The final 
chapter (VIII) provides a summary and discusses the implicstions of the 
findings of this research study. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW 0 F THE LITERATURE 
No other technique for the conduct of life attaches the individual so 
firmly to reality ss laying emphasis on work; for hia work at least 
gives him a secure place in a portion of reality, in the human 
community. (Freud; 1930:27) 
Although the focua of the social work profession has always been on 
the "human community", the workplace--the ·crossroads of life" according 
to Bertha Reyoo1ds (1975)--has frequently been an ignored component of 
this community. This ia no longer true. OVer the last fifteen years 
aocial workers, as well as other professionals, have rediscovered that 
the workplace "ia not for work alone (but) ••• s unique and important site 
where employees can and should be informed about non-work related 
services and where actual diagnosis of selected needs and delivery of 
selected services can take place," (Spiegel, 1974:31). This chapter will 
provide a rev.1ew of the 11 terature dealing with the provisions and growth 
of non-work related services sponsored by employers and, in particular, 
the de,velopment and Bcope of programs and services for "troubled" 
employees in the form of employee assistance programs. It will also 
discuss the nature and models of RAPs and the current research issues in 
the field. 
~~e Corporate Social Welfare System 
According to the 1980 U.S. Census, two-thirds of the almost 100 mil-
lion civilian employees, approximately 65 million Americans, worked in the 
private sector of the economy (BLS, 1982). Many of their employers offer-
ed theBe workers various social and health services and benefits which to 
a significant degree supplemented the wages and salaries of these 
-----~---- ~ 
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workers. These services snd benefits cost the average employer around 30 
percent of total wages and salaries (Masi, 1982; Kurzman; 1983) and com-
prise what has been termed the ·occupational welfare" (Titmus; 1969; 
Weiner et al, 1971) or the "corporate social welfare" system (Kamerman & 
Kingston, 1982). 
The development and nature of today's corporate social welfare system 
"represents the product of an evolving capitalist system, conditioned by 
particular American circumstances" (Kamerman & Kingston; 1982:150) and 
can be traced to the welfare capitalism prevalant in American industry 
during the late 19th and the early 20th century. The nature of welfare 
capitalism and its relevance to modern day employee assistance programs 
will be discussed below. 
The Development of Welfare Capitalism 
In his historical review of American welfare capitalism, Stuart 
Brandes (1976) defined welfare capitalism as "any service provided for 
the comfort or improvement of employees which was neither a necessity of 
the industry nor required by lsw" (p. 6). Not surprisingly, the first 
industries to adopt welfare practices were also among the lsrgest. They 
were also "very profitable ••• and thus had two important ingredients for a 
positive attitude toward welfare: a large enough number of employees to 
justify a systematized welfare program .and the werewithal to pay for it 
quite comfortably." (Brandes, 1976:14). As will be discussed later, 
these two factors remain true in the development of modern employee 
assistance programs. 
The motivations contributing to the development of welfsre cspitalism 
appear to have been a blend of several factors including: humanitarian 
and paternalistic concern for the workers (Carter, 1977; Nelson & 
--~-. ------ -_._----------_. ---_. 
Campbell, 1972); an attempt to deal with some of the Bocia1 problema 
cauB0d by rapid industrialization (Brandes, 1976); avoidance of worker 
militancy and trade unionism (Popple, 1981); reduction of production 
coats (Nelson & Campbell, 1972); the acculturation of immigrants and 
young people into the labor force (Popple, 1981) and means of 
"indoctrinating workers into accepting corporations as the central 
inst.itutions of modern American life" (Brandes; 1976:8). 
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While a discussion of much of welfare capita1ism--the provisions of 
company atores,-recreation programs, housing, education, religious activi-
ties, etc.--ia beyond the scope of this study, two aspects of welfare 
capitalism are relevant to the development of today's employee assistance 
programs: the various attempts of employers to combat the drinking 
habits of their workers, and the employment of "house mothera" and aocial 
workers or social secretaries to deal with other peraonal problems of the 
employees. 
The Use of Welfarism to Combat Employee Drinking 
Prior to the early years of the twentieth century, drinking was 
deeply embedded in hoth the leisure and job behavior of -American 
workers. Saloons were a frequent Bubstitute for the homes and families 
left behind by immigrant men aa well as for the numerous transient 
workers such as those constructing the nation's rail system (Menkel, 190B 
in Brandes, 1976). Employees in many occupations drank on the job, fre-
quently at the employer's expense and "often during specific times Bet 
aside for imbibing" (Trice & Schonbrunn, 1981:172)--the equivalent of 
modern day coffee break. One of the first recorded instances of concern 
regarding the dr~king habits of employees is found in the writings of 
Dr. Thomas Dyott, a physician who established a glassworks factory in 
11 
1815 in Dyottsville, Pennsylvania. Deciding to produce 'different 
habits' among his 'intemperate' workers, he hit upon a multi-prong 
solution: the establishment of a 'dairy, ~ chapel, a shop committee, and 
a school' (Dyott, 1833 quoted in Brandes, 1976:52).* 
Numerous other employers also attempted to influence their employees' 
drinking habits and access to alcohol. For instance, when the president 
of the National Cash Register Company learned that a saloon was going to 
be opened across from the factory, 'he purchased the cottage himself and 
began a kindergarten instead' (Brandes, 1976:12). 
As the temperance movement began to gain momentum in the mid-1800's, 
drinking of alcohol became a decidedly moral issue and industrialists be-
came caught up in the shifting attitudes toward alcohol: Abstinance 
rather than condoned drinking on the job became the prevailing ideology. 
(Follman, 1976; Trice & Shonbrunn, 1981). The passage of the 18th Amend-
ment to the United states constitution in 1919 made it illegal to manufac-
ture or sell alcobolic beverages--and added legal sanctions to the grow-
ing social sanctions surrounding alcohol consumption (Follman, 1976; 
Rostein, et aI, n.d.). Furthermore, the growing acceptance of Taylorism--
carefully calculated studies of how jobs could be done most efficiently 
in the least amount of time--further decreased employers tolerance of 
unproductive workers (Nelson & campbell, 1972; Trice & Schonbrumm, 1981). 
In their historical review of job based alcobolism programs, Trice and 
Schonbrunn (1981) identified one other factor contributing to employers 
growing concern regarding the drinking habits of their workers: the 
'It is interesting to note the similarity of his solution to the abuse of 
alcohol by his employees to that emphasized by Alcoholics Anonymous groups 




emergence of workmen's compensation laws during the early years of the 
20th Century. Under these laws, employers were held financially liable 
for the injuries incurred by employees on the job; regardless of who was 
at fault. Since a worker who was under the influence of alcohol was at 
risk for cBusing accident. to himself or others; it was in the employer'. 
interest to discourage its use by employees. 
ThUB, the combination of the Temperance Movement, Taylorism and 
Workmen's Compensation changed dramatically the long standing aceptance 
and even encouragement by employers of on-the-job drinking. As will be 
discussed later, this shifting ideology regarding the drinking by 
employees is to a large degree responsible for the development and nature 
of today's employee assistance programs. 
Welfare capitalism and Industrial Social Work 
Alcohol use and abuse were not the only problems affecting the 
workers and impacting on their employers. The antecedent of the 
employment of industrial social workers in employee assistance programs 
today can be traced to the employers attempts to deal with the problems 
resulting from the rapid increase of women in the labor force following 
the Civil War. According to Brandes (1976:111): "The beginnings of 
industrial aocial work are rooted 1n what might well be considered a forID 
of sexism •• ,as businesses grew and employers raced growing numbers of 
female employees, they found themselves at a lOBS about treating their 
workers' pecnliar 'female' problems; one Gnswer waa the hiring of 
-specialists'. Probably the first waa }Ira. Aggie Dunn, who was hired in 
1875 as "social secretary· for the H.J. Heinz Company of Pittsburgh," 
(Popple, 1981:160). Dunn was probably the only welfare secretary in the 
U.S. until 1900 when the specialization began to grow. A 1919 Bureau of 
13 
Labor Statistics survey of 431 of the largest companies in the United 
States found that 141 companies employed a full-time welfare secretary 
and; an interesting precursor of today's contracting-out programs; 154 
companies contracted with outside agencies for social work services. 
(Popple, 1981). 
Most of the welfare secretaries were women with no professional 
Bocial work training, but often educated as teachers or nurses. One such 
nurse; Mrs. Marion T. Brockway, was hired as the "house-mother" at 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. In announCing her appointment in 
the September 3, 1919 issue of the official publication of the company, 
Metropolitan Life's President Fiske described her duties as follows: 
The House Mother's duties will be such as are involved in the 
title. Any female employee will be welcome to consultation .as 
to her health; her work; her relations to her associates and su-
periors and her domestic relations, her personal affairs and 
worries, if any. Mrs. Brockway will look into the conditions of 
service in the office and will be glad to advise in case of any 
difficulties inside or outside of the office, and as to residence 
and its surroundings and board of those who do not live with near 
relatives. 
While primarily our idea of the appointment of s House Mother 
was our feeling that our female Clerks would appreciate her 
services, yet Mrs. Brockway will be only too glad to advise with 
any male Clerks to whom she can be of help. Her mature years, . 
her wide experience, her gift of common sense, her capacity for 
sympathy, fit her to advise with men as well as women. And all 
our Clerks will be welcome to consult with her. 
In short, Mrs. Brockway will wish to be a real mother to any who 
need one. She will begin her service September 3. 
Mrs. BFockway will not be connected with any Division, but will 
be on the staff of the President. 
In general, the roles of welfare secretaries fell into four 
categories (carter, 1977): 
Physical Welfare--which included responsibilities for the health, 
safety, sanitation and housing of workers. 
CUltural Welfare--which covered areas such as recreation, libraries, 
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education and basic acculturation to the workplace and American values. 
Economic Welfare--which included administration of loans and pensions 
and even the hiring, firing and wage setting of employees (Brandes, 1976). 
Personal Welfare--which covered casework services for workers snd 
their familie. and the utilization of such Bocial work roles as 
"brokerage, support; advocacy and therapy" (Popple, 1981:262). 
For a variety of reasons, including worker dissatisfaction, the 
chsnging economy snd shifting social ideology (Brandes, 1976; Carter, 
1977; Popple, 1981), the use of welfare secretaries decreased follOWing 
the Firat World War. Many of their functions, however, did not disappear 
but evolved in two separate directions: one leading to the development of 
the field of personnel management (Nelson and campbell, 1972; Popple, 
1981), and the other resulting in the growth of the field of industrial 
health, and its off-shoot, occupational mental health. (Grieff, 1978; 
Graham, 1979; Rostein, et aI, n.d.). 
The fascinating aspect of today's work-based services is the 
re-convergence of Borne of the elements of the two fields, personnel 
management and occupationsl health, into the unique service programs 
.mder the rubric of employee assistance progr.".s. The development and 
nature of these programs will be discussed in the following sections. 
The Development and Growth of OCCUpational Alcoholism Programs 
While, as indicated in the previous section, the provision of 
employer sponsored health and social services and the employment of 
speci~li8ts to provide such services baa a long history, the sponsorship 
and provIsion of services in the specialized form of employee assistance 
programs ia a recent phenomenon. 
Most authorities in the field trace the origin of modern RAPs to 
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industrial efforts to cope with alcohol problems in the workplace in the 
fears during and following the second World War (Masi; 1977; 1932; Trice 
& Schonbrunn; 1981). This section will discuss the development and 
growth of these occupational alcoholism programs. 
As stated previouslf, during the late 19th and early 20th Century, 
American society underwent a dramatic shift in its views regarding 
drinking in general and on-the-job drinking in particular. Attitudes 
toward alcohol abuse changed from socially acceptable to morally 
reprehensible to a growing recognition of the disease of alcoholism 
(Rostsin, et aI, n.d.). 
The establishment of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) two years after the 
repeal of prohibition in 1933, heralded the beginning efforts of 
successful treatment of alcoholics. While in 1938 there were three AA 
groups with approximately 100 members, by 1944 AA bad 300 groups with 
10,000 members (Trice, 1958). 
The establishment of the first alcoholism program designed to deal 
with "the alcoholic on the payroll", is generally credited to Dr. George 
Gehrmann, the Medical Director at E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Co. in 1943 
(Rostein, et aI, n.d.; Trice & Schonbrunn, 1981). Other companies, such 
as Eastman Kodak, Consolidated Edison, Bell Canada, etc., followed suit*, 
and by 1959 there were approximately 50 different companies with formal 
programs. (Archer, 1977). 
Almost all of the early programs were started by medical directors of 
their companies, usually with the assistance of a recovered alcoholic in 
the organization who frequently assumed the title and the role of 
"alcoholism counselor". The focus of all these programs was referral to 
AA, with some training of supervisors. The goal of this training was to 
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help first line supervisors recognize the symptomatology of alcoholism in 
their subordinates: The sttpervisora were taught to look for such 
symptoms 8S blood shot eyes, edor of alcohol on breath and trembling of 
the hands. (Von Wiegand, 1974). Although there were numerous employees 
who were identified and received treatment through this type of approach 
there were many problems with it. Perhaps the greatest drawback of this 
approach waa that it focused on the late stage alcoholic who had the 
poores·t recovery prognosis. Furthermore, the only people identified 
through this approach were blue collar, male, line workers-only a small 
part of the affected work force (Follmann, 1976). Another problem with 
tide approach was that the program often looked like a "witch-hunt" 
(Wrich, 1980) wit" the alcoholic trying to cover up bis symptoms. More-
over, since, by and large, alcoholics are skillful at denial and manipula-
tion (Levinson & StrauBsner, 1978), supervisors were often caught up in 
the can games and rationalizations of the alcoholics and frequently came 
. away feeling frustrated, angry, or sympathetic to the employee's plight. 
Uncertain of their diagnosiS, the supervisors frequently confere~ with 
others in the company compromising the confidentiality of workers (Wrich, 
1980). 
During the early 1960's, due to the above mentioned problems, the 
programs began to shift their focus from symptomatology of alcoholism to 
impaired job performance. The impetus for this shift came from the 
National Council of Alcoholism eNCA), a national voluntary organization, 
which originated the "job performance" approach following a series of 
studies of organizations with alcoholism programs (Follman, 1976; 
*For a thorough discussion of the development of esrly occupational 
alcoholism programs aee Trice and Schonbrunn, 1981. 
McGowan, 1984). The results of these studies indicated that many 
alcoholics exhibited a pattern of deteriorating job performance which 
could be "readily observed by any reasonably alert person, literally 
years before any overt symptoms of alcoholism appeared" (NCA, n.d:1). 
Furthermore; it was felt that the focus on job performance rather than 
alcoholism symptoms would be less stigmatic and would not get the 
supervisor involved in the uncomfortable role of diagnostician (Wrich; 
1980). 
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In spite of the shift to a "job performance model", the ouly resource 
to which employees were referred was an alcoholism counselor, and the 
OulY problem for which there was a formal system of referral and 
rehabilitation was the problem of alcoholism. Consequently, the programs 
maintained their stigma and supervisors were still forced to make 
alcoholism diagnosis since workers with other problems would not benefit 
from such referral. Thus, in both the alcohol identification programs 
and the early job performance a1cohol-oriented programs, the issue of 
correct identification and appropriate resolution of problems remained. 
Despite these problems, the recovery rates for alcoholic employees who 
were identified through the job were much higher in comparison to other 
forms of referrals, with recovery rates ranging from 50 to 80 percent, 
compared to 20 to 40 percent for non-industrial referrals (Wrich, 1980). 
It is from the successful elements of these early alcoholism based 
programs that the concept of Employee Assistsnce Program had its 
genesis. 
The Shift From Occupational Alcoholism to the Broadbrush Approach 
As was seen in the previous sections, modern employee assistance 
programs did not develop overnight, but evolved gradually. Starting with 
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a couple of occupational alcoholism programs in the 1940's, the programs 
not only increased in numbers, but shifted in focus. This section will 
describe the growth and evolution of theae programs. 
As discussed previously, in spite of the shift from alcohol 
identification programs to the early job-performance a1coho1-orieoted 
ooes, the progr!llllB were limited in nature and few :In numbers. The 50 
programs in existence in 1959 increased only to 200 by 1967 (Fo11mann. 
1976). However, beginning in the early 1970's, the oumber of programs 
began to increase rapidly (DHHS, 1981). By 1975, there were 40 corporate 
programs operating in New York City alone covering more than 1.6 million 
people (Follmann, 1976). Nationally, there were over 5,000 programs 
covering 10 million workers by 1979 with 4,430 of theae programs found in 
the private sector and 677 in the public sector (DHHS, 1982). The latest 
studies indicate that there are apprOximately 8,000 employee assistance 
programs in the United States and approximately 1,000 outside consultants 
providing such services (Roman, 1983). 
Probably, the most significant impetus for this growth baa been the 
passage of the 1970 Federal Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcohol 
Prevention, Treatment and Rehabilitation Act (Maai, 1979; 1982), This 
act (also known as the Hugbes Act, after its sponsor) called for the 
establishment of the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 
(NIAAA), one of which components waa the Occupational Programs Branch. 
The aim of the Occupational Programs Branch of NIAAA was to develop 
occupational programs in public and private sectors, and to fund 
demonstration projects and occupational program consultants in each state 
(DREW, 1974: 1978). Although initially focused exclusively on developing 
occupational alcoholism programs, by the mid 1970's, the Occupational 
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Branch began emphasizing the "Troubled Employee" or the "Broadbrush" 
approach (Fol1mann; 1976; Keller; 1979; DHHS, 1981; McGowan, 1984). This 
approach aimed at identifying and helping all troubled employees, as 
opposed to providing assistance solely to problem-drinking employees. 
The basic characteristic of the broadbrush approach is that the focus 
is on the job performance of the employee, with assistance provided to 
all employees with deteriorating work performance regardless of the cause 
of the problem. The supervisor is taught not to focus on anyone symptom 
of dysfunction such as on the job drinking or bloodshot eyes, but upon 
the total performance of the employee (Archer; 1977; Masi, 1982). 
Typically, the most common job performance problems that are used as 
basis for supervisory confrontation and referral to the EAP are excessive 
absences, tardiness, decreased productivity and on-the-job accidents. 
Since; in addition to alcoholiam, various other dysfunctions and problems 
in daily living can impair an employee's job performance, the broadbrush 
approach expanded the services offered to include counseling for drug 
abuse, psychiatric problems, family/life crisis, marital conflict and 
financial and legal problems (General Mills Forum, 1981). 
Although many programs still focus on providing services aimed at a 
specific problem area such as alcohol or drug abuse, such comprehenaive 
"broadbrush" approach appears to be the norm among present day EAPs 
(Roman, 1977, 1980A; Byers, et aI, 1979). Moreover, many EAPs expanded 
their services to cover not only the employees, but slso their f~lies 
(Roman, 1980A). 
The financisl assistance provided by NIAAA was particularly important 
in developing union run alcoholism or broadbrush programs. Initially 
skeptical about management run employee assistance programs, during the 
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1970'8 many unions applied and received federal grants to develop their 
own programs which ere generally referred to aa member assistance programs 
or MAPS (Roman Ii Trice, 1976; Tdee Ii Schonbrum. 1981). Unlike management 
sponsored programs, union based programs usually serve employees in small 
w01'k organizations since these programs tend to develop "when amsll 
prodncers and contractors dominate the industry and the union provides 
the roiLy possible organizational framework for generating and 
implementing a po1icy ••• and where the workers employment with any given 
employer was casual and short lived" (Trice & Roman, 1973:361). 
The financial support of NIAAA can alBO be seen as being indirectly 
responsible for the development and growth of RAP contractors and 
COilBultsnts. 
As part of its efforts to foster the development of RAPs at the State 
level, the NIAAA funded the cost of hiring two "Occupational Program 
ConsultantB" (opes) for each State of the Union for a period of three 
years. Their job was to provide technical assistance in the 
implementation of occnpational programs in both the pnb1ic and private 
sectors and in unions (DREW, 1978; Roman, 1981). Some of these 
consultants were eventually hired by private organizatious to develop and 
run their in-house RAPs (Stump, personal communication), while others 
formed their own EAP consulting/contracting firms. 
Beginning in the esrly 1970's, family and community mental bealth 
agencies also became involved in the contractual provision of RAP 
services (see Hills, 1972, Brooks, 1975; etc). A recent survey of the 
National Council of Community Hental Health Centers indicated that 28 
percent of the respondents are currently providing EAPs for outside 
organizations, and many others are considering doing so ("NCCMH 
Study ••• ", 1984). 
In addition to the push by NIAAA, other factors appear to have 
contributed to -the recent increase of EAPs in the workplace. These 
include: 
1. Economic Factors--numerous cost-benefit studies indicate that 
the personal problems of employees lead to high medical 
insurance costs, increased absenteeism and 108s of 
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productivity. Thus, the provision of an EAP is viewed as being 
cost-effective and leading to long-term financial savings to the 
employer (Schlenger & Hayward, 1975; Fo1lmann; 1976; Jones & 
Vischi, 1979; Barrie, et a1, 1980; Ozawa & Alpert, 1981; NY 
Governor's Report, 1982, Quayle, 1983, etc.). 
2. Legal Factors--1egis1ation and court decisions involving 
workers' compensation and affirmative action have increased 
employers' responsibilities for maintaining the mental health of 
employees and the hiring of the mentally disabled (Trice & 
Belasco, 1966; Gavin, 1977; Fleming, 1979; Spencer, 1979). The 
most important legislation in this area has been the 1973 
Rehabilitation Act (especially sections 503 and 504) which 
protects the rights of handicapped persons, including alcoholics 
and drug addicts. Furthermore, a growing number of states now 
require that alcoholism and mental health insurance benefits and 
programs be made available to employees (Kemp, 1985), while 
federal statutes have mandated alcoholism programs for all 
federal employees, both military and civilian (Masi, 1982). 
3. Union Demands--many unions have included alcoholism and mental 
health insurance benefits and programs as part of their 
--------------.--
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collective bargaining agreements with employers (Follmann, 1978; 
Perile, 1980). 
4. Social Factora--Bome authorities aee a trend in an increasing 
Benae of corporate responsibility to the community and workers' 
welfare and an increased Bocial pressure to present a 
"progressive" corporate image (Bauer & Fenn, 1972; Witte & 
Cannon, 1979; DHHS, 1981). The problems evidenced by the 
inexperienced, frequently minority group members, hired in the 
1960's, the general increase In the use and abuse of drugs 
(Penn, 1981), and the growing labor force participation by women 
(Ozawa, 1980;1982)--especially those who were aingle parents 
(Ozawa & Alpert, 1981)--may also have contributed to the 
increase of EAPs. 
Another social motivation for the current growth of EAPs may be 
due to a greater willingness among the general population to 
define personal problems in psychological or mental health terms 
and the increasing willingness to seek professional help (Kulka, 
et al, 1979). 
5. Privatization of Social Services--the advent of the new 
federalism during the late 1970' s and early 1980' B brought with 
.it increasing economic incentives and changing Bocia1 
expectations leading private sector corporations to assume 
greater responsibility in the provision of social resources. 
EAPs are viewed as one manifestation of such provisions of 
privately baaed social services by private industry (Abramovitz 
& Epstein, 1983; Googlu. & Godfrey, 1985). 
6. Latent Motives--aome people view the increase in EAPa aa an 
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attempt by employers to undercut unionization effort.s, -or as a 
less costiy substitute for increasing wages or improving the 
. . 
working conditions of employees (Spiegel, 1974: Carter, 1977). 
other possible latent motives for instituting a program include 
employers attempts to: buy 'industrial peace' (Shamir & Bargal, 
1982): eliminate the need for additional legislative programs 
(Witte & cannon, 1979); and/or serve as a ·safety yalve- or 
·parachute function- during a period of recession and retrench-
ment (personal communication to author by a key executive, 1984). 
The combination of all the:above mentioned forces provided a momentrun 
to the EAP movement that is continuing today. While the existence and 
current expansion of EAPs is widely evident (McGowan, 1985){ the nature 
and the goals of these programs are still in flux. ~ese issues will be 
discussed in the following sections. 
The NatUre of Employee Assistance Programs 
An EAP is not just a loose piece of program material that can be 
wedged into the chinks of the armor that is the public face of 
most organizations: it is a whole system of organizational 
intervention with its own philosophy, theory, and practice 
(Shain & Groeneveld, 1980:35). 
As was indicated in the preceeding sections, modern employee 
assistance programs evolved from occupational alcoholism to -broadbrush-
programs, with many programs still evolving into what can be best termed 
-megabrush·· programs encompassing such primary prevention efforts as 
stress management, smoking ces~ation and a variety of other interventions 
under the umbrella label of 'wellness programs' (Delaney, 1984). Thus, 
reflecting the first two of the four stages as. conceptualized by Ozawa, 
'The author is indebted to Dr. Terry Blum for the USe of this term 
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the programs have moved from focusing on specific problems such as 
alconolism or drug abuse to a mote comprehensive approach -that provides 
and intestates a variety of services~ (Ozawa, 1980:468). 
current employee assistance programs vary widely. As pointed aut by 
Follmann, existing programs Ndiffer considerably from one to the other, 
being responsi va to the nature of the employment I the number of employees 
involved, the makeup of the employee roster, the presence of a 
centralized or decentralized organization, whether or nat unions are 
involved, and the availability of treatment and rehabilitation resources 
ill the community' (Follmann, 1~76:125). In spite of their differences, 
EAPs, by and large, exhibit a shared commonality in function (Erfurt & 
Foote, 1977) and a "core technologylJ which distinguish them from other 
industrial, social or mental health programs (Roman & Blum, 1985). 
During the last decade numerous attempts have been made to define the 
ideal components of EAPs (see Shain & Groeneveld, 1980). The latest 
conceptualization stems from the work of Paul Roman and Terry Blum at 
Tulane University to develop what they term the 'core Technology of 
Employee Assistance Programs' (1985). Utilizing the term coined by the 
organizational theorjst James Thompson, Roman and Bll~ are attempting to 
"i.dentify the unique combination of inputs that constitnte the li'heart" of 
EAP performance ••• to describe both the individual ingredients and the 
C,olllbination of ingredients that are found nowhere other than in an EAJ?, 
either individualLy or in combination" (Roman & Blum, J.985:16). What 
Roman and Blum identified are the follOWing six core technology 
companents of employee assistance p~ograms: 
L Identification of employees' behavioral problems based on job 
performance issues. 
2. Provision of expert cons:ultatiOIl to supervisors, managers and 
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union stewards on how to take the appropriate steps in utilizing 
employee assistance policy and procedures. 
3. Ayailability and appropriate use of constructive confrontation. 
4. Micro-linkages with counseling, treatment and otber community 
resources. 
5. The creation and maintenance of macro-linkages between the work 
organizstion and counseling, treatment and other community 
resources. 
6. The centrality of employees' alcohol problems as the program 
focus with the most significant promise for producing recovery 
and genuine cost savings for the organization in terms of future 
performance and reduced benefit usage. 
While the above conceptualization of core technology is still widely 
debated (Tramm, 1985), it is commonly agreed that, in general, the core 
functions of employee assistance programs include: the identification 
and referral of troubled employee; intake, assessment, counseling, 
information and referrs1 to a community resource, case management or case 
coordination and monitoring, and follow up (McGowan, 1984). 
These core functions are conceptualized in Chart I which represents a 
flow diagram of activities involved in a typical assessment and referral 
program. While individual organizations may modify this model or 
emphasize different referral sources--such as self referral as opposed to 
supervisory referrals--a review of the literature reveals that. this 
process is fairly typical in management sponsored industrial-basad EAPs 
(Kuzwitz & Hammons, 1979; Wrich, 1980). 
A different conceptual framework of employee assistance programs is 
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RAPs in the Detroit area; they conceptualize an RAP as being comprised of 
three distinct service delivery systems (Chart 2): 
System A consists of the functions of the parent organization (either 
employer or union). It is responsible for maintaining the work 
performance recorda of all employees and for taking action when work 
performance ia below minimum standards. It is then responsible for 
identifying employees who need or want assistance and for referring them 
to System B--which is tbe identifiable employeeassistanceprogram--
located either within (in-house) or outside (contracted) the 
organization. System B is comprised of all the previously discussed 
functions (intake, assessment, counseling. etc.), and provides the link 
between the work context (System A) and the full range of community 
treatment resources (System C). 
Thus, while the term employee assistance programs may mean many 
things to many people, an analysis of its functions reveals that it is 
both a program aimed at helping or assisting employees with a broad range 
of problems and a method used in the workplace to identify troubled 
employees and control alcoholism, drug abuse and other problems that 
adversely affect job performance (Trice & Belasco, 1966; Shain & 
Groeneveld, 1980). 
The term, thus, encompasses both a rehabilitative and a disciplinary 
component and it is this dual focus that distinguishes employee 
asaiatance programa from other health snd social services existing in and 
out of the workplace today (Shain & Groeneveld, 1980). 
Although the stereotypical organization which is likely to have an 
RAP haabeen described as a "large mass producing sssembly line 
manufacturing organization dominated by younger males with leBs than 
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CHART 2 
An Occupational Program, The Integration of Three Systems 
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college education" (Ford & McLaughlin, 1981:31), a review of the 
literature indicates that EAPs exist in all kinds of organizations. In 
addition to profit-oriented private companies, EAPs are found in 
voluntary organizations such as hospitals (Jacobs; eta1; 1980; Jackson & 
Diaz, 1983) and universities (Roman, 1960B; Gould & McKenzie, 1984; 
Grimes, 1984),. and i~the public sector at the federal (Mssi, 1982; 
Stein, 1984), state (Kemp, 1965) and local levels (Dunne; 1975; Rostein, 
et a1, 1960; Wagner, 1982; Johnson, 1985). Whether in the public or the 
private sectors, EAP function under various auspices such as: unions 
(Gi1strsp & Hoover, 1977; !kabas; et a1, 1979; Tramm, et a1, 1961; 
Feinstein & Brown; 1982; Sueiderman, 1983); peer groups (McClellan; 
1982); management (Schleicher, 1982; Googins, 1964); joint 
1abor-management (Weiss; 1960; Feinstein & Brown, 1962; K01ben, 1982); or 
under a consortium of severs1 organizations (Masi, 1979; Timeres, 1963) 
or unions ("Construction Industry ••• ", 1983). 
The programs vary in the comprehensiveness of their services and in 
the locations of their service delivery: While some programs consist 
only of information and referral services (Jones, 1975; K01ben, 1982), 
others provide short and long term counseling (K01ben, 1982). The focus 
of services provided may range from alcoholism only to inclusion of 
"smoking cessstion clinics, cardio-vasculsr screening, health promotion, 
we11ness, pre-retirement counseling, financial counseling, re-1ocation 
assistance and re-training" (Delaney, 1983:2). Some EAPs even provide 
day trestment for aleoho1ics (Perham, 1982); child care servieea (Leavitt 
& MacDonald, 1963) and organizational development (Googins, 1984; Gould & 
McKenzie, 1984). While some employers provide these services with their 
own staff at the workplace ("in-house"), others contract-out or purchase 
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aervieea from a private consulting firm or individual praetitioner 
(Weissman, 1979; KOlben; 1982), or from a non-profit community facility 
Buch as a hospital (Leehman, 1974); mental health center (Stone; 1979); 
family service agency (Mills; 1972; Abelson, 1982; Keohante & ~!ewml!Il, 
1984); alcoholism council (Readon, 1976); chamber of commerce (Walker, et 
'11, 1983); or a consortium of several voluntary organizations (Glen 
Cove ••• , 1985). It ia not uncommon for a company to utilize a 
combination of both in-house and contracted RAPs (Kemp, 1985). 
Unlike. the early occupational alcoholism programs which were 
typically under the direct Bupervision of a company's medical director 
and staffed by a recovered alcoholic (Trice & Schonbrunn, 1981), studies 
indicate that current EAFs are more likely to be found within the 
personnel or human resource departments (Byero, et a1, 1979; Ford & 
McLaughlin, 1981; Intve1dt-Work, 1983), and admlni8te~ed by professionals 
such as Bocial workers and psychologists (Erfurt & Foote, 1977; Byers, et 
a1, 1981; Intveldt-Work, 1983). By and large, most programs rely on a 
small staff to service a large population of employees, typically having 
one counselor for every 2,500 employees (NYSDAAA, 1982). 
As was true for the early welfare programs, EAPs are .found mainly in 
large companies: A survey of the Fortune 500 corporations showed that 57 
percent had Borne form of an EP~ during 1979 (Roman, 1980C), While it is 
believed that there has been a growth of programs in small and mid-size 
companies (Readon, 1976), valid data are lacking. 
Modela of Employee Assistance Programs 
A review of ·the literature reveals that while there are numerous 
attempts to conceptualize the nature and models of &~ployee assistance 
programs, there is no commonly acceptable typology of rAP models. 
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One effort to develop models of RAP has been undertaken by Erfurt and 
Foote (1977). Based on their study of 21 in-house programs in the 
Detroit area during the mid 1970's, Erfurt and Foote identified three 
program models: 
Model 1 represents a program in which the identification of troubled 
employees, referral to a program, and the actual treatment are all 
performed by in-house staff. 
Model 2 represents a program in which only the identification of a 
troubled employee and referral to a program is an in-house function, 
while the actual problem sssessment and treatment is conducted by either 
an outside consultant or community referral. Model 3 resembles Modell 
in that the identification of troubled employees, problem evsluation and 
even counseling (probably referring to short-term counseling) is done 
in-house. On-going treatment, however, is conducted elsewhere. 
White (1983) referring mainly to RAPs operated by iUdependent 
for-profit or non-profit agencies, describes two different models of 
RAPs: the broker model and the full service model. The broker model is 
provided by agencies which contract with an employer to offer a full 
range of mental health services and who subcontract specific services to 
other providers. Under the full service model, the RAP agency directly 
provides all the clinical services to the company's employees. Under 
both models, the agencies take responsibilities for the training of 
Bupervisors and for acting as liaison between the company and other 
service providers. 
A very different conceptualization is provided by Schmitz (1982) who 
differentiates programs based on their "focus" and "service provider 
options". These include: 
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Single-focus programs which provide information and referral, 
short-term counseling or alcohol and substance abuse services 
Multi-focus programs which incorporate various aspects of short-term 
counseling, alcohol and substance abuse, and information snd referral 
models, and 
Comprehensive programs which cover full range of problema and 
services such as intake, assessment and diagnosis, counseling and brief 
psychotherapy, info6IDation and referral and follow-up. 
Under the service-provider options, Schmitz differentiates between an 
"in-house option" and "off-aite cOllsultation optiOD.". 
Corresponding to Schmitz's l~O service provider options listed above 
are the "two major forma" of EAPa identified by Ford and McLaughlin 
(1981). Their classification of "internsl" and "external" forms of EAP 
was based on a study of 110 members of the Americsu Society of Persollnel 
Administrators with an EAP. While they found that few organizations have 
a "pure" internal or external program, their dichotomy resembles that 
described and further refined by Fleisher and Kaplan (1984) who identify. 
four "ideal types" models of EAPa: 
Model 1 consists of in-houae staff prOviding a 1j~ted range of 
services on B1te~ 
Model 2 consists of ill-houae staff providing a comprehensive range of 
services on-site& 
Model 3 is a contract consultant who provides a limited range of 
services on site. 
Model 4 consists of contract consultant who provides a comprehensive 
range of services on and off site. 
Similar conceptualization is provided by Sudduth (1984) who describes 
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three program models: local internal; local external, and long distance 
external. 
Still another conceptualization is provided by Phillips and Older 
(1981) who describe four models of EAPs: 
Model l--Internal Program which may consist only of assessment and 
referral· services or even on-going counseling (Model lA). 
Model 2--Service Center Program in which the work organization 
contracts with an independent service provider or service center. This 
model may include an in-house coordinator (Model 2A) whose function is to 
identify and refer employees to the service center program. 
Model 3--EAP Located in Treatment or Social Service Agency. This 
model resembles the "off site consultation option" mentioned by Schmidt 
(1982) • 
Model 4--Union Baaed EAP which provides services for union members. 
These servic·es can be provided at union offices or the hiring hall. 
Other conceptualizations of program models can also be found in the 
literature. Among them are: the consortium model (Masi, 1982); the 
service network model (DHHS, 1982); and the close and open ended models 
with lay or professional assessment/referral (Hellan & Tissone, 1983). 
As can be seen from the above, no consensus regarding program models 
exists. Based on the findings of this study, a conceptualization of the 
EAPs in the New York area utiliziug two main program models--in-house and 
contracted-out--has been developed and can be seen in Table 4 in Section 
IV. 
CUrrent Research Issues 
In spite of the rapid growth of the EAP field--both in the number of 
programs and in the number of professionals involved--empirical research 
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on this subject haa been minimal (Jonea, 1983; Roman, 1984). Unlike 
mental health or d~lg and alcohol abuse fields, RAPs Bre not subject to 
the regulations and accountability requirements of any voluntary or 
governmental agency. Consequently, programs have not needed to document 
and report their activities to anyone other than company management 
(Jonea, 1983). 
Thus, much of the literature in this field conaists of descriptions 
0:[ individual programs (Skidmore, et a1, 1974; Weissman, 1975; Miller; 
1977; Akahas, et aI, 1979; Masi, 1979; Smirnow, 1980; Googins, 1984; 
G-on1d & McKenzie; 1984, etc.); information regarding program issues and 
program development (Wrich, 1980; Schmitz, 1982; Masi, 1984); surveys 
(Opinion Research Corporation, 1972, 1974; 1976; 1979; Erfurt 11 Foote, 
1977; Beyers, et 81; 1979; Kiefhaber & Goldbeck, 1980; Roman, 1980; 
Weiss, 1980; Ford 11 Mclaughlin, 19B1; futveldt-Work, 1983) and revle"s of 
the current state of the field (Kolben, 1982; Roman; 1981; Leavitt, 1983; 
McGowan, 1984). 
While 80me empirical research studies have been undertaken, many of 
them are based on in-house alcoholism oriented programs (see Edwards, 
H75; Mannella, 1979; Beyer 11 Trice, 1982; Steel, 1984, etc.). Studies 
of broadbruah programs have mainly focused on cost benefit and program 
outcomes (Foote, at aI, 1978; Hyers, 1984). 
One- effort at researching broadbrush RAPs has been undertaken by 
Douald Jones (1983) "ho attempted to develop "benchmarks" or standards 
for EAPs to which other programs may be compared. Included in these 
benchmarks are: the percentage of employees who should utilize a 
company's RAP (5 to 10 percent after the firat year of operation); the 
percentage of clients with alcohol/drug problems either in themselves or 
--_._-_. --
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their family members (25 percent); the percentsge of supervisory 
referrals (minimum 10 percent); the percentage of family members seen (20 
percent); and the proportion of clients referred to community agencies or 
private practitioners (80 percent). While these benchmarks provide one 
of the few attempts at offering standards for comparison, their validity 
is questionable since they were based exclusively on data collected by 
~ externally contracted; Minnesota based RAP serv10g several work 
organizations*. Whether theae benchmarks are valid for in-house programs 
as well as for other contracted programs is a question which will be 
addressed 10 this study. 
Thus, we are lacking in program standards in addition to, as 
indicated in the previous sectl.on, a conceptualization of a typology of 
existing programs. Nor have there been any attempts at an analysis of 
the factors which may account for the development of different program 
models: It is unclear what specific organizational or external variables 
influence the particular service delivery strategy or program model, i.e. 
what forces push a corporation to choose a given employee assistance 
program. It is also unknown what are the distinctive characteristics and 
the advantages and disadvantages inherent in the different program models 
(Cohen & McGowan, 1982): Are certain program models more suitable to 
80me organizations than other models, and if so. what are the 
implications for this for future program planning and development? 
While there are a number of articles listing the benefits of either 
the in-house or the contractual program model (Phillips & Older, 1981; 
Hahn, 1981; Hellan & campbell, 1981; Kalben, 1982; Minter, 1983; Fleisher 
*It is unclear how many companies were used in obtaining these figures. 
At one point the author mentions four companies (p. 10) and at another, 
three (p. 18). 
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& Kaplan, 1984; Stein, 1984, etc.), they are not based on empirical 
research findings, but purely on ··conventional wisdom" or the authors' 
own practice experience. The single empil'icsl study found on tilts 
aubject was conducted by Ann Sudduth (19B4) who evaluated data of 1,097 
employees from aix different companies in order "to determine what 
differences exist between types of programs in uae (and) ••• to investigate 
the role of the alcohol component in current RAPs". The six RAPs were 
classified into three categories: One internal (iu-house) RAP, three 
local external (contracted) RAPs, and two long distance external RAPs. 
Among the variables analyzed were: the number and percentage of 
employees utilizing each program model; the length of years of sel~ce 
for these employees; the number snd percentage of employees who report 
alcohol/drug related problema, and those reporting "other" problems. 
Sudduth alBa examined the gender of program users, the gender of tbose 
reporting alcohol and "other" problema, and the referral Bource for each 
program model. A summary of her findings is provided in Table 1. 
Overall, Sudduth found that while both male and female employees used the 
EAPa, the internal (in-house) program showed a more balanced 
distribution; that significantly more males than females reporting 
alcohol problems used the internal program; and that the internal progralll 
had atgn:tficantly higher supervisory referrals than external programs. 
Among her conclusions are: that the more remote the RAP is from the 
company. the less the program is used by established (i.e. long term) 
employees, and the lesa management supports the programs. 
In spite of the interesting findings of this study, this research haa 
two serious limitations: The sample for the internal model of EAP 
consisted of only ~ company, and there is no information regarding the 
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characteristics of the workforce of the companies studied. Thus we do 
not know how representative the EAP users are of their workforce and 
whether the composition of the workforce is simil~r in the six 
companies. The findings of this study, therefore, have serious 
TABLE I 
summary of Findings of Sudduth's (1984) Study 
Variable Examined program Model 
Long 
Local Internal Local External Distance Ext. Total 
t Employees Seen 433 459 205 1097 
Mean Years on Job 6.6 5.8 3.4 5.7 
% With Alcohol/ 
Drug Problem 44.6 38.4 17.0 100 
% With 'Other Problems 36.2 44.7 19.1 100 
% Males Seen 49.0 42.0 62.0 49.9 
% Females Seen 51.0 59.0 38.0 51.0 
& Males With 
Alcohol Problem 61.0 55.0 70.0 61. 0 
% Females With 
Alcohol Problem 39.0 45.0 30.0 39.0 
% Males With 
'Other' problem 45.0 40.0 61.0 45.0 
% Females with 
'Other' Problem 55.0 60.0 39.0 55.0 
% Supervisory Referrals 52.0 20.0 17.0 32.0 
% Voluntary Referrals 45.0 70.0 72.0 61.0 
% Family Members 0 10.0 ll.O 6.0 
limitations and questionable validity. The question of the advantages 
and disadvantages of the two main program madels--in-house (or internal) 
and contracted-aut (exter.nal)--thus r·emains unanswered and will be 
addressed in this study. 
Since the literatur.e on organizational theory indicate.!] that th'e size 
of an organization is crucial in determining the nature of the 
organization (Hall, 19771 Rast & Rosenzweig, 1979), the organizational 
size can be presumed to be an important aspect in determining the nature 
of all EAP. Reviewing the findings of .the Opinion Research Corporation's 
"Executive Caravan" Surveys of tbe leading 750 corporations in the U.S., 
Roman (1980) found tbat there was no linear relationship between the size 
of organizations and the choice between alcoholism or broad-brush program 
focus. However, there appears to be a lack of other research examining 
the impact of organizational size on the nature of EAPS. 
Furthermore, as reflected in the conceptual framework of Erfurt and 
Foote (1977), one of the major aspects of an EAP is to provide a link 
between the employees and the community treatment resources. While there 
has been some focus on EAP referrals to alcoholism facilities (Filstead, 
at aI, 1985), little is known about the pe,ception of EAPs staff 
regarding community treatment resources. Furthermore, although many 
a.utho;;s (e.g., Hellenbrand & Yasser, 1977; Googins, 1975; 1977; Akaba., 
1978; 1982; Feinstein, 1978; Masi, 19791 Kurzman & Akabas, 19811 Akabas & 
Kurzman, 1982; etc.), feel that this arena is a "natural" one for the 
training and employment of social workers, it is unclear whether this 
view is shared by those running such programs, or whether social work 
roles and functions differ signifi"antly under different program models. 




RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
As indicated previously, the provision of employee assistance 
programs to troubled employees is a relatively new practice for which the 
state of the art is barely developed, empirical research has been 
minimal, and no generally accepted norm for programs or service delivery 
strategies exist. Consequently, rigorously designed controlled 
experimental studies Beem premature and limiting at this time (Cohen & 
McGowan, 1982). 
While the theories and studies presented in the previous chapter 
guided the selection of the approach and the formulation of the research 
questions, this study is essentially exploratory and descriptive in 
nature with no formal hypothesis formulated. 
In their book The Assessment ~f Social Research, Tripodi, Fellin & 
Meyer (1969), define exp10ratory-descriptive studies as 
••• those exploratory studies which seek to thoroughly describe a 
particular phenomenon. The concern may be with one behavioral unit, 
as in a case study for which both empirical and theoretical analyses 
are made. The purpose of these studies is to develop ideas and 
theoretical generalizations. Descriptions are in both quantitative 
and qualitative form, and the accumulation of detailed information by 
such means as participant observation may be found. Sampling 
procedures are flexible, and little concern is usually given to 
systematic representstiveness (p. 49). 
While maintaining the flexibility which is part of the exploratory 
methodology ss described above, this study attempted to be as systematic 
as pOSSible in its sampling procedure, data collection, and data 
analysis. 
The study consisted of two distinct phases: Phsse one was focused on 
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the identification of the universe of employee assistance programs in the 
New York Metropolitan Area; while pbase two focuses on the selection and 
study of a sample of 23 private sector, management sponsored EAPs, 15 of 
i'lhich were located in-house and B contracted-out~ These programs were 
selected on the basis of non-probability quota sampling technique 
stratified according to program model (in-house va. contracted-aut); type 
of industry sponsoring the program (finance and insurance; manufacturingi 
or service); and size of the organization (small; medium; or large), 
Pha,"e One: The Identification of BAPs in the Metropolitan New York Area 
bs indicated above, the first phase of this study consisted of the 
identification of all the EAPS in an area comprised of New York city (all 
five boroughs), Long Island (NassaU and Suffoll: Counties) and westchester 
County. In order to be included, the prog,ams had to be fully 
operational by June, 1982. 
This total universe of Metro New York based employee-assistance 
programs was identified on the follO\ring basis: * 
1. All programs self-identified as EAPs in specialized literature 
(EAP Digest, ALMACAN, etc.), and in professional journals (i.e., 
personnel, social work, sociology and psychology related 
11 terature) • 
2. All program-members of the 11etropolitan New York Chapter of the 
Association af Labor-Management Administrators and consultants 
-----
• Due to a number of factors (political, financial, lack of universally 
accepted definitions of an EAP, rapid ~hanges in this field, etc.), 
no listing of 8uch programs in the Metro New York Region has ever 
been published. Although a figure of 89 programs (including union, 
private and public sector programs) has been cited (Kolben, 1982), 
this figure is questioned even by ita authors (Personal communication 




on Alcoholism (ALMACA). 
3. All programs identified aa Ws by the stsffa of the NYSDAAA/ 
Occupational Branch; and of the Industrial Department of the New 
York Council on Alcoholism. 
4. Through the utilization of key informants who were asked to 
examine the list of programs which was developed by the above 
described basis and to add any additional programs of which they 
were aware.* Any programs whose existence or date of inception 
seemed questionable were contacted by the author for 
verification. 
This first phase of the study was begun in Fall, 1982 and lasted 
approximately one year. During this phase the author interviewed 52 
well-known experts in the field of industrial social work and employee 
assistance programs (see Appendix F). The information obtained from 
these experts was instrumental in identifying existing Ws and in 
formulating the questionnaire which was utilized during the second phase 
of this study. 
A total of 125 employee assistance progrsms were identified during 
the first phase. The programs were located in the private (both 
for-profit and voluntary) and public sectors and in labor unions. 
The special forces operating in the public arena (legal mandates, 
political factors, civil service regulations, etc.), and the unique 
nature of union and other membership-sponsored programs mitigated against 
lumping these Ws together with those in the private sector. 
*'--~F-o-r-a--d7escription of utilization of such key informant technique, see 
Paul Roman "Survey Methodology in Occupational Alcoholism Research", 
1982. 
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Therefore, the second phase, and the lll8.jor foclls of this research, was 
limited to RAPs located in the private-sector, under management auspices. 
Phase nfO: . Selection of Study Srunpie 
The secoud phase of this research consisted of the selection and 
study of a sample of 23 management-sponsored employee assistance programs 
in the private sector. 
Sampling Procedure: 
An analysis of the 125 employee assistance programs identified during 
the first phase of this study revealed that 64 of these programs were 
located in the private SGetor and sponsored by management. In order to 
explore and understand the nsture of the private sector organizations 
which sponsor such programs, the companies sponsoring these 64 RAPs were 
classified according to the nature of industry utilizing the U.8. 
Department of Labor Standard Industrial Classification Category and 
according to the aize of their work force. The employee assistance 
programs sponsored by these organizations were also classified according 
to the two program models explored in this atudy--in-houae and 
contracted-out (See Table 2). 
Since an examination of the industrial. classification of the 
compauies sponsoring such programs revealed that 80 percent of the 
programs were found clusters,! within three industries-Finance/Insurance, 
Manufacturing, and Service--these industries were selected for the 
ntudy. This universe consisted of Sl companies. 
As indicated in Chapter n·, the Bize of an organiza.tion is often a 
critical intervening variable in determining the nature of an 
orgsnization (Ha1l, 1977; Kast & Roae=eig, 1979), thus it can be 
presumed to be an important· factor in determinin.g the nature of en 
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TABLE 2 
THE UNIVERSE OF MANAGEMENT SPONSORED EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
STRATIFIED BY PROGRAM MODEL, TYPE OF INDUSTRY, AND SIZE OF COMPANY 
Program Model 
IN-HOUSE CONTRACTED-OUT 
!I. Size N Size :2. N TOTAL 
Type of Indus-try I Small Medium Large Small Medium Large 
Mining 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Construction 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Manufacturing 3 3 8 14 4 0 3 7 
Transportation & 
Public Utili ties 2 1 4 7 1 1 0 2 
Wholesale & 
Retail Trade 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Finance, Insurance 
& Real Estate 3 5 4 12 5 1 1 7 
Services 7 2'" 0 9 4" 0 a 4 
Total 15 11 17 43 14 2 5 21 
1. Classification based on U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor 
Statistics classification code of private industries 
2. Sizes of companies are defined as follows: 
Small--Less than 10,00 employees 
Medium--Between 10,000 and 30,000 employees 
Large--Over 30,000 employees 











employee assistance program. Currently, there is no single definition of 
industrial size. Among the classifications used to determioe 
Qrganizational size are annual BaieB vol.'llle, number of establishments, 
number of employee.; and number of diviaions. The most frequent 
definition of organizational size utilized by researchers haa beeu the 
number of employees. Using this criteria, companies are typically 
divided into three categories: Broa11--for companies with fewer than 100 
employees; medium-for those with 100 to 999 employees; and large-for 
thoBe with 1,000 or more workers (Bell, 1982). Since preliminary 
analysis of New York based organizations with RAPs revealed that none of 
theae companies had fewer than 100 employees, aud that moat had over 
10,000 workers, for the purposes of this study the size of companies was 
defined aa follows: Small size companies were those with fewer than 
10, 000 employees; Medium size companies were thone with 10, 000 to 30; 000 
employees, and large companies consisted of those with over 30,000 
employees. 
Thus the universe of private sector .EAPs in the Metro New York Area 
was stratified according to the nature of induBtry (finance/insurance; 
manufacturing; aervlce); size of company (small; medium; and large) and 
program model (in-houBe and contracted-out). This stratification yielded 
18 cells. In order to have a representa ti VB sample of all the cells, an 
attempt was made to study no lesB then one-third and no more than 
one-half of the EAPs within a cell. A total of Z3 RAPs were chosen for 
this study representing 45 percent of ell the management-sponsored 
private sector EAPs within the three industries studied (See Table 3). 
The programs were contacted by letter requesting their cooperation 
and including a description of the study (See Appendix C). This "". 
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TABLE 3 
THE UNIVERSE AND THE EAPS STUDIED IN THREE INDUSTRIES 
STRATIFIED BY PROGRAM MODEL, AND SIZE 
IN-HOUSE PROGRAMS CONTRACTED-OUT TOTAL 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY SIZE N SIZE 
S M L S M L 
Finance/Insurance 3* 5 4 12 5 1 1 7 19 
(2)'"* (3) (2) (7) (2) (0) (1) (3) (10) 
Manufacturing 3 3 8 14 4 0 3 7 21 
(1) (1) (3) (5) (2) (0) (2) (4) (9) 
Service 7 1 0 8 3 0 0 3 11 
(2) (1) (0) (3) (1) (0) (0) (1) (4) 
TOTAL 13 10 11 34 12 1 4 17 SI 
(S) (S) (S) (IS) (5) (0) (3) (8) (23) 
* Top number indicates total EAP universe in this category. 
** Bottom number indicates number of programs studied. 
---- -.-- .. ------- --_._---------
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followed by a phone call requesting an appointment. On the average it 
took two letters and three, pbone calla before an interview was g~anted, 
In in-house programs; th~ original letter was addressed; in most esses, 
to program directors, while contracted-out programs were nsually 
contacted after the contractor lOaS interviewed and provided the name and 
position of a contact peraon in the organization. In Borne cBses, 
permission had to be obtained from top level management before program 
directors agreed to be lnterviewed or answered phone messages. 
Of the programs contacted, 4 in-houBe programs refused to participate 
in this atudy--twa of these because their programs were in the process of 
major reorganization. One coutracted-out program a1Bo refused. 
Additionally, one Belf-emp1oyed contractor refused 'to return the 
investigator's numerous letters and phone calla and thus was not 
interviewed. However, since enough data regarding the program were 
obtained from top management of the organization, this program is 
included in this study. 
The final sample studied consisted of 15 in"·house programs (44 
percent of the universe) and 8 contracted-out programs (47 percent of the 
universe) representing sn over~tl 45 percent sample of the 51 programs. 
Da'/:a Collection, 
Since, sa identified by Tripodi, at a1., (1969), "The problem for 
reaearehera in exploratory studies i8 that of information overload ... the 
investigator may not be able to assimilate large volumes of quantitative 
data; hence, he inevitably needs to resort to Bome device to categoriZe 
or code the data into manageable chunks of information •• ," (p. 46). 
-----~. ------,-,----- ---
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Thus, based on the review of literature, interviews with experts, and 
in line with the expressed purpose of this study; the following 
categories of data were identified as most relevant for this resesrch: 
1. Characteristics of Sponsoring Organization: 
This section consisted of questions dealing with nature of industry; 
number of employees; number of establishments; availability of medical 
services; and the organizational structure of the company sponsoring the 
EAP. 
2. Characteristics of the Work Force: 
This section consisted of questions regarding the percentage of men 
and women in the company; ethnic/racial characteristics of employees; and 
the proportion of employees in different age and different occupational 
ca tegories. 
3. Program Development and Nature of EAP at Inception: 
This section focused on the planning process, development and 
characteristics of the EAP during its first 6-12 months of operation. It 
was comprised of questions related to the impetus and justification for 
the program; the process of program development; original goals; union 
involvement; range and type of services planned; financing and staffing; 
program location and administrative reporting structure; referral 
sources;nature of presenting problems; and perceived value of social 
workers at that time. 
4. Characteristics of CUrrent Program: 
This section focused on the nature of the EAP at the time of the 
interview. Questions related to administrative and physical location of 
the program; nature of written policy and manuals regarding the program; 
nature of records regarding employees seen; kinds of services provided 
-- .~- - - -------- ~~~~--~---
and hours of service provision; staffing pattern; financing of program 
and kinds of insurance benefits. 
5. Role of Unions 
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This section, addressed to companies with a unionized labor force, 
focused on the role of the linion(s) in the administration of the EAl'; the 
vie>/B of the union(s) toward the program; referrals to the EAl' by union 
representatives; availability of !mion-baaed EAl'; and linkages between 
the union-hased and the management-based EAl'a. 
G. Employee's Access to Program: 
ThiB section focused on eligibilIty requirements; time-off 
prOVisions; and nature of communication regarding the program to workers. 
7. Referral Services and Nature of Presenting Problema: 
This section focused on the sources of employee referrals and the 
kinds of presenting problems during the last 12 months. 
8. Utilization (Take Up) Rate: 
This section focused on the number of employees eligible for the 
program; the number of employees seen since program inception; the number 
of employees seen last month and during the last 12 months; and the 
annual percentage of employees utilizing th" progrmn a8 a proportion of 
all eligihle employees. 
9. Characteristics of Service Users: 
This section fo""aed an the se,der, ethnic/racial, age and 
occupational status of all the employees utilizing the program within the 
last year. 
10. Confidentiality Provision: 
This section focused on the nature of arrangements made to protect 
the confidentiality of the employees, and on a description of any 
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problems or incidenta regarding confidentiality. 
11. Access and Program Utilization by Families: 
This aection consisted of questions dealing with the availability of 
the EAP to familiea of employees; nature of couunuoication regarding the 
program to families;> the number and characteristics of family members 
seen and the nature of their presenting problems. 
12. Linkage with Employing Organizations: 
This section consiated of questions relating to awareness of the 
program by top level managers; the perceived support by top management; 
coordination of program with other departments in the company; provision 
of training regarding the EAP to management; supervisors and/or 
employees; and any actual or potential problems in the linkage of the EAP 
to the company. 
13. Program Assessment: 
This section consisted of questions dealing with organizational 
assessment of the program as well as subjective assessment of the program 
by each of the respondents. 
14. Linkages with Community Facilities: 
This section dealt with questions relating to referrals of EAP 
clients to community facilities and/or private practitioners and vice 
versa. It focused on the percentage of referrals made; kinds of 
community resources utilized; basis for selection of specific resources; 
insurance coverage for various mental health professionals; and perceived 
problema and value of commuoity resources. 
15. Perceived Value of Social Workers 
This section consisted of questions dealing with the respondent's 
views about social workers; the roles of social workers employed in these 
programs; and the kinds of knowledge needed by social workers in order to 
be employed by an EAP. 
The research instrument (",naisted of both structured an open-ended 
questionnaire items eX!llllining over 200 different variables for each 
program. A copy of the questionnaire can be found i.n tbe Appendix. An 
additional four page questionnaire was used to interview the 
contractors. Any available literature, both published and unpublished 
relating to the programs stUdied was also collected. The questionnaire 
items r constructed on the basis of face validity (Nachmias & Nachmias, 
1981), were pre-tested and modified through interviews with three 
employee assistance programs, b,1I'O in-house and one contracted-out, which 
"ere not part of the final sample stUdied. 
Data for this study were obtained from 22 program administrators,* 
eleven top lev"l executives, including four CEDs; seven medical and eight 
personnel directors responsible for these programs; two program 
initiators who were no longer employed in the companies; seven counselors 
providing direct services and ten managers/owners or associates of 
contracting firms. No attempt was made to interview service users or 
union officials. The total number Df individuals intervie"ed was 67: 
thirty-six. of the respondents came from j.n-house programs and 31 from 
contracted-out programs. 
Data Were collected during Fall and Winter, 1983 and Spring of 1984 
and are based on 1982/H83 figures. 
with the exception of five telephone Interviews--two with the CEDs of 
1\"11..8 indicated previously, one contractual pt'ogram administrator refused 
to be interviewed~ 
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their respective companies and three with high level executives--all 
interviews were conducted in-person by the author. The interviews ranged 
from a minimum of half an hour to a maximum of two and a half hours 
depending on the position and role of the respondent in the program. The 
average interview lasted 75 minutes. 
In the majority of the programs, parts of the questionnaire dealing 
with statistical and demographic information (e.g., sections of 
"'cha'racteristica of the work force-, -nature of presenting problems·, 
etc.), were left with the program administrators or personnel directors 
and returned to the investigator by mail at a later date. In most cases, 
a follow-up letter or phone call was necessary to obtain this information. 
Data Analysis 
All the data obtained were analyzed to explore the following 
questions; 
1. What is the nature of companies sponsoring EAPs? 
2. What is the nature of contractors providing EAP services? 
3. What were the organizational and/or environmental factors which 
accounted for the development of an EAP? 
4. What was the process of program development and implementation? 
5. What were the characteristics of the EAPs at inception and have 
they changed over time? 
6. What is the current nature of EAPs? 
7. What are the characteristics of the employees utilizing the EAPS 
and how do. they compare to the total workforce in their company? 
8. What is the impact of organizational size and nature of industry 
on the EAPs? 
9. What are tbe .similarities and differences between in-house and 
contractual program models and what does each model maximize? 
10. aow do the EAPs interface with existing hum~n service delivery 
system? 
11. What is the perceived value and role of social workers in tbese 
programs and what skills are deemed essential for emplojlTllent in 
this field? 
Statistical Procedures 
After the data were collected, they were quantified and coded. Most 
of the data could not be quantified beyond classification into nominal 
categories. Utilizlng a computer, the analysis package from statistical 
Package for Social Sciences was used to examine the data. Most commonly 
used were frequency tables. Cross tabulations were done of all the 
variables by the 3 independent variables which were controlled in the 
sampling process: program model {in-house VB. contracted-out}; company 
size (small, medium, large); and nat.ure of industry (finance/insurance; 
manufacturing, service). Where possible, chi-square tests of association 
were used to examine the relationship between categorical variableB~ 
K!;uskal--Wallis one way analysis of variance by ranks and t-test for two 
dependent samples in matcbed group design were also utilized. 
~imitations of study 
One major limitation Df this study centers on the fact that in order 
to make this study feasible within limited time and financial resources 
the sample size and the geographic locations of the programs studied had 
to be narrowed. Thus, generalizations of the study's findings to all 
private sector EAP's have to be restricted. Additional consequence of 
the small sample size is that this fact severely limited the kinds of 
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statistical computations which could be used. Furthermore, since the 
programs studied were all located in the private sector, under management 
auspice, we don't know how much, if any, of these findings are applicaole 
to EAPS in the public sector and to union or join labor-management 
sponsored programs. 
Another limitation relates to the reliability of the data. Some of 
the programs kept more extensive as well as seemingly more accurate data 
than others. The statistical information obtained, for example, the 
percentage of alcoholics seen, could not be checked for accuracy and had 
to be accepted as given. Moreover, some of the data were difficult to 
standardize across the different organizations and was thus lost. For 
example, while some programs had information regarding the age of program 
users, others kept records regarding how long the employee has been with 
the company, while still others did not have any information regarding 
either one of these variables. Similar pattern exited for other 
demographic information such as occupational status and ethnicity of 
program users. While all the programs were promised confidentiality, 
some companies still refused to divulge what they viewed as 'sensitive" 
information. For some organizations, this consisted of data regarding 
the percentage of minority employees in the organization, while for 
others ·sensitive~ data related to the number of alcoholics seen or the 
number of supervisory referrals. 
Additional limitation relates to the information regarding the 
rationale and the historical development of a program. Although an 
attempt was made to interview those individuals who were instumental in 
establishing a given program, this was not possible in some cases, 
especially for the older programs. Moreover, as with the statistical 
----------------------------- ----
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information cited above, it was impossible to verify wh"tber the 
information obtained was accurate or not... In- spite of t.he above 
mentioned limitation", this study yielued a large amount of interesting 
and significant data which will be discussed in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS IN THE METROPOLITAN NEW YORK AREA 
AND THE ORGANIZATIONS PROVIDING THEM 
This chapter is comprised of two major sections. The first part 
consists of an overview of all the employee assistance programs which 
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were found to be operations1 in the New York area as of June, 1982. The 
second section consists of a description of the charactristics of the 23 
organizations sponsoring the EAPs which were selected for a detailed 
study. 
A. An oVerview· of Existing Employee Assis tance Programs 
As indicated in the previous chapter, the first part of this study 
consisted of identifying the total universe of employee assistance 
programs in the Metropolitan New York Area. For the purposes of this 
study, the Metro New York area was defined aB consisting of New York 
City; Long Island and Westchester County. 
This study found that in the Metropolitan New York area consisting of 
over 5 1/2 million employees (NYS, DOL, 1982), only 125 employee 
assistance programs were fully operationsl as of June, 1982. An 
additional 17 programs which were in the beginning process of 
implementation during the 1982 calender year were identified, but were 
not included in this ana1yaia.* This section provides an overview of the 
employee assistance programs found in this area and the nature of the 
organizations which sponsor them utilizing a typology developed for this 
study. An analysis of the 23 employee ussistance programs which were 
* The author also identified another 31 programs which were established 
between January, 1982 and December, 1984. 
----------------------------~------------------------.----
studied 111 depth is provided ill the following chapters. 
!yyology Of EAPs 
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Based all the identification of the universe of EAPs ill the 
~!etropo1itan New York area, a typology wall developed and is refle<!ted in 
Table t. and in Appendix A. The typology 1s based on stratificatiQu of 
all EAPs according to auspice (management or union/peer group) 
sponsorship (individual or conaorium); program model (in-house or 
contractual), and secter (public or private). A detailed analyeis of the 
employee assistance programs in the new York Metropolitan Area utilizing 
the above typology .is discussed below. Since different authors d"fiue 
the teDlls "auspice" and "sponsorship" differently, a definition of theae 
terms as used in this stlidy i8 provided. 
Auspice of Program: Management or Union/Peer Group 
According to Akaba" & Kurzman (1982), 1n the field of industrial 
80cial welfare, the term "auspice" has been defined as the "major 
institutional arrangements in the world of work" (p. 205) and refers to 
the trade unions and employ.l.ng organizations under which industrial 
so~ia1 work is practiced. In line with thte definition, all the EAPs 
identified in this study were c1aBsified as bE!ing either under mruJasement 
or union/peer group auspice. The term ·peer grollpn refers to au 
association of .individuals in the Bame trade who are not necessarily 
members of all organized labor union. 
While a review of the literature indicates the enstence of joint 
lahor-management programs (Weiss, 1980; Feinstein & Brown, 1982; Kolben, 
1982, etc.), the programs identified in this study were generally 
classified by their own description or by informed experts as being 
either management or union baaed. Although some of the linion baaed 
TABLE 4 
Metropolitan New York Based EAPs Operational as af June, 1982 
stratified by Auspice, Sponsorship, Program Model, and Sector 
AUSPICE: MANAGEMENT UNION/PEER GROUP 
SPONSORSHIP: Individual Consortium Individual Consortium 
MODEL, In-House contractual In-House Cont N In-House Cant In-House cant 
SECtoR 
Private 42 20 1 1 64 19* 1* 4* 0* 
For Profit 35 20 0 0 55 
Voluntary 7 0 1 1 9 
Public 32 0 0 1 33 4* 0 0 0 
Federal 5 0 0 1 6 
state 8 0 0 0 8 
city 12 0 0 0 12 
County 7 0 0 0 7 
Total Number 74 20 1 2 97 23 1 4 0 








programs received funding from th" induBtry in which the workers were 
employed, and thus tended to view themselves as joint labor-management 
programs, these programs I'e,,, typieally seen 8S being used by union 
membera and Dot by management. On the other haud, while union members 
weie generally eligible to utilize programs wbich were under management 
auspice, and in many cases their lll:dollB may have been support! va of such 
programs, these MFIl we're established under the aegis of the company' s 
management. In short, according to the findj.nga of tb.iB study, joint 
labor-management programs are viewed as either management supported MFa 
under • .mJ.OI1 auspice, or company-hasedprogrsms supported by UniOllS hut 
existing under management auapice. 
Utilizing the above claBsificaUon, examination of all identified 
employee assistance programs functioning as of June, .1982 reveals ·that 
rrinety-seven or i8 percent of all the MFa in tb.iB area were provided 
under management auspice, while l1l programs (22 percent) were under 
union/peer group auspice. 
While a more detailed examifu~tion of MFa under management auspice is 
provided later in this chapter, analysis of union/peer group MFa reveals 
that the twenty-four individually sponsored programs and the four 
consortia programs (14 percellt of: all union based programs) under union 
auspices covered Daly 15 percent of the 263 un10118 in exiatence in the 
area studied (mS, DOL, 1983). 
Since the major focu8 of this research was on programs under 
management auspice, more detailed Uata regarding uilion baaed programs are 
lacking and further research studies are indicated. 
Sponsorship: Individual or ConSOl:tium 
The literature on EAPs does not provide a c.ommonly acceptable 
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definition of the tem "sponsorship". Frequently, both "auspice" and 
"sponsorship" are used interchangeably in· the same article to indicate 
whether the EAP is responsible to management or union officials (see 
!kabas & KUrzman, 1982). At other times, "sponsorship" is defined in the 
same way as the previously discussed definition of "auspice", while the 
tem "auspice" refers to a totally different concept (Kolben, 1982). In 
this study, the tem "sponsors,hip" refers to whether the EAP is arranged 
by (and typically, paid for) either a single employing organization or 
union or through consortia in which several organizations pool their 
resonrces and jointly develop or sponsor a program. 
An examination of the EAPs based on their sponsorship indicates that 
94 percent or 188 of the EAPs were provided through the sponsorship of an 
individual company or union; while seven (6 percent) of the 125 RAPs in 
this area were sponsored through a consortia of several organizations, 
and 4 (57 percent) of the Beven were under union auspices. 
Given the need for cooperation among the sponsoring organizations, it 
is not surprising that there were no consortium sponsored programs among 
the highly competitive profit-oriented organizations in the private 
sector, and that the only two consortia programs existing in the private 
sector were both sponsored through cooperation among non-profit voluntary 
organizations. Further discussion of these programs is provided later on 
in this chapter. 
The single public sector consortium program was sponsored by several 
federal agencies and covered the NYC based employees of these agencies. 
Program Model: In-House or Contractual 
As discussed in the review of literature, the two most frequently 
identified models of employee assistance programs are in-house programs 
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in "hich the program is administered by staff directly employed by the 
company or union sponsoring the RAP, or contractual programs which are 
administered by self-employed 1ndividual, a pri-vate firm, or a voluntary 
agency through a contractual arrangement with the sponsor. 
An examination of the New York area EM's based on their program Inodel 
reveals that 102 (82 percent) of the 125 programs were based In'~honse and 
only 23 (18 percent) were contracted out. Eighty seven percent of the 
contracted'-out programs were located in the pri-vate for-profit 
organJ.zatiODJ3. Only one union/peer group and one public: sector RAP >Iere 
"ontracted-out. 
Au examiDJ3tioll of business literature indicates that contracting out 
for specific services is a common practice for private industries in the 
united States (Thomas, 1982). Thus, contracted-out RAPs are within the 
uorm of iudustrial practice8. unions, however, have a long standing 
t:raditlon of "taking care"' of their own. For unions, an in-house RAP, 
(or, lUore accurately; MAP-member aBsistance program) provides a highly 
y:!.sible benefit to their members. To contract out, especially to a 
profit making organization, would certainly be against traditional unIon 
values .. 
It ia au interesting question wbether the large percentage of 
lUlionized labor force contributed to the preference for the in-ho~.e 
model that exista in the voluntary and public organizations." The impact 
of unionization on program model will be explored in greater detail in 
Chayte,"s V and VI. 
Au f'..xamination of the se-ven consortia sponsored RAP8 reveals that 
" According to the Bureau of Labor Market Information, NYS DOL, 
approximately 90 percent of public sector labor force is unionized. 
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five (71 percent) of these programs were also based in-house. In light 
of the preceeding dis.cussion, it 1s iInportant to point out that none of 
the union-based consortium programs were contacted-out. 
Sector: Private or Public 
Reflective of the national scene discussed in Chapter II, both 
management and union-based programs in the New York area were found to 
exist in the private sector (for profit and voluntary), as well as at all 
levels of the public sector. While management sponsored programs could 
be categorized on the basis of location in either the voluntary or for 
profit private sector companies, or at the municipal, state or federal 
level of the public sector, such distinction was not feasible for union 
based programs since a single union may cover employees working for 
different levels of government (e.g.; American Federation of State, 
County and Municipal Employees) or those employed in for-profit as well 
as voluntary private organizations. A more detailed analysis of public 
and private sector employee assistance programs under management auspice 
is provided below. 
Public Sector Programs Under Management Auspice: 
Public sector RAPs appear to be growing repidly and comprised over a 
quarter (26 percent) of all the employee assistance programs in the New 
York area. Public sector programs were found at all levels of government 
ranging from federal to local communities. Thirty-six percent of all the 
public sector programs were sponsored by vsrious departments of the City 
of New York reflecting the current trend in New York City of each 
department developing their own employee assistance program (Schweitzer, 
personal communication). 
As reflected in Tables 5 and 6, in comparison to employees in the 
----------.. 
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private sector, public sector workers are twice as liI<ely to be covered 
by R'U's. UoJ.1ke tile pdvate a"ctor programs. FAPs in the pubU" sector 
""" be lIlandated tb:rough legislative ar executive order. Thus, the 
f"doral (Masi. 1902) and State (Kemp, 1985) employees have benefited f"o," 
the recognition of the value of, Bnd the need for, EAPs oy their 
respective government •. l un~ts. 
In Ilpite of the large number of programs sponsored by t.he various Ne'\'l 
'rABLE 5 
Number of employees and UPs in the pub1:f.e Beeta" , 
during 1982 by governmental level 
Governmental Level # Employees in NYC* DEAPs % Workforce Covered 
Federal 77,200 5 .00q 
State 53,300 5 ,009 
City 386,500 ~ 12 .003 
Total 517,100 22 ,00/, 
"Source: City of New York, Office for Economic Development, "Repor1:.oll 
Employment for 1982", 
York City depm:tmellta, Table 5 indicates that it is the employees of t.he 
Sta.te of New York who are the most likely to be covered by au EAP. 
~rivate Sector Program" Under Management Auspice: 
As reflected in Table I, al1d as listed in Appendix A, this study 
identified a total of 64 private sector eroployee asaiatanee programs 
under management auspices.. ":nese 64 programs comprised .51 perr~e.nt: of all 
identified We in the Metro Ne" York area. 
New York City, aa painted aut by Kalban (1982), is a city of 
contrasts: It ia a city of predominately small induBt1:ies, while at the 
Game Ume it is the home fa" many of the largest of the lllltion I a firma, 
AJ3 reflected in Table 6, during 1982 the largest number of companies and 
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TABLE 5 
Number and Percentages 9£ Companies, 
Employees and RAPs in NYC by various Industries 
% Co. % Workforce 
% of covered Covered by 
Ind"" try U Companies' Total Cos. H Emplo),ees' ~EAPs bv RAPs UPs 
Mining 81 ,1}4 1,352 a a a 
Construction 7,801 4.2 83,830 1 .01 .001 
Manufac-




Utilities 7,663 4.2 241,592 9 .ll .004 
Wholesale & 
Retail Trade 60,160 33.0 592,973 1 .002 .0002 
Finance, in-
surance & 
Real Estate 23,738 13.0 480,327 19 .08 .004 
Services 65,185 35.8 917,563 13 .02 " .001 
Total 182,074 100.0 2,768,315 64 .04 .002 
'Source: NYS DOL, August 1983 Data for Oct-Dec, 1982. 
the largest number of ~p1oyees in the private sector in New York City 
were located in the service industries, followed by those in trade, 
finance/insurance, and manufacturing industries. While 
transportation/public utilities snd construction industries bad a similar 
number of establishments, the former had three times as many employees as 
the latter. 
Table 6 reflects the faet that only a very small proportion (.002 
pereent) of the private see tor labor force in New York City is covered by 
UPs, and that such programs are most likely to cover those employed in 
manufactnring industries, followed by those working in finance/insurance 
and transportation/utilities industries. It 1s the New York City based 
workers employed in thewholes41e and retail trade industry who appear 
the most underserved by manage~ent sponsored EAPs. Examination of Table 
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6 also reveal. t!w.t 1es. than one-!w.1f of one percent (.04 percent) of 
all the private sector companies in this area !w.ve an RAP. 
An analysis of Table 4 indicates t!w.t nine (14 percent) of the 
private sector programs were sponsored by voluntary non-profit 
organizations. Eight of the"e EAP. were hospital based. The two 
connortium sponsored programs in the private sector were both sponsored 
by non'-profit organizations: One was a Joint venture of four hospitals 
and an (!1rlveroity, while the other was sponsored by three eivk and 
bnsiness oriented groups. 
An analysis of private sectar RAPs nude'" ml1""gemel1t-auapicea based on 
the three independent variables examined in this study-nature of 
ludua 1:t1', company size, and program model-ia provided below. 
Nature of Industries with EAPs: 
An examination of Tables 2 and 6 reveals that the largest number D.f 
programs (21 EAPs) were sponsored by l1JllUUfactllring concerns, followed by 
fixllls in finance/inaurance/rea1 estate (19 programs) and servlce 
orgaIlizatioos (1.3 programs). The fewest programs were faund in the 
wholeaale and retail trades and construction industries (1 
each)--indnstries characterized by numerouo, small establishmenta, 
""aeonal employmeut, and frequently a high percentage of unionized 
workforce ("Nonprofit Hrm ••• ", 1979). No programs were found in the 
mining industry which has the few".! number of establishments and of 
employees of all the industries in New York City. 
Size of Companies with EAl's: 
An examination of the size of private sector firma with EAl'a reveals 
that, ninety-forrr percent of all of the firma for which data were 
obtainable (62 out of 64 companies) can be classified as "large" 
------------_ .. 
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organizations, i.e. companies having more than 1,000 workers. The number 
ot employees in firms sponsoring EAPs ranged from 120 to 847,768 workera 
with a mean of 41,561 and a median of 10,173 employees per firm. Thus, 
it is clear that EAPs 1n the private sector in the New York area tend to 
be found among large 8ize organizations,snd that those employed in 
smaller companies are underserved, although some of those employed in 
small firms may be covered by union programs. 
Table 7 below indicstes that almost half (47 percent) of the private 
aector EAPs were located in firms with fewer than 10,000 workers, while 
33 percent were found among the largest of the nstion'sfirma--those with 
30,000 employees or more. This dichotomy was most characteristic of 
manufacturing concerns, and lesst common in service industries where 85 
percent of the organizstions fell into the "small" category ranging 
typically between 1,000 and 10,000 employees. 
TABLE 7 
Size of Organizations with EAPs by Type of Industry 
Industry Number of EAPs by Com2snz Size Totsl· 
Small Medium Large 
(<:10, 000) (10. 000-30, 000) (> 30,000) 
Mining 0 0 0 0 
Construction 1 0 0 1 
Manufacturing 7 3 11 21 
Transportation/ 
Public Utilities 3 2 4 9 
Trade 0 0 1 1 
Finance/lnsururance/ 
Real Estste 8 6 5 19 
Service 11* 2'" 0 13 
Total Number of EAPs 30 13 21 64 
Percentage of All 47 20 33 100 
"'Includes one consortium sponsored program. 
----_.------_._--- -------_._ .... -
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EAP Model..: 
An analysis of program models chose" by management reveals that there 
were t-.ice a8 roany in-house as contracted-uut programs (l,3 vs. 21). An 
examination of Table 2 further reveal8 that while the majorIty (56 
percent) of all contracted-out programs were .found alilong the smaller 
companies (I.e. those with fewer than 10,000 employees), the v8.riable of 
size of the 'f'iI'Orkforc.e does n.ot appear to be a factor among irl-·house 
programs: The number of in-house program" did not differ gl:eatly bei.:ween 
small and .1a:rge Bize organizations (,15 EAPs VB. 17 EAPS or 35 % va. 
39%). Medium aize f:l.=8 had ·the fewest nl.lIl!ber of EAPB-eitha:c in-houEe 
01: contracted-out -probably re.fleeU-te of the smaller number of finns in 
New York ~lth 10,000 to 30,000 employees. While in-house programs were 
more preyalent in eyery industry studied, the preference for the in-house 
over the contractual model 'NaB most striking for companies in the 
Transportation/Public Utilities category where 7 out of the 9 r~Ps were 
based in-hotlse. Given the public nature of theae industries, it Is uot 
Burprisillg that their preference in program model resembles that found in 
the public sector discussed previously. 
~~xacteristics of Contractors 
Thia study identified 9 RAP contractillg organizations serving 
companies in the Metropolitan New York area during 1982 (aee Appendix 
B). Due to difficulty in identifying them, the list does not include 
self employed individuals who were serving as cousul.tants or EAP 
cOll.tractors, although two programs serviced by such iad! vidual 
contractOl:s!consultants were part of ,23 programs examined in th:1.a study. 
Of the nine contractors identified, five were baaed in non-profit 
organizations where the development of employee assistance programs la 
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beginning to be viewed as an important source of revenue and prestige 
(Leeruman, 1974). It is interesting to note that two of these are fsmily 
service organizations and a third is a school of social work. 
Three of the four for-profit contracting firms were headquartered in 
New York City. One of the four served companies in the Metro New York 
area only, while the other three were national, and even international, 
in scope. 
Summary of Findings 
This study identified a total of 125 employee assistance programs in 
existence in the Metropolitan New York area during mid-1982. The 
identification of the universe of RAPs in this area allowed for the 
formulation of a typology of RAPs based on their auspice, sponsorship, 
program model, and sector. 
An examination of auspice of the identified programs revealed that 
ninety-seven (78 percent) of these programs were functioning under 
management auspice, while 28 programs were under union auspice. 
Sixty-six percent of the programs under management auspice were located 
in the private sector. Ninety-four percent of all the programs were 
provided through the sponsorship of an individual company or union. The 
few consortium sponsored programs were found to exist under union auspice 
or in the voluntary sector reflecting the less competitive nature of 
these organizations. 
While private sector programs under management auspice were found to 
exist in every industry in New York City except mining, only one program 
each was found in the Construction and in the Trade industries. Due to 
the nature of these industries--numerous small size establishments, 
seasonal employment, etc.--it is not surpriSing to find that it is in 
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these l.ndustri"a that union-hased EAPs are prevalent. This study thus 
confirma the 1973 findings of Trice & Roman. However, the findings of 
this study indicate that only 1.5 percent of all the uniona in this area 
b,2Ve. RAPs ~ 
Analysis of the public sector programs indicated that these programs 
comprised oller a quarter of &11. the EAPs in the New York area and were 
fOMd to exiat ,~t every level of government. Public sector employees 
"ere found twice aa likely to be covered by EAPs as thoae employed in the 
private sector. 
Among the Metropolitan Ne:,. York based We, there was a definite 
pr~ferenee for in-house program model which accounted for 82 percent of 
all the programs. With the exception of one consortium, aLl of the 
public sector ltt!.lnagement baaed EAPa utilized the ill-house model as d.id 96 
percellt of the unIon based programs. The major5.ty (67 percent) of tbe 
private sector programs were also baaed in-house. COlltracted-m,t program 
models were most typically seen in the manufacturing and 
finance/insurance industrial categories. 
In line with hiBtor.ical development and more recent national studies 
(Roman, 1980C), EAPs in the New York area tend to be located in large 
organ:l.zatious. The average uumber of employees in private sector firms 
wi.th EAl.'a \faa Ifl,561. While the majority (66 peree.m:) of contrsr-tad-ont 
programs were operating in those industries which w"re claauified in this 
study 8a Bma.J~ (.Le. leas than 10,000 employees), there waa no 
correlation between in-houae programs and aize of the workfarce. 
Further analysis of the veriables of aize, program modela, and nature 
of industry within management baaed, private sector employee assistance 
programs ia provided iu the following chapters. 
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B. Characteristics of Organizations Studied 
The main thrust of this study was to examine the development and 
nature of selected management-sponsored employee assistance programs 
within private industry. A secondary aspect of this study was to examine 
the linkage of EAPs with the existing community health and social service 
delivery systems, and the preceived value and actual roles of social 
workers in these programs. 
As described in Chapter III, this study examined 23 employee 
assistance programs selected on the basis of a threefold stratification: 
nature of industry (firutnce/insurance; manufacturing; and service); 
organizational size based on number of employees (smell; medium; and 
lsrge); and program model (in-house and contracted-out). This section 
describes the characteristics of the 23 organizations sponsoring the EAPs 
and provides data regarding the size and demographic characteristics of 
the workforce, number of establishments, unionization; and provision of 
medical services to employees. 
Nature and Size of Organizations Studied 
As reflected in Table 8, an examination of , the 23 companies b~ nature 
of their industry reveals that 43 percent of the companies studied were 
located in the finance/insurance industries, while 39 percent were in 
manufacturing and 17 percent in service. Compared to the universe of 
RAPs in this area, this study nverssmpled insurance/finance organizations 
by 6 percent and under sampled service organizations by 5 percent. Small 
size organizations were undersampled by 6 percent, while large companies 
were oversampled by 5 percent. The proportion of manufacturing concerns 
and medium size companies reflected the universe. 
The companies in this study ranged in size from 2,000 to 213,000 
------- --- ------- -- ------ --- --------- --- -------
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To tal Number 
Percentage 
TABLE B 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF COMPANIES 
STUDIED BY SIZE AND NATURE OF INDUSTRY 
Si~e 




17 13 13 
3 1 5 
13 ,If- 22 
3 .1 0 
13 1+ 0 
10 5 (3 
43 22 .'l5 










"lrlla the median number of employees in theae firma corresponded to that 
found for the llniverse of private aector companies ,lith EArs described in 
the previous chapter (10,173), the companies studied had Ii smaller range 
and mean number of employees than found in the tmiverse. 
The largest number of programs studied (10) was In the "small" aize 
category (i.e. companies with less than 10,000 employees) reflective of 
the fact that the smaller firms had the largest number of RAPs (aee Table 
7). A chi-square test showed no significant correlation between size of 
organization and the nature of industry among the companies studied. 
Nature of the Work Force 
Da ta regarding the gender of eillployeea were Rva:!.lable for 17 of the 
23 companies studied. The mean percentage or male employees exceeded 
--_._-- --_._--_.---_._- ------
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that of females by only four percent: 52 percent male vs, 48 percent 
female. Compared to census data for gender of those employed in New York 
City during 1982, the percentage of males in the companies studied was 
slightly lower than the 56 percent listed for New York City as a whole, 
while the percentage of females was slightly higher than the 44 percent 
found by the Bureau of Census (NYS DOL, 1982). 
Available data regarding the occupational status of employees in the 
companies studied, indicate that 31 percent of the workforce fell into 
the professional/managerial or official category. This percentage 
approximated the 33 percent of those employed in professional, technical, 
managerial and administrative positions in New York City during the same 
time frame (NYC CEE, 1982). 
Data regarding the ethnic/raCial characteristics was obtained 'for 
only 45 percent of the organizations, and had to be consolidated into two 
categories: white and minority employees. Analysis of this data reveals 
that the minority population in these companies ranged from 8 to 44 
percent, with a mean of 23 percent minority workforce. This is a much 
lower percentage of minority workers than the 40 percent found in census 
studies (NYS DOL, 1983). This finding may indicate that minority 
employees are more likely to be found in the public sector, and are 
underrepresented in the private sector, especially in finance and 
insurance organizations which comprised the largest number of companies 
in this study. 
Unionization 
Over half (52 percent) of the companies studied were unionized. 
Thepercentage of unionized labor force in these 12 companies ranged from 
10 to 70 percent, with a mean and median of 41 percent. Unions were most 
likely to exist in manufacturing industries (35 percent), followed by 
gervice organizations (13 pe:r:cent). OnlY'one o:r:ganizatton in the 
finance/insurance induetri"l category was unionized. 
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The role of the U010110 in the development of the EAP in their company 
aud union views regardiug ~he programs will be discussed later on. 
NtIlllber of Eatabl:tshments 
Data for 22 of the 23 companies studied reveals that, by and la.rge, 
theBe were organizations with numerous estsbliBbments, The range of 
eatab1i"Ments per organlzadon varied from 1 to 11,000, with a mean of 
629 and a median of 34 sites·per company nationwide. The number of 
establiaMellts iu the Metropolitan New York area ranged from 1 to 100, 
with a mean of 18 and a median of .3 sit"e. 
The numerous estabiahments reflect the large size of these 
organizations, as w"ll as the characteristics of finance aud insurance 
companies in which numerous dispersed establishments are typical. 
i"vdi"hi1:lty' of Hedical Services 
As indicated in the review of .U.terature, an important force in the 
development of all EAP :tn numerous organizations WSB ita medical 
department. ThUg, all examination 0.£ the availability and nature of 
ilI",a.i.cal ae1.Tlc"" seell! relevant to the understanding of and development 
and nature of EAPs. Twenty one of the 23 companies studied provided 
medical services to their employees. Only two of these were contractual 
services. Four (17 percent) of the organizations had a combination of 
in-house and contracted medical provisions, typically having an in-houae 
medical staff in the corpal:ste headquarters, while contracting for 
services in other sites. One of these firms was in the midst of shifting 
from a fully contractual service to one based totally In-house due to 
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legal concerns related to health and safety issues which, according to 
the company's CEO, required "corporate direction". 
The staff in the in-house medical departments in the 19 organizations 
was large, ranging from 2 to 150 employees, with a mean of 28 and a 
median of 10 people. Thus, 83 percent of all the companies with EAPs had 
an in-house medical depsrtment, usually with a large staff. Based on the 
findings of this study, it appears that companies with EAPs tend also 
have a medical department. However, there is no correlation between the 
provision of an in-house medical staff and EAP program model. 
A Profile of "the Organizations Studied:" Summary of Findings 
The majority of the companies sponsoring the Ws examined in this 
study were finance or insurance companies; followed by manufacturing and 
service organizations. The average number of employees per company was 
30,522. Reflective of the universe of companies with an EAP, almost half 
(43 percent) of the organizations studied fell into the "small" size 
category of less than 10;000 employees. There was no correlation between 
the size of an organization and nature of industry. 
Fifty-two pecent of the companies studied were unionized. Unions 
Were most commonly seen in the manufacturing industries, and rarely in 
finance or insurance companies. Ninety-one percent of the companies 
provided medical services to their employees, with majority of these 
services being in-house. 
Reflective of their large size, the organizations studied had 
numerous establishments with a nationwide mean of 629 sites, and a mean 
of 18 Bites in the Metropolitan New York area. The largest number of 
sites were most Common for finance and insurance organizations. 
The percentage of women in the organizations studied was slightly 
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higher than that found ill New YOlk Cit)' as a whole while available data 
regarding minority employee. indicates that the companies stud.ied had a 
much lower percentage of lIliuor.i.ty workforce than found in New York City • 
. ~---.--~ ._. _. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE NATURE OF EAPS STUDIED: PAST AND PRESENT 
This chapter focuses on describing the development snd nature of the 
23 employee assistsnce programs studied examining the impetus and 
rstionale for their development, the general characteristics of these 
programs, role of unions, and significant changes in these EAPs since 
their inception. Significant differences in the programs related to 
nature of industry and size of the organization are identified. 
Differences related to program model will be discussed in a separate 
chapter. 
Development, Implementation and Original Nature of Programs 
This section examines the process of development and implementation 
of employee assistance programs, and the nature of these programs during 
their inception. 
Year of Program Inception: 
The oldest EAP in this study was established in 1947, while three of 
the programs studied were implemented during 1982. 
Table 9 reflects the overall youth of these programs with 78 percent 
of all the EAPa having been established since 1975. It also confirms the 
impact of the NIAAA push for development of EAPs following the passage of 
the 1970 Hughes Act. 
TABLE 9 
Number and Percentage of Programs by Year of Inception 













Impetus and Rationale for Progrrun Development: 
Senior executives who ,,,',,e interviewed for this study were questioued 
"'hout the purpose Q,f their rationale for the development of their 
company's EAl?, as well as whether there "8S nllY specific impetus "hich 
led to the formation of e program. 
While the rationales prQvided for progl:"m development "at'fed among 
the vadous work organizations, the moat "reqnelltly stated rea Bon for the 
establIshment of sn RAP related to health and welfare CQltce>;as of 
employe,,". Other rationales, ill order of importance listed were: impact 
of personal problems on job performance; attempts to improve or maintain 
employee relations; assessment of cOBt-benefits of the ptngram to the 
company; legal requirement; and public relations. 
The most common impetus "1.:0 the establishment of a p:cogram t·ms ('.hang€! 
in key management. this lras t21.le for 7 (30 percent) of the organizations 
studied. In aIle case, the company was bought by new owners "ho saw the 
establishment of an EAP as a way of improvtng workers' morale and showing 
concern far the employees. The other 6 companies had changes of a key 
.xecuti ve responsible for eith",r the medical or personnel/human relations 
departments.. TheBe new executives, either bec8.use of the.ir prevlouG 
experience, or assessment of the current work envfronment 1 (eeg., review 
of discharge or disciplilli~ry procedures; awareness of increasing divorce 
rates among higher level employeen, etc.) were instrumental in starting 
the Et.P. 
,Fam: of the programs (17 percent), \rere started due to alcoholism 
among high level executives. In aUE! compauy, a key executive died of 
-~-----,-~~ ----- ----- ---_ .. _ .. -
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alcoholism after an unsuccesaful attempt by several top executives to 
help him. In another company, a top executive had to be fired due to 
inappropriate behavior while drinking on the job. 
In three of the companies (13 percent) the EAP was developed due to 
concern about industrial accidenta related to drinking and/or drug abuse 
among lower level employees. In one case, an employee was mutilated and 
• killed while operating machinery when drunk. 
Three of the programs were developed aa a consequence of the 1973 
Rehabilitation Act and federal KEO requirements. Two of these companies 
had trouble maintaining newly hired disabled workers and thus established 
the EAP aa a component of their affirmitive action function of personnel 
department. One company became concerned about its growing number of 
minority female employees who had numerous problems related to housing, 
babysitting, health and schooling of their children and who appeared 
unable to negotiate the various aocial systems on their own behalf. 
Three of the companies studied started their programs because other 
companies in their industry were doing so, and two programs were started 
becsuse of the involvement of the chief executive officer (CEO) on the 
bosrd of directors of community agencies which were discussing or 
sponsoring an EAP. One program traced its beginning to alcoholism and 
recovery of the wife of a top executive. 
Thus, an examination of the impetus and rationale for the development 
of an employee assistance program confirms the various humanistic, 
personsl, economic and social motives described in the literature and 
discussed in Chapter II. 
By and large, the establishment of an employee assistance program 
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reflects the "top down" process of decisiqn making characteristic of many 
Amedcan companie" (Kanter, 1983). In moat of the companies studied, 
while the idM for the establishment of an EM l1lay have been suggested 1,'1 
a lower ranking individual Hith5.n the company, or by an outBide 
consultant, the final deddon to implement such program was made at the 
highest level af tha"t organization. 
The Process of Program IwpleUl(~utatiou: 
The development of any new program takes planning, time and maney. 
Thin study revealed that ""venty percent: of the companies developed 11 
fo:rmal, written, proposal describing the need, an.d to Borne degree, the 
na ttlr" of the proposed PAP 0 In most: cases, the proposal was developed by 
dther medical directors (35 percent) or peraollllel staff (30 percent) 
within the organization. In 19 percent of the companies, an outside 
techa5.cal conS\lltanl: was utiUzed. These outside consultsnts were 
usaa.lJ_y staff membe.rs of a local c.ouncil on a.lcoholiBtn~ occupational 
program consultants employed by the State, ar staff of a private 
consul ting firm. 
Once a compBllY ahowed interest: in developing an FAP the time needed 
for the development and llul'lementatioll of a program ranged from 3 to 30 
montha. On the average, it took abaut one year (nleBn ~ 12.3 montha) from 
the dme a company decided to have a program to ita actnal "atabliahment. 
Whl.le there is much focua in the literature on the need for joint 
labor-management involvement ln the dew,lopment of an ELlP, over half (58 
percent) of the companies with unionized work force had no union 
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involvement. A qua~ter of the unionized companies had some union input 
into their program, and in only 17 percent of the companies we~e unions 
fully involved in the plauning and development of the RAP. 
In 22 out of the 23 organizations studied, all the funding for the 
establishment of the RAP came from managament. In one case the money 
came from a special fund established previously by the auxillary board of 
the organization. 
Original Program Budget and Administrative Reporting: 
Data regarding original budget were available for 15 out of the 23 
companies. The budget allocated began an RAP ranged widely from sio,ooo 
to $270,000 reflecting the different goals, staffing patterns, and number 
of employees covered at program inception. The mean sum allocated to the 
establishment of an employee assistance program was $62.400 with a median 
of $45,000--generally a.minute proportion of the multi-million budgets of 
these organizations. 
Twenty-six percent of all the programs had their own separate 
budgets. For the majority of the others, the EAP budget was a component 
of the personnel budget (39 percent), while for 26 percent of the 
companies studied it was part of the medical department. For two of the 
companies (9 percent), the program budget came from "other" departments. 
The majority of the programs (57 percent) reported to the 
personnel/human relations diviaions of their organization, while over a 
third (35 percent) reported to the company's medical director. Eight 
percent of the RAPs were components of the company's employee relations 
of industrial-labor relation divisions. 
-~-~~~~.-~ 
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Over half (57 percent) of the programs had Ii separate an-site office 
from the very inception of the program. 
Staffing: 
Available information regarding original staffing (N~14) showed a 
range of 0 to 9 full time EAP steff. The mean number of full time EAP 
staff members per company was 1.,4. Six of th" 14 organizations (43 
percent) started their program with part-time staff only. 
The original administrators for 47 percent of the in-house EAPs came 
frolll the personnel division of their company. One of theae was a 
","covercd alcoholic. In addition, three of the programs (20 pel:cent) 
lIere administered by recovering alcoholics previously employed in variolls 
other poaitions in the company (one was the coouffeur to the company'" 
CEO). Five of the organizations (33 percent) hired Qutsiders to . 
administer their program, three of whom were recovered alcoholics with 
Ilome business background. (}-,uy ~ program, a hoepital based 00, wao 
established by a social. worker, and clooe to half (4" percent) of the 
in-hou8e EMs were devaloped by recovered al.cohoHca. 
Original Program Goals: 
In line with the variau. reasons cited for the development of a 
program, the original goals or program foci varied: ,The program. wcre 
divIded between thoae which atarted as broadbrush programs dealing with 
various kinds of personal problema (48 percent) and thoae which started 
aa alcohol programs Duly (43 percent). The original goals of nine 
percent of the programs were listed aa ·other", with moat of theae 
f.ocused on affirmitive action issues. 
The majority of the original prorrrama (52 percent) were available 
-------------------------------------------------_.----
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to both mandated (i.e. company referred) and voluntary, self-referred 
employees. Over a quarter of the EAPs (26 percent) were opened only to 
mandated employees, that is, those workers who were referred by their 
supervisors, medical, or personnel department officials and whose jobs 
depended on their participation in the EAP. Twenty-two percent of the 
programs were considered to be exclusively voluntary in nature which 
meant that the employees were either self-referred and/or the retention 
of their job was not dependent on their particpation in the EAP. 
Fifty-seven percent (13 programs) were planned to cover all of the 
company's workers, while the others began as either pilot programs at 
selected sites, or were aimed at certain groups of employees. EAPs which 
were started as pilot programs were most commonly seen in large, . 
manufacturing organizations. 
Original Referral Sources and Preseuting Problems: 
Data. regarding the referral sources during the first 6-12 months of 
the program's existence ,was available for 14 of the 23 companies. 
Forty-two percent of the original referrals came f~om employer of 
supervisor; 33 percent were self-referred, and 22 percent were medical 
referrals. Three percent of the original referrals came fram "other" 
sources such as unions, family or fellow workers. 
The most common presenting problem (N~l9) was alcoholism which 
accounted for almost half (48 percent) of the original referrals. 
Marital/family problems accounted for 13 percent, while work-related 
problems (11 percent) and mental health issues (10 percent) followed 
closely. Drug abuse, financial, and medical problems accounted for 4 
percent each, while legsl aIld "other" problem categories comprised 2 
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p8rc"llt each of the the presenting prablerim Bcen at program inception. 
JAg 'rill be pointed out later, there was a significant dumge in tile 
-"ature of lIll'Iuy of the presenting problems over time • 
.0:!:"ra.cteriatics of Current Program. 
'l'his sect::ton examines the current program characteristic.s, aUlllyzing 
stich variables as program t:!.tle and goals, administrative locatton, 
staffing J fillS.nc.ing, :tnsnranc.e provisions ~ role and views of unIons JI 
nature of services provided, acce8S Rud utH:!'zaUon by employees and 
):am:f..l:f.€:s t referral sources, nature of presenting pr.oblemB, 
characteristics of aervice users, linkage with employing organizations, 
confidentiality i88ueo, and Belf assessment of programs. 
Changes undergone by the employee assistance programs over titne arf~ 
idGntified and discussed in the next section. 
Au examirmtion of the titles of the twenty three programs stucU"d 
reveals that 61 percent of the progralllO were lahelled "employee 
8.Baiatance programs", while the title of the other .39 percent WGre 
idiosyncratic to the organization. rero of the p:cogr.ams utilized the te~m 
"advisory" and only one used the term "counseling" :L1 Hs title. 
Coverage of Work Force and Current Progralll Goals: 
(N"r t'im-tl:drds (70 percent) of the programs studied offeree! services 
which could be \Ised by all of the company's workers, while the "est were 
available to only part of the workforce. In oue case, EAP services wer~ 
reatJ::icted to those in the corporate headquarters. Iu comparison to 
their originB, there was a definite trend from partial coverage at 
program inception toward a more comprehensive coverage over time. In 
line with this greater comprehensiveness, all of the programs viewed 
themselves as being brosdbrush currently in contrast to 48 percent at 
program inception. 
Administrative Location and Organizational Hierarchy: 
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While the changes were not statistically significant, there was a 
definite decrease in the percentage of programs located in the 
personnel/human relations divisions (48 percent vs. 57 percent 
originally) and an increase in industrial-labor/employee re11<tions (13 
percent vs. 8 percent originally) and in "other" category which included 
f~ee-standing and social services departments (13 percent vs. 0 percent 
originally). In spite of the changes, nearly half of the programs 
studied fell within the domain of the personnel department while over a 
quarter remained part of the medical division of their organization. 
~ost all of the respondents (96 percent) expressed satisfaction 
with their current program location. 
An analysis of the hierarchical reporting structure of the companies 
revealed that RAP administrators tended t~ report to high level officials 
within a company. The level of those administratively responsible for an 
RAP ranged from the second in command of a company to a person located 
five levels below the chief executive officer (CEO), The mean managerial 
level for those responsible for all the RAPs studied was 3.4 below the 
CEO. Since the organizations studied were generally large-sized 
companies which tend to have a long hierarchical chain of command in 
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"hi"h more than 11 layers "re not unusual- (Peter., 1985)>> this finding 
indicates that the EAl?s "ere adminiutHed at a high organizationa_l level. 
Aa will be discussed later, there we~ a significant difference in 
repo'7ting level between :hl~-hou8e and contractual program models. 
Few of the programs studied (.17 percent) had a separate governing or 
a policy making body. By and latg", the policies relating to the K"-Ps 
tended to -be developed th:rough the same managedal procedures employed by 
the companies for their other programs. 
Seventy percent of the respondents felt that the to)? lllSnagement of 
their company waD "very supportive" of the EAl?, and only 4 perc-ent felt 
"'no support.... Tv.-ran.ty six percent viewe.d the top management as "eomewha",t 
supportive". 
Policy Statement and Brochure: 
Moat of the programs (83 pex'c,mt) had 11 uritten policy statement 
relating to the employee assistance programs. While the policy 
statements varied among the various companies, they uere most likely tD 
include the following three items: 
L The confidential nature of the program (]5%). 
:2. Toe recognition of alcohol abuse and alcoholism as a treatable 
"problem" (45%) or "diBe$_S"" (25%). 
3. Connection between personal problema and job performance (35%). 
Less common was the inclusion of " otatement regarding the 
trea.tability of drug abuBe (20 percent), or mental health proble;,lls (10 
percent); the role 8J1d!or support of uuion (15 percent); and a discussion 
of the disciplinary process in relation to the BAl' (10 percellt). 
-------------
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Typically, in programs which covered all of the company's workers, 
such policy statement was likely to be signed by the company's chief 
executive officer (president or chairman of the board); while in programs 
covering only selected sites the policy signer tended to be the medical 
director. 
Seventy-eight percent of the programs had a written brochure 
describing the RAP. This brochure, distributed to the employees, 
typically discussed the purpose of the RAP, eligibility criteria, and 
referral process including the telephone number of the RAP. 
Only 30 percent of the 23 RAPs had a written program manual 
specifying the functions of the program and staff. 
Office Location and Staffing: 
Seventy percent of the programs studied had a separate on-site 
office, a 13 percent increase over time. Seventy percent of the RAPs 
also had a separate telephone line. However, only a quarter (26 percent) 
of the programs had their own secretarial staff reflective of the small 
size of the programs and their general attempts to minimize program 
coats. 
The number of full-time staff members in in-house programs (Na 15) 
ranged from 0 to 8 with a mean of 2.1 and a median of 1.3 workers. Thus, 
while the in-house programs continued to be small, in comparison to the 
original programs, there was a slight increase in the mean number of 
fnll-time staff by 0.7 employees per program. Three (20 percent) of the 
in-house RAPs continued to be staffed by part-time employees only--a 
decrease of 23 percent over time. The number of MSWs employed in the 
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programs increased fr6m 1 to 17. The numb.'" of full .... time. staff employed 
.by contractors (N-6) "anged haw 1 to 25, ~i.th a "'earl 01; 10.7. There 
Irc,e 16 IlSWs employed by contractors. 
OnlY· 22 perc.ent of the UP Btaff were covered by separate 
p:C1Jfession.al liability" although 8.11 believe.d that they r1Tel:'e: covered 
'iJ'U.ue:c their c.ompauytg general. 1:!.,abi11ty :tnsnrance" 
l?il:tcmcing: 
111" il.1lllual budget allocllted for the j':hl' (N~19) during the 1Mt fiac.al 
year varied greatly ranging [r'oo> a low of $9,000 for a progr~.lJl staffed by 
one pa.rt-time employee located in the personnel department, to " high of 
:~/\oo,aoo for a program staffed by 8 full-time workers, a !lwuber of 
part-tIm" consultants, and providing a variety of "exvic,,", : The nieim 
coat of the 19 programs for which figures Were abta.inable was ~109. 842 
"i;:h a ",edian of $72, 000. 
The cost per eligible elllployee (N~20) ranged from a low of $1.4 fo>: 
,51:;1. in-house program with a part-time staff member 'Without a separate E.82 
office, to a high of $66.7 for a contractedo-Qut program providing a 
full-time 9.u-site.. counselor with a separate office. It i8 interesting to 
II.DCe that it is this llIost COBtly- (per capita) program that had Doe of the 
h:l.ghest utilization rates among &1.1 the prororams atv.c1ied. The questions 
of program utilization will be addressed later au ill this chapter. 
Ttt" mean coat per eligible "mployee fOl: the 20 EAPs for which data 
·wau ava.liable waa $111.7 and the m"dian "as ~8. 7 per "",ployce per yea-s::. 
'fable 10 provides a breakdown of the cost per employee by the nMher of 
compani •• paying within such range. 
Sl:<ty five percent of the "rogralll administrators felt that the 
program Was financed adequately, while 3S pel:"cent \iere diBat.iufied "tth 
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the allocated budget. 
TABLE 10 
Cost Per Employee by the Number of Companies 
Coat per Employee (In Dollars) 
1-4.9 5.0-9.9 10-14.9 15-19.9 20-2'+.5 '725 
No. of Cos. 4 7 1 2' 4 2 
Nature of Services Provided: .. 
Fifty two percent of the servilOes provided by EAPs clumged over 
time. These changes were usually due to changing organizational and 
employee needs. They also reflected the shift from single foCUS to 
broadbrush programs. 
Table 11 below indicates the variety of services offered and the 
percentage of companies providing these services. All of the companies 
provided information and referral and most (9G percent) provided 
"Motivational lOounsellng" aimed at ,dealing with initial resistance to 
seeking help, especially for alcohol related problems. While 91 percent 
of the RAPs provided training and/or consultation to management, only 42 
percent of the RAPs in unionized organizations provided such services to 
unions .. 
Statistical analysiS correlating services by nature of industry 
revealed that long-term counseling was moat likely to be offered in 
" service organizations (x· 6.37, df - 2; p <.05), while carrelatioaof 
services by organizations size indicated that large stze companies were 
more likely to offer additional "other" services 8U~.h as child care, 
" smoking cessation, blood bank, etc. (x - 6.53, df • 2; p{.05). 
TAilLE 11 . 
Number and Percentages of E-"'.t.Ps Providing Specific :3ervic.r.=~J 
Se.rvices 
-.-~~---
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Since most RAPs provide only information and referral services or 
short-term counseling, insurance coverage for alcoholism and mental 
health treatment in the community i8 a vital component of RAP service 
provision. An examination of the benefits provided indicates that 22 out 
of the 23 organizations studied provided insurance coverage for 
in-patient alcoholism treatment. Almost half of them (48 percent) 
covered 80 percent of the costs, and over a third (39 percent) covered 
100 percent. 
Psychiatric coverage was, by and large, more limited than for 
alcoholism. In-patient psychiatric coverage was provided by 18 (.78 
percent) of the companies studied, with the majority (52 percent) , 
covering 80 percent of the cost and 13 percent providing 100 percent 
coverage. Out-patient coverage, either for alcoholism or mental health; 
varied tremendously among the companies and, typically, was much more 
limited than in-patient benefits. 
A number of the firms in the study were in the midst of reevaluating 
their insurance package with aome SWitching to a "cafeteria-style option" 
plan which would allow each employee to choose among several 
possibilities the kind of insurance package best suited to their needs. 
Role of Unions: 
As indicated previously, 12 of the 23 companies were unionized. 
However, only ~ of the programs studied could be considered to be a 
joint labor-management program. 
A quarter of the unions had their own union-bsse,d RAP (or MAP). These 
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were moat likely to be found :La aervice organizatIon (,,:1 ~ 12.75, df ~ !" 
pCOl). 
According to the respondents, .50 percent of the unions viewed the FAP 
I",'ov:lded by the:lr company positively, wh.il." 33 percent vIewed them 
negatively. Seventeen perce"atheld mixed views" Only one of tht-"! uuions 
refuo~d to refer any employees to the progra.l1l, whIle the L'est played 
Home, at time m:lo:lmal, role in case fbdillg and referral. Since few 
union ofHcia13 were interviewed for this "tudy, detailed informatioD. 
regarding ullion perceptions of these FAP8 and eoordinatior. between the 
KUB and. uniol1-based programs :L8 lackin,g ~ 
Access and Utilization by Employees: 
The major! ty of the programs (59 percent) WeT" available to ail 
cm.pall] employees. Qf the remainder, 9 percent excluded part-time 
;lOrkers and 23 percent excluded tempo"",y employeeg, Nine percent had 
other restrictions. 
In the majority of the m:ganizatic1os (6:'. percent, l!~21), time off 
provisions to visit the EAP staff depended on the supervisar, while 24 
percent of the companies did not permit en] t:f.m~ off during working 
hour". Oaly three cempauJ.ea (14 percent) pTovided uu1imit"d time off to 
visH the EAP~ 
l'h" number of employees seen by the FAl's since their inceptio!} (N~1'1l 
ranged from 34 to 11,000 reflecting the differ:tllg length of time the 
progr.::nns have bE:en in opel'atiol'l .. 
The number of employees aeell oV<'!r the last 12 months (N~21) rauged 
from 3t, to 2,,000, averaging 435 employees p,n: program 1<dth " median of 
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239 employees. The number of employees seen per month ranged from 3 to 
125 with a mean of 36. The annual utilization rate for the 21 programs 
for which data was available ranged from 1.1 to 10.0 percent of the 
eligible employees in the organization, with a mean of 4.4 percent.. Thus 
the EAPs in this study had a somewhat lower utilization rate than the 5 
to 10 percent 'benchmark' recommended by Jones (1983) and discussed 
previously. 
According to staff members from the various EAPs who were interveiwed 
for this study, the number of employees coming to an EAP tended to 
increase dramatically following an increase in program visibility 
resulting from the mailing of reminders regarding the EAP or, more 
typically, through an article about the program in the company paper. 
Thus, it appears that there is a direct correlation between program 
visibi li ty and program utilization. 
In an effort to ascertain other factors Which may account for high 
and low rates of program utilization, the following variables were 
correlated with the percentage of employees being seen by the EAPs: 
nature of industry; size of organization; number of establishments 
covered; year of program inception: percentage of males and females in 
the workforce; percentage of high a'ld low lelTel employees; services 
provided by the EAP; percentage of employees seen with mental health 
problems; percentage of employees seen with alcohol problems; percent of 
females seen; program model; self and supervisory referrals; and 
percentage of unionized work force. The single variable showing 
significant correlation with utilization rate was the percentage of 
----------------------_.----. 
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Thus, the Vrogt'8.lJ18 having tl. 
higher :cate r:,Jf ui:i.1iz.t~tiQn tenued to have a htgher percentage of 
'l'he. focus of tWa study made ::t.t :!.mpo8B:tble to aaceJ.'ta:tu wh(!.t:he:r: an 
e.tl!p:hasip. un sel£-referl'alH decreased the stigma aSHocia ted uith IJ. p:rogra.Dl 
,and thus enc.onraged a. greater nrunher of e.mployeel] to !Jeck help.. Or 
c.onve:cee.ly, whether having Ii lin'get" number of supe~("i[joI'Y J..'e£exralJiJ meant 
that the problems of the employees .oeen vlere more serious., r:equired a 
g:Leate.r ,~~l:n()TlUt of staff t:1.me.;. and thus rrts.de the limited program ata£.f 
leBS a:va:U . .Ilble to other employees Q Further re.search ill th..ta area iR 
recommendede 
Refe:r.ra1 Sources and Nature of .PJ:esenting Problems: 
TableS 12 and 1.3 provIde data regarding referral aomee" to the EAPo, 
and the. kinds of presenting problems seen .. 
fuwmination of Table 12 rev"als that the majority of '~h" employeen 
seen. by Kl\Ps were sel£-·X'Qff...:r:ced, and a quarter came to the EAPs via theIr 
employers Dr auperviaors.. 'l'hus, wpile the percentage of 8upervisory 
r,,:r.er.r.al decreased from that foulld during the beginning y"a1:8 of the 
l'rograhl (U l'""cent VB. 25 l'm:ceut), it is atill higher than the 10 
percent De:nchmark. recommeuded by Jones (1983). As indicated in Table 13, 
the moot common presenting problem is alcoholism. While the percentage 
of eli",n08 with this problem equals that off,ored by Jones (:t963) as a 
henchmllrk (25 percent), i·~ is much 101;er than that seen du:d.ng the early 
years of these pro graIns • A more detailed discussion of tbJ' changes of 
"eferr>11 80urces and presenting problemo .. 111 be provided l&ter on 1\1 
thla chapt.er. 
-~~~~~~-. ~--.--. 
TABLE 12 . 
Sourees of Referral to the RAPs 






Percentage of Total Referrals 
54 







Nature of Presenting Problem of Employees Seen 
N • 21 
Presenting Problem Percenta!!e of Those 
Alcoholism 25 
Mental Health n 
Marital/Family 18 
Work Related 9 
Financial 7 





Total percentage 100 
----------- ~-- .. 
Seen 
Cl~racteristicB of Service Usera, 
One importan.t area of this reoearc.h 'Was to examine who uaea the-we 
programs and how representative they a're of the workforce. 
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An :Lnrlicate<l 1n Chaptf''' IV, the workforce in the com.panies studied 
was composed of 52 percent males and 48 percent females. ))ata regarding 
Be:c<dce usera (N~lS) lndle&ted, however, tbat 49 perc.ent of tbe users 
we'.ce wales and 51 pe.rcent 'fJere fe.)mlle13, Lhe e:a.act same percent.age: as 
found in Sudduth's (1984) study d:tacu8sed previously. A statist:Iell1 
$.ua1 yaia uf t.he differ,,"c~a between the means (N~14) utilizing ". 
two-tai1,,"1 t·-tent for independently !l!Btched samples, indlcated " 
aign.i£icllnt differ.ence (p " .02) between the percentAges of men and women 
1n the org;:mization and program. U8e:r8~ Thus, like most cOUllse15:a.g and 
tr"s'l:ment sett:tngo, EArs tend to be over-utilized by femaleB and 
tlnder-utilbed by IJ1Illes (Knlm. " Krune:rmull, 1982). However, in compaLison 
to typIcal users of a me.nta1 health or a codal agen"y, F.APo tend to see 
tl much greater proportion of males .. 
Data regarding occupational etatu!I amI ethn1c/l;aeial chantcter:iaticG 
of users was too limited for valid statistical analysis. However, as 
reflected in Table 14, wh:lle the occupational ata.tuB of p:t'Og:r,'a.U1 users diU. 
not diffe" greatly from tt,at fOWld in the organizatiou, the pr.oportion of 
minor:lty eJllPloJ~ea tend"o>d to be over-rep! eaented in the RAPs. As will be 
dIscussed In Chapter VI, this was p'lrtlculady tnle fa!" ill"-110'W(; 
programs. 
Access and Utilization of Progl:8.lIl by Families: 
Employee", like most people in society, are first and foremost 
lllemberH of " family. The:v are affected not only by their QI,m problema, 
--------
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TABLE 14 . 
Characteristics of Service Users in Relation to Workforce 
Variable % In Work Force % Seen in EAP 
Gender (NelS) 
Male 52 49 
Female 48 51 
Occupational Status (N=13) 
Official/Managerial 31 33 
Non-Managerial 69 67 
Etbnicity /Race (Nun 
White 77 63 
Minority 23 37 
but also by the problems of their family members. In turn, their problems 
impact on their families. Thus, access and utilization of EAPs by members 
of employees families is an important EAP function. 
This study revealed that while 83 percent of the EAPe were available to 
families, in 39 percent of the programs the families were seen only in 
relation to a problem experienced by, or related to, the employee. Thus, 
only 10 out of the 23 EAPs (43 percent) in this study were accGseib1e to 
family members whose problems did not focus directly on. the employee. 
Data regarding the percentage of c.ase1oad consisting of workers f fam1:-
lies was available for only 12 (52 percent) of the RAPs studied. The per-
centage of cases in which members of families seen were ranged from 3 to 50 
percent of the cases, with a mean of 22 percent and a median of 16 per-
cent--s higher mean than that indicated by Jones (20 percent) or found by 
Sudduth (6 percent), A discussion of the differences in the number of 
family members seen related to program model will be provided in Chapter VI. 
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Iml'I'ression1stic data of p:cogrmn staff -suggel'lta that moat of the 
fcuu:tly mernbera seen were 'tiivea of employees vlUO '!;>r£rf~ concerned ,::,dth thei:c 
husbanrla' drinking, OJ: w"ith problems """Hbtted by " child. In most cages 
the famtly metllbera found out "bout the EAP through the employee. III Borne 
C8.Des they learned ahout the prog7.:atn through a Im.y:r.oll :inoert 01." ,'1 
c000pany'newnle:tte.r" 
Ltnkageg Between EAl'B "ad Employing Organtzadmlfl: 
AB reflected in the conceptual framewo:ck Pl'O'fJOsecl by Erfu:ct (1:1. Foot,S! 
0_977) aod disc:uBsed previously, In. order to s"rv~_ce the wOrke"'8, EAPs 
lUUSt: be linked with the employ5_ng org~ll:!.zaLion". All analysis .of the 
lJnkagea between EAJ?a and the organizations apOltsoring them :focused Oll an. 
e:mmiU8.tioll of the nature of the communication ben,een the program gnd 
the employees 9,.S well as management, and the na'tux's of the. training 
provided to supervisors and higher le'l"l manase"D. 
Table 15 indicates the various waYfl in which companle.s corrunurdcated 
wi th thalr employees "egrudiug the establialm!eut or existence of their 
employee assistance program, ",Lth roany organIzatiolls using mor" than one 
approach. The most typical method of comlllunIcation 1mB through a-it 
article 01: /ill announceme.nt in the c0ll1pany1 s papm:- or house. organ~ 
Compared to ather methods, this approach waa the le.ast costly «hi1e being 
highly visible. Payroll insert,. ",hUe the moat .l:Ikcly method of reachi.:ug 
the gre.staat L't1Illber of "mployeea (as well ~d Sp01l8".S), waa IUSO the most 
expensive and ~re8 thus Iltil;tz8<1 by ouly 18 percent of the companieo 
studied. 
trailling of "uperviBo~B and ",anagers is another method of lllJking and 
CO!J!JJlunicating regarding the program to the organization. Seventy eight 
-----_._--------
TAJlLE 15 
Communicatiou to Employees Regarding EAP 
Method 
Co. Paper/House Organ 













percent of the EAPs studied provided supery!sory training, typically to 
first line superyisors ouly. Only 41 percent provided any training or 
orientation to higher level managers. 
The training regarding the program and referral process was most 
frequently (44 percent) provided by EAP staff in conjunction with 
personnel/training staff or medical staff. In over a third of the 
companies (39 percent), such training was provided by personnel or 
training department staff without any RAP personnel. In only 9 percent 
did the EAP staff provide its own training program. 
Feedback Regarding Employees Seen and Confidentiality Issues: 
The issue of confidentiality is a common concern in this field and 
numerous discussions regarding this topic can be found in the literature 
(Wrich, 1980; KUrzmsn, 1983, etc.). 
This stndy found that all of the program administrators interviewed 
were highly aware of the sensitive nature of a work-based program which 
d'aa1 t with the personal problems of an employee, and all of the programs 
had a policy of not revealing any information regarding a Be1f~referred 
employee. While 75 percent of theprograma provided feedback to a 
referring sUfH:rvisot'u this f.eedback was typically limited to I::he fact 
that the employee follmled through on the referra1. 1\.11 of the progra.ms 
kept their records under loc..:k and key, with a number of. them having 
installed highly sen!'litive alarm systelllSe While RAP ,'s;taff had o.<.:c:ess to 
medicaJ. and personnp.l recoids of the employees, none of t,h(-;! programs 
t,{:udied provided access to their records to company! s personnel staff" 
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In b'ien\::;y-one percen:::; oE the organizations, EAP recQrds "lere partially or 
totally available La t-he medical department~ 
While only one of the l:8spandents indicated that they or their staff 
evar broke lhe cnnftde.ntia,lity of any employee, 39 percen!;: indicated that 
they had an a.ctual or potential p):oblem related to confidentiality~ 
Among the examples cited w,,,re the following: a demand by a high 1ev81 
executive for information r.ega:cdin'g a self-referred employee with a 
<]ambling problem; a ,supervisor informing Qthec employees that a vlOrke:r:: 
VJ;dS be.ing seen by the RAP; a medical director pressuring RAP staff for 
information regarding an (=mployee # a self-referred employee threatening 
suicicle; and a mc;:dic~l rtepartment staff member revealing to a supervisor 
that a self~·referr.ed employe wag hospitalized for.: alcohalism~ Other 
problematic incidmLts indicat:ed by HAP staff included: a self--referJ::ed 
employee threatening to sue the EAP for misdiagnosis of alcoholism; and a 
self··referred employee threaterling the E~.P staff. 
The single admitted incident in which employee's confidentiality ~'las 
broken occurred I/hen a boyfriend oE a self--refecred employee threatened 
to [met the B~l' worker; this neeessitated the involvement of the 
comJ?any~ s security staff and the filling of an official incident report-
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including the employee's name. 
The above cited examples indicate that in spite of the sensitivity of 
the EAP stsff to the issue of confidentiality, problems regarding 
confidentiality exist. As will be pointed out later, they are more 
likely to be present in in-house programs. 
Self-Assessment of Programs: 
Only half (52 ,percent) of the EAPs studied conducted an evaluation or 
self-assessment of their programs. In most cases this was used to 
validate the value of the program to management. 
When program administrators and company executives were asked to 
describe the positive and negative aspects of their program, the 
responses in order of frequency cited included: 
Positive aspects of a program: 
-Provides a resource to supervisors/frees supervisors tu do their joh 
-Helps employees to recover from alcoholism 
-Easily accessible to work population 
-Saves employees jobs and helps them cope with stress 
-Program is well integrated in the corporate mainstream 
-Program is utilized by all levels in the company 
-Improves morale in the company/gives a message that the company cares 
-Ssves money to the company in the long run/limits disability leaves 
-Improves company's benefits 
-Provides safe; professional and confidential service 
-Avoids law suits 
Negative aspects of a program: 
-Limited training to supervisors and managers 
-Limited staff for program to be truly effective 
-Not accessible to decentralized work force/limited effectiveness 
outside corporate headquarters 
-Lacks 24 hour coverage 
-Does not reach all levels of employees 
~Supervisors not using program ss should 
-Poor insurance benefits for psychiatric trestment/limited 
out-patient coverage 
-Services limited to information & referral/doesn't meet need of 
employee 
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-Does not reach family members 
-Poor coordination with company's Illeui.cal department/conflict with 
medical regarding goals 
"",Program resiated by some executi'V"ea 
-Program resisted by unions/view",d~,8 management tool 
-Minimal follow-np 
-Program haa low priority in the company 
-Isolation of EIU' Bt/j.ff from other,g In the orgam,zation 
-Program lacks clear lines of command 
-Difficulty selecting best treatment resources 
-No focua on prevention 
-Limited utilizatIon 
Overall, the self-aBses8!n"nt of the ilAl's iudicated that while the 
progra.ms we:ce vlelfed as he.ing beneficia,l to the com.party in terms of 
c.os'c:-·benefits, emplOyee -:::elations and :cecove:ry of ::,~lcoholic "Nrke:£"8.5 
hy-and-la:tge, most respondents felt that the supcrv:L8ory training was too 
minimal for the program to be t:tuIy effective; that the program staff was 
too small for optimal functi~~tng; that there 'rere serious probl5ns ill 
reaching a dispersed ,,;ark force and those working during nOD,-standa:rd 
shifts; and that insurallce benefits for out-padent t:ceatment we"e 
minimal. An assessment o:E the EAPs based op, their l'rogrrun lUodels wHI be 
Like most components of' an organizat:toTI) El .. Ps c.h.auge and adc.;pt over 
time to the lleeds of both managelJlent and employees. This sectJ.Qll 
sUllllllarizea the challges eKperienced by the !lAPs fzom their inception to 
the tillle of this study 'Then the median age of the l'ragramB was 5. Theae 
rolla,nges included: 
Program Goals. While lesa than half (48 perceut) of the programs 
originated as broadbrush, at t.he tilUe of the study all (100 percent) of 
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the programs were so characterized. 
Staffing. The number of in-house staff increased from a mean of 1.4 
full-time staff members per program, to a mean of 2.1. The total number 
of in-hoUBe social workers (MSWs) increased from 1 to 17. 
Program Costs. Table 16 below lists the range, mean and median costs 
of current programs and at inception. While the mean bndget allocated to 
the programs increased by 76 percent, it is important to keep in mind 
that the rate of inflation over the five years prior to 1982 amounted to 
56 percent (personal communication, NYS DOL, 1986). 
TABLE 16 
Program Costs at Inception and Currently 
(In dollars) 
Range Hean rledian 
Original Budget 10,000-270,000 62,400 45,000 
Current Budget 9,000-400,000 109,800 72,000 
Administrative Location. A comparison of original and current 
program locations indicates a 9 percent decrease in both personnel and 
medically based programs, paralleled by an increase in "self standing" 
and "other" administrative locations. The number of RAPs with a separate 
on-site office increased from 57 percent to 70 percent. 
Services Provided. Fifty-two percent of the programs changed the 
services which they offered. The most common changes involved moving 
from long-term counseling mainly for alcohol-related problems to a 
short-term counseling model for a variety of problems, and an increased 
focus on preventative progrsms such as smoking cessation and stress 
10.2 
Refen'al SourceD. Table 17 identifies the percentag" of employee" 
'teferred t.o the :gAP through various sourc.ea during the f.trat year a.f 
program' g e~dBtence and cm:l.~entl::r ~ Statistic.al analyaif): Lndtl.!atea. 
Tthlle i:he percentage increase of self--re.:Eer:cals apDX'oachea signifJc:ance.~ 
TABLE 17 
(:tn pe:ccelltages) 
Re£e:r.:cal Source. Od.ginal Gu:c:r.eni; P. 
._--_ .. _---. ~-~~ ._._" '" 
N~M iP-"?l 
Self Referral 33 51, n~ s'it 
Employer !Superv1.so·c 1,2 ?I" .~.J .001 
Medical 22 13 .002 
Other (peer, family, ~tc: .. ) 3 d n~ s 
*Ievel uf aigniHcance apPJ:08.ched at p ~ .07. 
Natu",e of Presentiug Problems. £J3 Indicated in Table, 18, !:here ",ere 
a ",",ber of significant changes In the presenting prabl",," of thoee seen 
.tn the EAP. Reflective of tbe changInG focus of the prog)~9.ms, dHferent 
:t'efe!7:ceJ~ aou:r:~eB and. societal chpi.D.ges, the pe)::'ceutage. 01: elllplo::?ees ,",,:tth 
wo:t.~k :cn1atcd Emd alc.oholi1:Hil probler1l.6 decre.8Ged Etignif:'!_C'.8nt.ly~ "i:'7hi1e: those 
with ,"ellt __ l health, drug abuse, Hnaucia.l and 1e8al problema increased. 
11''''S8 fJndJ.ugs confirm the 1',:1.110£ (and sometimes fear) of 30me authorG 
(Roman, 1981; 1983) who feel that 8.[1 the EI<.Ps became iIlare broadbru8h~, 
they arc leas likely to ",,,,,,h those 'llth &1eoh01 problellls. At tbe SaID.e 
tIme, the.e findings reflect the b,'"ad uattn:" of Eil's and their uhiHty 
,.",,,-~----~. ----------------_._--
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to. attract and help employees with numerous problems stemming from their 
daily life. 
TABLE 18 
Original and Gurrent Nature of Presenting Problems 
(in percentages) 
N N 20 
Nature of Problem Original Current P 
Work Related 11 9 .01 
Alcoholism 48 25 .01 
Drug Abuse 4 5 .03 
Mental Health 10 21 .001 
Marital/Family 13 18 n.s 
Socisl 3 5 n.s 
Financial 4 7 .001 
Medical 4 5 n. s 
Legal 2 4 .01 
Other 2 1 n.s 
To summarize the changes undergone by the RAPs over time, it ia 
important to note that while the programs did not increase greatly in 
staffing or costs, they have changed to a broadbrush, ahart-term service 
program model with a growing number of self-referred employees with 
mental health related problema, in contrast to the original supervisory 
or medically referred employees with alcoholism or work-related 
problems. The number of social workers employed in the RAPs also 
increased, a finding which will be discusaed further in Chapter VII. 
The Nature of FAPa: Summary of Findings 
This study of 23 employee assistance programs indicates that the 
prototypical program would have been established between 1975 and 1979, 
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fj1,()Bt likely as a result of change in key executives or due tu the 
recognition of a.lcohol 1"I:Obl"tn 8J1l0ng a high level executiv'" or aD. 
1ndustrial uc.cide.D.t resul ting: from dL'inkiug or drug tine l"'1Y <:~. lowe.'r:' le\l'"el 
employee. The progr8.ll1 >rau1cl be entitled "Employee Assistance Program" 
and established witW.n " ye8x of the development of " ronDal wdttr,n 
proposal with min.imsl lm.:Lel! involvement. 
The a.verage budget allocated £1):(' the. development of a .. Frogram (on the 
average, ouring the y~a"l1 1977/78) wotlld have been arouno $62, 000, while 
the current (1932/83) budget,would be around $109,800, t:<:necUug a meau 
of ,~14J per eligible employee per year. The program wonld typicttlly 
fall within the domain of the pe"aorme1ihuman ".,laUons department. The 
program would probably have. ita O\vn Qu--a:tte office wIth a separat·a pbone 
lille, it would have a BllJ8.11 staff of approrl!nately two full-Ume '0lO'rkerB 
and share secretarial staff wi.'th othel~ aepRrtments .. 
111e prototypical EAPHoulcl have evolved from /tn alcohol-'focuoed 
pJ:ogram covering only a part of the '~'mJ:'kfarcet to a ahort-te.I1!l9 
broadb:rush program covering most o:E the organization's employees. The 
pr.ogram would be. utili,zed hy an average of I; 84 perccnt of the workforce 
wtth 36 "D'.ployees scen per month, Vlhile the original referrals \,er" 
lIkely to come from BuperV'isor8, currently, the ",ajar:! ty of those Beell 
wou.ld be self-referred. 
While the largest proport:lan Q,f program users, " quarter (If all the 
e",ployees seen, cont.iuu", to be those w-lth alcohol problems, the pel"Cellt-
age of alcoholic employees seen by the RAPs decreased significantly OVer 
time. Tltis decrease cor>:espouded to an increase of employees with 
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mental health, drug, financial and legal problems. 
In proportion to their percentage in the workforce, the programs 
would be over-utilized by women and minority employees. The typical 
program would not be accessible to family members unless the problem was 
focused on the employee. No~y where acceSSible, family members make 
extensive use of these services. 
Communication to the employees about the program would typically be 
through a company paper, while supervisory training regarding 
identification and referral of problem employees would be conducted by 
personnel or training staff in conjunction with EAP staff. Such training 
would be minimal once the program was established. The minimal training 
and limited communication regarding the availability of the program 
tended by keep the EAP utilization rate down. However, this also 
protected the limited EAP staff from being overwhelmed by clients. 
Any information obtained by the EAP from the employee would be kept 
confidential; however, supervisors referring an employee would be 
notified that the employee followed through on the referral. Efforts to 
protect worker's confidentiality would be taken seriously, however 
numerous dilemmas and cou.flieta relating to confidentiality do arise, 
nevertheless. Clearly, this is an ongoing problem for employee 
assistance' programs. 
OVerall, the programs would be most effective for centralized work 
force in day shifts by providing supervisors and self-referred employees . 
with options and resources for numerous personal and work-related 
problems effecting today's workers. 
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G!l1\'pTER VI 
COHPARISON OF IN-HonSE AND CONTRACTED-GUT PROGRAHS 
A major aspect of th!s Btudy "liS the eor.mnlnation of the two program 
models commonly fnu,ud in private :luduBt:ry'--ln""·ltottse and coutracted~out .. 
IIR indicated in p>:"vLous c.h"pters, :1.5 (65 p,""cent) of the 23 employee 
'18siBtance programs studied "ere brtsed :In-house, "hl1e 13 (35 pereent) of 
the programs 'Here coutrac.ted-out;~ An I1nal:7'ois 'P,e th0"! data J.udicate,g that:: 
"Irlle the tela program models slmre I=Y alrui1arit:l~a, they also nhow a 
number of BtaUstics.l1y signi:dcant diff"rencea. lhis chapter compareg 
and con'tl'asts in-house and c.ontI:,acted-out prog:C81llS baaed on the analysis 
Df the major variables wlLtch are Bl.Dmnarizecl 1n Tabl"s 19 through 22 • 
.f!patiBtiClJ.:l1y Significant Differences.lletw".".'.l..ln-HourJ" and Contracted 
~I'ogram~~ 
This section discusses staUatically significant differences between 
tbe two program modele. Additiomc1 dHfer"nce'3 and sitlLtlarities are 
discussed later an in thls c.hE-pte",. Arnoug the significant dH:i.'er"Ilces 
"elated to program moclds are, 
Date of Pl:ogram Ince_pt:ion~ 
The majority of contracted p,·ogr1l.lllB (63 p"rfCeut)l1ere established 
af'cer 1980, while the majorl.ty of l.n·~hau8e (67 perc.eut) programs 'lere 
es·tablished b"t"eell 1975 and 1979. Thu8, ·,bU" there were almost twice 
liB many in-house pr.ograms as contractual, the fastest growth 1,.n recent 
years appears to be among the contracted-out programs 'lith only one 
.in--house compared to fl.ve contracted pl:Ograll1B established between 1980 
11nd 1982. Whether this trend ia due to inro·teased marketing by variouB 
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contractors, the current prevailing managerial philosophy, growing 
concerns about potential legal or confidentiality issues, or Bome other 
factors, needs to be explored in future research studies. 
Program Goals at Inception: 
In-house programs were more likely to start as single-fo,cused, 
alcohol-oriented programs, while contracted programs were more likely to 
start as broadbtush programs. It is possible that this finding is a 
function of the date of program inception, with newer programs tending to 
be more broadbtush than the older programs. 
Level of Reporting: 
Contracted programs tend to report to a higher level within the 
organization than in-house programs. Thus, while the difference is not 
significant, it is not surprising to find that the top mansgement·of 
contracted-aut programs is viewed as more supportive than the management 
of in-house programs (88 percent vs. 60 percent), a finding which 
contradicts Sudduth's (1984) conclusion. 
Cost Per Employee: 
As indicated in Table 22, the mean cost per eligible employee was 
more than three times as high in contracting programs than in-house 
($25.6 vs. $7.5 per employee per year). While it is possible that 
in-house programs did not include their overhead costs as part of their 
budget, or tended to underestimate such costs, the differences between 
the costs of the two program models is so wide that if the standard 40-45 
percent overhead costs are included for ~ the in-house programs, great 
differences between the costs in the two models remain. This finding is 
particularly notable in light of the minimal differences in the services 
provided by the two program models as seen in Table 19. 
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Services Provided: 
I'Ih.ile the majorlty of service" provided in the two program ",odds 
tended to be similar, analyols of the data revealed th:ce~ statistIcally 
.aigniflcant differences in ,,,,rvice provi8i0l1B (see Table 19): 
.L Availability of Z4-hollr hotll.ne. This service '11'<" prov:!.dd by 
63 percent of the contractora, but only by 7 pen,ent of in-houBe 
programs .. 
2.. Emergency coverage during treekends, holidays and/or: (',;v'e.:u:fnga: 
Hhile all of the contractors which did not provide 24-hcmr 
hotline)! had provIsions for eme.rgenc.y coverage during off honra l> 
veekend aud holidays, this was true for less than half (1,3 
per:cent) of the iD.-hoU3'~ programs. 
3~ Consultation!TraiP..iug to lloiona. \litHe more than helf (.';6 
pereant) of the ill-hoilse EAPs with unionized H\wk force provided 
cOllsultation or tra:tn..1ug to unions, rlOne of the con.trlleto:cs ",nth 
unionized work force provided this aeNi"". 
Tile provisions of a hotline and emergency coverage 1:JlcliL~atB thllt 
contractual prograJlls were more accessible to employees exped,,;nc:tug 
problema or seeking help during non-stanc1ard ,,,,rlting hourn. 1:11.18 may 
partially account for the h.:tgher rate of utilization of these 1:r-.l.'o6rrarns~a 
fImli.ng which is discussed later iu thIs ehaptler. 
The laek of cOllsultation or train:!.ng to unions by cmltractolO" 
may reflect a gene!.';;}.1 pro·~Dl8.nagemel1t fOC:tl.8 of contractors frho x}cK!d the 
support of high level management in order to atay In business. 
Uilion Views Regarding the EAP: 
In lille ldth the above melltioned lack of illvolvement',dth Unidl1 by 
contractors, it is not surprising to find a correlation betweell progrmn 
----------_._------_. 
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model and union views regarding the EAP. As reflected in Table 19, 
unions were not involved in the development of any of the contracting-out 
programs and their views regarding the programs were typically unknown by 
contractors. Where such views were known. they were more positive toward 
in-house than contracted-out programs (56 percent VB. 33 percent). 
Record Keeping and Computerization of Records, 
While the nature of records kept by the programs did not vary by 
program model, contractors were much more likely to have computerized 
data retrieval systems than in-house programs. 
Referral Sources, 
Rruskal-Wallis One-Way ANOVA by ranks revealed significant 
differences among the referral sources for the two program models 
studied. While the percentages of self-referrals was almost twice as 
high for contractors as in in-house programs (75 percent vs. 44 percent), 
the percentages of supervisory, medical, and "other" category of referral 
sources were higher in in-house programs. ThUB it appears that 
contracted-out EAPs are much more likely to appeal to self···referred and 
possibly more highly motivated employees, while in-house EAPa are more 
likely to be used as a resource by supervisors and other managerial staff 
for "troubled" and/or "troubling" employees. 
Nature of Presenting Problems: 
Given the greater percentage of supervisory referrals, it is not 
surprising that the percentage of employees with alcohol problems was 
higher in in-house programs (31 percent vs. 12 percent), while the 
percentage of those with mental health problems was significantly higher 
in contracting programs (32 percent vs. 16 percent). 
This finding is especially notable since, as reflected in Table 21, 
----------------------_. -_ .. -' 
TAJlI.E 19 
Major Variables Studied by P"ognllll Moclel 
(in Percentages) 
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VARIABLE Iu-·Hollse Contracted-O"t :e 
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TABLE 19 (continued) 
VARIABLE In-House Contracted-Out P 
Services Provided: 
Information & Referral 100 100 NS 
Motivational Counseling 93 100 NS 
Diagnoses/Evaluation 80 88 NS 
Formal Follow-Up 93 88 NS 
Consultation/Training with 
Supervisor 93 88 NS 
Short-Term Therapy (f 5 Session) 73 75 NS 
Family/S.O Counseling 53 88 NS 
Self-Help 73 38 NS 
Consultation/Training with Unions 56 0 .05 
(asked of unionized companies only) 
Didactic/Educationsl .Lectnres 47 25 NS 
Gronp Therapy 47 0 NS 
Long-Term Therapy (> 6 sesaions) 33 13 NS 
24-hour Hot Line 7 63 .02 
Emergency Coverage 43 100 .03 
Other Services 33 25 NS 
Services Changed Over Time 67 25 NS 
Program Available to Families 73 100 NS 
Problems with Confidentiality 47 25 NS 
Support of Top Management: 
Very supportive 60 88 
Somewhat 33 12 
Not at all 7 a 
Feedback to Referring Supervisors 85 57 NS 
Union View re Program: 
.02 
Positive 56 33 
Negative 0 0 
Mixed 44 0 
Unknown 0 67 
Referral Sources: 
Self 44 75 .01 
Employer/Supervisor 31 14 .01 
Medical 15 9 .02 
Other (union, peer, etc,) 10 2 .03 
TABLE 19 (continued) 











Lce F.ro.ployeea Referred-Ctrt 
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B.ud later discussed in this chapter, the percents.ge o,f male employees wag 
Idghe'~ in companj.es with contracting-<mt FAPs than tbose with il1,-hous" 
l'rogra:ms, and. work organizatIons Hith higher proportion of IDen teond to 
k!"e a W.gher percentage of alcohoHc employees (Follmau, 1.9'16)" It thus 
~,ppear8 that contracted-out EAPs are less likely to "p..l1ch alcohoU" 
e~ployeeD existing in their companies thon in-houae RAPs. 
!further el<Slllitultion of the nature of 1!l"eSenting problema a,lao reveals 
that employ""" w.tth legal problema We"" three tmca as l:tkely to be neen 
1>y contractors than by in-house progre.m staff (9 percent YB. 3 percent). 
This may indicate a gen~ral reluctance of employees to voluntarily reveal 
C.NC' _________ • ______________________ _ 
sensitive and stigmatizing problems to a program which Is closely 
identified with their workplace. 
TAllLE 20 
Rationale for Program Development and 
Levels To Top of Organization by Program Model 
(Mean Rankings 1 ~Higheat) 
Variable In-House Contracted-Out 
Rationale for Program: 
Health/Welfare of Wo~kers 1,7 2.0 
Job l'erfonnance 2.3 1.6 
Employee Relations 3.1 2.9 
Coat-Benefit 3.6 3.6 
Legal/Affirmative Action 4.8 5.0 
Public Relations 5.1 5.6 
I,evels to Top of Organization 3.8 2.4 
"Approaches significance at .07 level. 
TAllLE 21 










Employees in the Organization and Program Users by Program Model 
Variable In-Houae .- Contracted-Out 
In Organiz. EAP Users In Organiz. EAP Users P 
Gender: (N-18) 
Male 50 50 57 47 NS 
Female 50 50 t,3 53 NS 
Occupational 
StatuB (N=13) 
Official/Profsnl 29 27 32 43 
NonMManagerial 71 73 68 57 
Etbnicity/Race (Nm7) 
White 77 55 74 82 
Minority 23 45 26 18 
TABLE 22 
Me.an Number of Establishment ~ of 
Employees Seen and Program Costs hy Program Model 
Va"':!.able Iu~Houee CCID.tracted-01.1t 
---,-,,~.-
Nmnbe:r of Employees .h1 Co .. 34,000 (Nm 15) :/f,,000 (N~fj ) 
Nl1l1lber of Eligible 
Eruployees 16,900 (IH5) 8,200 (N~8) 
Number of Eatablishmenta 856 (N"15 ) 79 (N"?) 
Number of E~tablisb!llents 
in Me" York 25 (Nrn13) 7 (limB) 
Number of Employees S2P.:t:l 
Last Year 546 (liw14) 177 (j,rn6 ) 
Number of Eruployeea Seen 
La"t Hauth 45 (N·'ll) 16 (U"5) 
Annual. Program Budget $129,000 (N~12) 000 (N~7) 
Coat Per Eligible 
imployee $7.5 (N~12) $2.5.6 (UMS) 
COSl: Range Per Employ"" $1.1,-23.:3 (U~12) ~9-66.7 (NM8) 











In comparison to :tn-house programs ~ c.01.1tractOI'S ,,;';<ere significant:ly 
tQOrB likely to off~;.:r. a cho:lc.e of referral :r:ea:Ol1:r:CeB to a elient (86 
pC':.:t'cent VB. 36 perc.en",':) '" This lJlay be a function of the 8ffi.11...11e.:r 
percentage u:E alcoholics seen by these programs nince providlng t1 choice 
ia not always :b~ th.e beat interest of <l.l1 alcoholic e~ien t (Levinson & 
Bt:rausfJne:r~ 1978).. Contractors W~!1:e M80 more l:tkely to t::lelect a 
emnroun:tty ';CE!SQurce bused on inaurane.e c.ovet'age tha:a Y'lerc in",,·house 
pJ:Qgrams " 
AU8..1ysia of the significant dHferenC81l between l ... -honee and 
cnnt!'acted-out prog:c.G,Pla indicates tp,.lit t'.ontracted M.Ps tendcc'!d to be 
)lewe:t,. we,re more Ij'.b~ly to originate as broarlbl:UBh prog:caruB II reported to 
a h.i.gher lev~l with.:tn i;he organization and COf.it more p~~r employee~ They 
-----------~~----- .. ----- .. _._-
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were also more likely to provide either 24-hour or emergency coverage, 
and to have a computerized data retrieval·system. Contractors were more 
likely to see self-referred employees with mental health or legal 
problems, and to offer employees several community referral resources 
based on their insurance coverage. 
In contrast, in-house 'programB) while more numerous, tended to be 
older, were more likely to have originated as alcohol-based programs, 
reported to lower level in the organization and cost less per employee. 
They were also more likely to provide consultation and training to unIons 
and were viewed more positively by the unions in their company. In-bouse 
programs received a higher percentage of supervisory and medical 
referrals as well as referrals from other sources, and Were more likely 
to Bee employees with alcohol problems than were contractors. 
Additional Differences Between Program Models 
Some differences between in-house and contracted RAPs Seem important 
even though, possibly due to the small number of programs studied, these 
differences did not prove to be statistically significant. This section 
examines the non-statistically significant differences between the two 
program models. 
Nature of Industry and Size of Organization: 
Neither the nature of industry nor company size were correlated witb 
a progrsm model. However, while contracted-out programs were most 
typical for small organizations, in-bouse employee assistance programs 
were found evenly distributed among small, medium and large size 
companies (See Table 2). Thus, while a company may select an in-house 
RAP regardless of the number of employees, those companies selecting to 
contract-out tend to have smaller workforce. 
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It is important to keep in mind that even the smallest aized company 
in this study Md 2,000 employees. 11mB, .the above ruentloned filldingB 
=y not be generalizable to those organ:1.z11tiona ",,1ch a:ee, tr"ditiorw.lly, 
eOllBidered to be "swall-el.zed". 
jtQtioll8.1e For De.velopment Of 1?l:ogrruu: 
While conce:rn.s for the he.alth and welfare of thelr employees 'mIg seen 
Ril the primary :catia:aale for the ,levelopment of in-house EAl'<1, .iob 
perfot1l.18.nce was see.n as the main reason faL: the devalopment 0.£ 
eoutracted-out programs. PublIc :celatj.olls 38 tl rationale for the 
eatablishment of an EAl', while :r"",ked d,e Imreat in both program model", 
l1eem to be Ii more importa.nt ratioDAle :tn in.-house than contracted 
programs.. futerestillg1y, the issue of coot-henefi t t'JaS ranked eqn2J~y in 
th" middle by both program mode18. 
Selection 0.£ Program Model: 
The decIsion whether to select an iu· ·hous" or eontractual Ear model 
geems to be. a fut1c.tio'~ of several facturs", Accm:dlug to r~(!pondentn from 
cOlLlpanies ... nth ,in-~houee BAPs, the most frG-quently stated reason for 
selecting an in:-houae program was the uM.vaUability 0·" lack of 
knowledge, regarding other options. This "as especIally true for those 
p,'ogrl1ms which wocre establ:Lshed pdor .1:1) mid-1970's when few contracting 
RAP firns were in existence.. Othe7:- l'eaaone ror selecting an in.~'·hott8e 
progr~m model, in order of frequellcy cited, were: availability of 
hl!:ertl8l staff wU:h iutereat and/or knrfldedge regarding EAl'a; IOVier 
p:rogramcoatB; traditional managerial philosophy of providing :!.nternal 
8erv:!ce~; the beltcf that auch models could reach hIgher proportion 0.1: 
alcoholic employees; the belief that in-houa" I'rogrlllJls would be more 
8.ccesBible to til leyelB of employees; the pattern found :In other 
companies in the Bame industry; greater control over program; and the 
belief that such progra~cou1d offer greater protection of 
confidentiality. 
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According to executives of those companies which selected to 
contract-out, the most frequently stated reason for their choice of the 
contractual program model was the belief that contracted-ont EAPe would 
be viewed by their employees as being more confidential. Other 
explanations for selecting the contractual RAP model, in order of 
frequency cited, were: recommendations of officers in other firms; lack 
of in-house staff knowledgeable about EAPe and/or alcoholism; belief in 
greater legal liability of in-houae program; and concern regarding the 
inability to provide a career ladder for in-house EAP staff. 
Thus, while contractors were moat typically selected due to perceived 
greater confidentiality and the recommendations of peers, in-house EAPs 
were developed due to actual or perceived lack of other options, and the 
availability of internal staff capable of developing snd/or overseeing 
such a program. 
Only one of the 23 companies in this study changed their program 
model--from in-house to contracted-out--over the years. This change 
resulted from the decisioIl of tbe in-house RAP administrator to establish 
his Olm contractual firm. The company then became his firs t client. 
Based on the interviews with top level executives, it is the author's 
impression that in-house programs tend to be viewed as a "company RAP" 
existing for the benefit of the organization, while contracted-out EAPs 
are perceived as a management program established for the benefit of 
employees. This hypothesis needs to be validated in future studies. 
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N",nber of i'iaployees and of Establishment: 
As indicated in Table 22., the mean IlUillher 0:': employees :'.ll companies 
n:ttl> tn-hUlw" programs was slightly bigher th"l1 for companies which 
cont·.cact"~(l!J.t: for ,.;bE aervir.ea ~ While theBe differences were. not 
statiatical:l.y significant, :It in important to note 1:11" much higher 
pen,entage of <,.ligible employees in in-bouse progrllllls than in those >1hic.h 
we.re contracted-out: Pifty pcrce:o.'t: 0:( all ;;:1I1ployeea in companies 'irlth 
in~hou8e programs '<'rere. (-~ligible for the J~ compa:r;~d to 34 perce.nt of 
those ifl.'!:h contrac.ted progrums.. Iu e.asenc.e ~ eon~paT.lies which have an 
in·-bouse K"J? tend to be larger and are more 11k,,1y to cover a highe" 
pF::ccentage of their wo:rkfol:ce", In c.ontrast, coropanies with 
c.outract.cd·''Out programs have slightly fewe.r workers and tend to t;over a 
smaller pl'oport::lou of thel:;: workforce .. 
Furthl::'l: research Is needed in order to ascertain T'7heth...::1' t:hoee 
<.!ompanies. who 'wanted to cover a larger Pl'OpoI'tion of their workforc.e 
chose the in·-house EAP model, or whether once an In--holls,, ]':A1? is 
establil.lhed it ia then madf! available to all of the cOIl1panyfg wm::kforce .. 
1m 8.n.alysis of the number of estab1.isll1ltenta per company reveals that 
organizati.0>18 weith In-house EAPs tend to have" g:reate:c number D.f 
e.stablishments_ While tW.s finding may be a fun.,~tiQU of the great:"r 
lJ.\llIlbe:c of larger-sized companies which M.ve an in-nou8e FM, it 
r.:ontradiecs the frequently stated belief that compauiea with numeruus 
establishments prefer to COllt:ra.ct-out for EAP ae!."Vicea ~ 
While both the allilual e.ud monthly nUlllber of employees 2eell appears 
Idgher for in-honae programs, these figures have to be viewed cautiously 
.ince in-house EAPe ar" more likely to A"''' employees for 11011-·typical EAP 
services Buch as smoking cessation., blood bank, second-opinion medica.1. 
-----------.-.---~.--
service, and so on. 
Annual Utilization Rate: 
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Table 19 indicates that the annual utilization rate, defined as the 
percentage of eligible employees who utilized the EAP within a period of 
12 months, was somewhat higher for contracted programs than in-house (5.7 
percent VB. 3.8 percent). However, since in-house programs had a larger 
number of employees who were eligible to use the EAP, the absolute number 
of workers seen was higher in in-house programs (see Table 22). In-house 
EAPa also saw a higher number of alcoholic employees. 
Unioni.za tion: 
\{hi1e not statistically significant, in-house programs were more 
likely than contractors to be found in companies with unionized work 
force (60 percent vs. 38 percent); moreover, as indicated previously, 
in-house RAPs were much more likely to have some degree of union 
involvement in the program unlike contracted programs which seem to be 
totally under the directive of management. 
Administrative Responsibility and Office Location: 
While in-house EAPa appear to be evenly divided between per"onneland 
medical division of a company, contracted programs were most commonly 
under the direction of the personnel/human relations department (74 
percent). While 80 percent of the in-houae programs had a separate 
on-site office, surprisingly so did half (50 percent) of the contractors 
with staff available on-aite in the workplace on the average of three 
days a week. 
Provision of Self-Help and Group Therapy: 
As iIldicated previously, the services prOvided by the two program 
models were basically similar. However, in-house EAPs were much more 
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likely (73 percent VB. 38 percent) to be involved in the cst:abl.lshment of 
11. ""If-help group for ~",ploye,," than cont>:actors. StIc.h groups included 
nu on-site. version of .A.A., Al-Ar.lon, Ov~reatera Anonymous, and various 
ahort-term groups aimed at dealing with specific isBues Buch as smoking 
cessa.tion or stress tIlB.nag,ement" ]'o1."1ll81 group therapy was also offered by 
30me :La-houae EAr's, but not by COf.1tractors ~ Such groups wer.:e most 
cOJ]:nuauly :c'Qcuaed on re.integrnting a_lc.ohol:Le employeel3 who were :cetu:rn.:lua: 
to work after rehabilitation at ,m alcoholism facilIty or detorlficatioll 
in a hospital.. Othe.r in-house groups £ocuaed on issues rciatil.t3,; to 
sd:ngle pareJlta, coping i'nth 8b:~m1, OJ: pre--retirement counseling '" 
.'1yul1ab:fJity to lh:!Jnj_liaB~ 
While all of the contrac:te.u FAPs were available to family members of 
the employee, this was true far 7:l percent of the in-hous" programe. 
However, ill 50 percent of thGse In··house programs the problem had to 
center exclusiveJ.y an the employee ~ There were no restrictions on the 
kinds of problema for families contacttug contractual EArs. 
C1:u?JJ.ge of SeI:v.i.c~8 Ove.r Time:; 
In comparison to contracted UPs which were bound by their agreement 
nith a company to provide a given Bet of sel."'Vic.es, in~~hou8e progrdum 
showed greater fl"",lbi1:lty iu cbanging or modifying their seIYiees ill 
{Irder to meet the exigencies of the buslnuBB world. m-h,)use EAPs were 
utilized to help the company aud the employees cope with Buch issues as 
reorgauizatiou., ret:rencb..ment aud/ar. other commo'Q conce.rns of employees 
Buch as child care. 
Feeulack to Supervisors and Confidentiality Issues: 
While 25 percent of in-house programs pcovided feedback to referdng 
"upel~iBorB, this was true of only 57 percent of contracted-out programs 
"",",.~,--------•. --------------------
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who tended to view even supervisory referred employees as being 
voluntary., Whether this is the cause or the consequence of the 
previously discussed lower rate of supervisory referrals and/or of 
alcoholics seen by contracted-ou~programs needs to be researched further. 
Actual or potential problems regarding confidantiality were almost 
twice as likely (47 peceet vs. 25 percent) to occur in in-house programs 
than in contracted EAPs. 
Gender, Occupational Status and Ethnicity: 
At; reflected in Table 23» the gender of the workforce and of those 
utilizing the programs varied by program model, even though the 
differences were not found to be statistically aignificant. Wb~le 
companies with in-house EAPs CN=ll) were evenly divided between a male 
and female work force, those with contracted-out programs (N-7) had a 
larger proportion of male than female workers (57 percent vs. 43 
percent). Whether thia finding 1s related to the larger percentage among 
contractors of manufacturing organizations which tend to have a higher 
proportion of men thsn do finance/insurance and service organizations, or 
to some other factors need to be explored further. 
An examination of program users indicates that in-house programs saw 
proportionately the same percentage of males and females as existed in 
their workforce; however, contracted-out programs saw an 
over-representation of women and were underutilized by the men in their 
companies. The gender of users of contractual programs thus tends to 
replicate the pattern found among users of community-based mentsl health 
and family agencies. It appears thst women are more likely to self 
refer. while men tend to get to sn EAP through a supervisory referral. 
Data regarding occupat;f.onal status and ethnic/racial characteristics 
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of employees and program users were too l:i.m:l.ted for atat.ifJt.ical 
{.malya::ts.. An examinatton of the pel"Cent-age. of in'"~ho'Use p:r:ogrruo users 
(N~8) hdicat". that they refleeted the occllpationlll statl," of the 
workforce., however, (~outracted-out prograuls (N""5) ten.d.ed. to be 
(jve·r'-~:tepre8e'i.1ted hy higher level e:m,ployees and ·uuder-D~prese.nted by .1ovr,Q:c 
level workers" 
Wh_ile the e.thnlc/racial (~haTacte:·£iattc. of etj~l?:1(~yeE'3 "Was similar for 
cOliDpardes which bad eithe'r in,"l\ouEle or: cOtltractu-c'1.1 Pl"Og1:'U1l19 1 ana.lys:1.s of 
pl:'o.grllill users Itulicatea that whites teude:d to uae. con:tracted'--Qut programs 
(82 percent '1'0. 55 percent), ·"kUe conversely, nti.uo!"il:y employees, who 
\'Jere J:ftOst likely alao lmrer Ie-re.I employees, tende:d to use (JJr 'be 
1:efexred to) ~cn-hou8" prognullCl (l,5 pel:cent VB. 1il percent). 
Thus, ruJ. examination of program userB in the am prr>gram Dtodels 
indicate" the possibility that in-house and contracted-,ollt R~l'a appeal to 
dlffeJ:ent levels of workers with c[lnt"acto"s rnor" l:!kely to be uBed by 
higher level; white, female employees thau .tn··ho".ae programs. Further 
research in this area ut:tlizing ,:'l. large number (if pl"ograms seems 
e.BBenti~l$ 
Stll~ry of Non-Statistica1!:I Significant Differ",:o":".!'Y 
Analysis of the non-statistically significant dif:i:'erencesbetlfee.n the 
tl'!O pl.~og:cam models found that fn compm:-:tson to :tn-house progt'a:ms which 
""re found in all sized companie>J, cQutracted-out ElIPs teuded to be found 
in amalIa" "ize organizations, aud "ere more lik~lJ 1;" I!o'~er ouly a 
portion of their w-orkforce. COl1tracted-Qltt EAl'a were leos likely to be 
found in unionized companies, and Irsre more likely to report to the 
p"J::sotulel/hWllliu relation.s division of their organi?<aUou. They tended 1:0 
have a higher ru::mual utilization rate, to be more Qwailable to families 
of the employees, and to be over-utilized by higher level, white, and 
female employees. 
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In-house EAPB» on the other hand, were mor~ likely to be found in 
unionized, and/or paternalist companies which viewed the establishment of 
the RAP aa an expression of their concern about the welfare of their 
employees, and to the benefit of their organization. These programs were 
available to a larger proportion of the workforce, but fewer family 
members. While their utilization rate was lower than for contractors, 
they saw a large number of employees. They were more likely to provide 
such services aa self-help and group therapy, as well as to change or 
modify their services to meet emerging needs of the comp"ny or workers. 
In-houae programs were more likely to provide feedback to referring 
supervisors and to have a higher likelihood of problems regarding . 
confidentiali ty. While the in-house programs studied were utilized by 
men and women in proportion to their number in the workforce and were 
reflecti"le of the o'c~upationsl status of the workers, they were 
uuder-utilized by white employees and over-utilized by minority workers. 
> ...... ,-----------------------_._._-. 
CHAPTER VIr 
INTERFACE ~IITH COllHUNITY-BASeD 
8E'RVICES AHD ROLES OF SOCIAL WORKER,; 
'this chapter anaJ.y:;;es the l:!:aYVlges of EA.Pa lnth community ba8",1 
soc.ial se.rvj_ct:o 2:'1.uc1 examines the pe.rceived value and actual roles of 
soc;tal workers employed .in the programs studied" 
The g:r.:owth of r~mploye.e assistance ~:n:-ograroB, while lauded hy man:y 
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80ci8-1 workers, ;"':-<10 a.1Bo seen 813 a potential danger to tl1(~ provisiollB of 
r.O!lllll'.lnity based 00,:,,1.<OC8. Concern has been expressed abollt the 
pOBBlbUities of E1l..Pa draining woo.-king class clients away from socia.l 
e.gendes and pOBsibl.,a diversion of incre@ingly Bcarce reaom:""'B 
!,-"ailable to commt;n.Uy based social se:t:"'ric"" programs (Kolbeu, 1982; 
In oruer to focus Oil this issue and a.Bness the linkage.s of RAPs "wlth 
,"dating CO!lllJluuil'l' facilities, :r.e"l'ouden<ts were asked to indicate whethe:;: 
the.y referred cl1.el1tato community agencies aud/or: private pract1t:loners, 
the perc,:;:mtage of c.J.:teuts 90 ref~!."red 1I their basis for selecting a 
re.:Ee:c:r'111 source, D:nd \'ihich px:ofer.aionala we:ce. covered under tbelr 
:!.DenT-anCe poUde". This aection pL"ov:ldeB Ii 8umraary of their reSpOrtf'''8o 
Det" coUect~d indicated that while all 23 EAl?s in this study 
:cefe:crerl employees out!! the percentage of those. referred ranged w1dC!ly 
from 5 to 100 pel:ceno:, with a mean of 67 percent and a median of 7Z 
percent.. The large.lst percelltage o:E referrals c.ame from manufacturing 
organhations, while service organizations were least likely to refer: 
(p=.Ol) reflective of their tendency to provide on-site counseling as 
discussed in the previous chapter. 
Selection of Referral Resources: 
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The majority (52 percent) of referred employees were provided with a 
choice of several resources while the rest limited referrals to one 
facility or practitioner. Two-thirds (64 percent) of the RAP staff 
preferred private practitioners over community agencies. The moat common 
basis for selecting a given referral resource was location (68 percent), 
typically close to employee's home. Fifty percent of respondents chose s 
resource based on skills or specialty of the treatment provider, while 41 
percent were primarily concerned with selecting those resources which 
were covered tinder the employee's insurance policy. Typically, a 
referral resource was selected on the basis of a combination of location, 
specialty and coverage. 
Coverage of Community Based Practitioners: 
Data regarding insurance coverage indicated that all companies with 
mental health benefits (22 out of the 23) covered psychiatrists; 90 
percent covered l1censed psychologists; and 38 percent covered licensed 
or certified Bocial workers. Additionally, 5 percent covered legal 
services, aud a couple of the companies were in the process of evaluating 
coverage provisions for financial or debt services. 
Nature of Community Resources Used: 
Although as indicated previously, many of the EAPs prefered private 
practitioners, most made some referrals to community mental health 
centers and family agencies. Referrals to shelters for battered women, 
legal and financial management services, and to information centers 
dealing with child-care and assistance to the aged were also provided. 
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All of the EAPs in thls study referred eDlployees to appropriate 
e.oX).1tnunity-,hesed aelf-·help gJ:oups Ruch as Alcholica Anonymous, Ai-Anon, 
Pills r..J.10nymou8, etc.. .A11 of t'he.m alf:lo u'lode referrals t.O voluntary 
sJJ.d/ur p!'oprie:tary aic,oholisIt\ treat:n\eut: facilitie.i3.. Given the 
~m};king-claElR nature of their popu!attcm, few EAPa made referrals to 
public. agenc.ies although aome. low ..... :tncotJ1e~'"1Dalllly female-employee)) ~/{~t"e. 
:rcd.~e7:red for SS.L, :bied~tca:i.d, L~agcl1 A-1.d as well 8.6 puhl:tc houiJing~ 
Re£erJ:a.1B to BeH and fam:U.y C0urta w(:'.r.r~ alGo IIlQutioued hy flcme of the 
:c68pondents .. 
ABs~_8m.ent.. of CD~~lrrltL!&eIleiei~: 
Respondents were. questioned regarding the:tr pos:ttive aud negative 
asaeosme.nta of comroun:J..ty agencies.. ~t'he positive aapect.'3 of ,~onmnm:tty 
facIlities, ia o:<:der of frequency cited, included: COlweni,mt locat:tmw; 
flexible fe('; and cOlllJ?rehen8ive provillion of serviceo. The negaUvB 
aspects of cO!lllllunity faciUUea included: Poor feedbiwk ",egardiug 
re.ferr.als; tluevea quality of Be:r.v:lc.e p:toviders ~ lack of lrillowledge 
regarding alcobol:lsll1/misdtagnoaes of oubotauce abu8e; duplication of 
int8.ke provided by gAP; too much fOCHS on lon.g-term treatment; Bervll~eH 
geared more toward low-incmo'e and not ~.;rorking or middle-C'-iasa ('.li~n.t:!J 
(especially ill tel'DlB of hours of sern,ce aya.i1abiUty); Lack of knowledge 
of >lork-iO"lated issues; lack of IrilllIedl.al:" appob,bn~nt" for those 
referred; and lack of comp):"ehensive aeJ .. 'lIic:.ea for multJ.--p:-:oblem or 
Dlu,lti-"addl.cted employees. 
)3y and la.rge, erlet111g COlDlllUtlity resources K€:re deemed adequate to 
meet the needs of employees. Tlus was part:kulll:dy 1:'1:11" for 'Chose 
employed in the Nm .. York area; somewhat leas 80 for those employed or 
~e81ding in smaller cO!llInuuities outslde New York. Several of the 
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respondents indicated that they tended to confer with members of t\LMACA 
(Association of Labor-Management Administrators and Consultants on 
Alcoholism) in order to find the best referral resource for a given 
problem. 
Summary and Implications: 
This chapter analyzed the linkages of RAPs with community 
facilities. In contrast: to the expressed fears that RAPs would channel 
working and middle class clients away from community-based agencies, this 
study indicated the opposite--that RAPs provide a potentially large 
Bource of referrals with an average of 67 percent of those seen being 
referred out. While the majority of RAP staff preferred private 
practitioners, community based social, family, and mental health agencies 
were commonly utilized, as were self-help groups and public agencies. 
Referral resources were generally selected on the basis of a 
combination of location, expertise and insurance coverage. While 
community agencies were appreciated for their convenience and sliding-fee 
structure, they were also criticized for such aspects as poor feedback, 
lack of knowledge regarding SUbstance abuse and work environment, and 
their long-tem treatment orientation. 
It ia interesting to note that while the majority of EA1's made 
extensive use of community resources, only two respondents indicated that 
they had ever received a referral of an employee from a community 
facility. Thus, the current linkage of RAPs with community facilities 
appears somewhat unilateral, and may reflect a lack of knowledge of EA1's 
on the part of community based workers. 
The extensive referrals by employee assistance programs point to the 
importance of, and the need for, comprehensive knowledge of community 
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l'esou:.tc.P.s and of the rc,:eex:ral process by ELl? st~ff ruembe:C;']Q It i,1 :tn 
these areas tJmt the. I1treugth of the social 1-,rork profem1ioll is l'liU)S"C 
evide.nt" 
rereeivcd Value and Actual Roles of Sodal Workers iu EIcFs 
.&8 indic.ated in the revie.w of the 11teratu:re, while gAPs a:ce ~een fin 
im.pmctallt facilities for the training and employmeT.!.t of 8Qc.:L:.ll.. ;;,mrkern, 
as ye~_t there has been. mininml re.search focusing on the p1zorr:ei ve.d value of 
social workers. the knowledge wbi~h ia deemed "ssential 1.11 'lUch 
rlOXl.~·t:r:a(litlon'1l lle.tt:i.ngs $ I);ud the actual roles of those. employed in 
RAPs" '.these j'.8Bues B:g;-e adu:rcf:lSed :tu this section" 
The NWllber of Sodal Workers iu RAPs Stmlied: 
The -number of social 'l-mrke.!'B it!mployed ill. employee: 8l:CS~.otauce programs 
baa g:cOWll significantly over the years: lfuUe only olle. h··house EAP h..d 
a Bodal worker Juring ita J.ucepti.on. tbe study found 17 MSWs employed ill 
the 15 in-houae employee assistance progralUS, and 16 11817" were employed 
by t:b.e sl~ cant:cactors examined :Ln this study. for a totHl of 3.3 I1SWs. 
lih:ile not all of the Bocial ;york"rs employed by COl1l:racto"s dealt with 
the RAPs studied in this research, employees whose company contracted-out 
fo:e E-AP oeIvicea were more likely to be seen by a social twrker than 
those ,1.n :ll1~~hoU8e programs (75 percent va" 117 pe:f.:cel1t)~ t;even. (30 
percent) of the 23 RAPs studted 'Were a~.m1nistered by a "ocial worker. 
'1'11" in-houae employee aaaiat",nce program di:.:ectors o:c adminIstrators 
who E:.re: social worke.rs 'Were. more likely to be found in yoluutary service 
organIzation'; than in £:!.nauc~ or rlUlllufacturing campau:!.e". Three out of 
~:he four :tn-house EAP adm.i.J1Jstrators who were: Bocial workm.:s were female, 
"lUla only Olle of. the three 80018.1 worket"s .,ftO were adm:J.n1strators/ownera 
0:1: r, .. 'il. E..I\P contractor f:Lt;m was a female.~ 
.-~-------
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Perceived Value of Social Workers: 
Program administrstors and top level ~espondents were asked their 
views regarding the employment of Bocial workers in programs such as 
theirs. Sixty-one percent of the respondents expressed essentially 
positive views, 13 percent had definite negstive views, while 26 percent 
had hasically mixed views of Bocial workers inEAPs. Interestingly, the 
moat negative vl"ws were expressed by medical direc'cors whose knowledge 
of social work appears limited and based on stereotype (e.g. "I can see 
them working at Bellevue, but what kind of help could they offer our 
employees?"). 
Among the positive views regarding social worke~s, in order of 
frequency cited, were: Good clinical skills; knowledge of resources; 
knowledge/awareness of systems; generalist/flexible training whic~ can be 
adopted to the setting; skills in networking; ability to deal with wide 
range of problems; and willingness to help people with "small" problems. 
Among the cited reasonS for not conSidering social workers were: 
prefer someone with business experience; social workers are too focused 
on treatment/counseling; prefer someone with higher status such as a 
psychologist; prefer someone from within the organization; social 
workers' lack of knowledge regarding alcoholism; prefer someone with 
rehab experience; social workers tend to identify too much with the 
employees; they tend to over-extend themselves into areas which they 
don't belo~g/they get involved in power struggles. 
Overall, social workers were seen as appropriate for clinical and 
referral roles, whUe business people and psychologists were seen as more 
appropriate for program administration. 
Knowledge Needed by Social Workers: 
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Table 2.3 Lints the a"eD.S of knowledge which "espondel1to felt Hex," 
moat e.ssential for social '~lo:tkel"r3 working 'or plB.u'il:tng to obtain po~lt:LaDH 
in an RAP ~ ~the most frequently eitt!d ax-eu. was focused on knouledge of 
the business world, including business language, corporate l'0liUes, aml 
work-related 8treas.. The ne?~t mos'!: frequently c.ited a:cea of knowledge 
ioc:.used on substance abuEh~ Y,>)'h:lc.n included assessment, dfagnoBf!s., 
eolifrontation and ~'ole of "dr,-help g;roup" and gpi:cit"u.lity in the 
tX'catment of alcohol:1'.sm... AnoL:her frequently listed :ceavoTIse. eentered :not 
on acqu:tred knowrledge, but on pe:t'oonal qualj.til~B deemed efJsel1.tial fo:r.' 
those employed i:u thn RAP fleld.. ~heBe Ipml.itieB include.d: matu:city; 
flexibIlity; ahility to think ou one' a £""t; ability to work 
independently; organizatioIlal savvy; ability to i.ntegrate a variety of 
"k:LUa and kuowledge; and ",bElt)' to deal with peopl" from dHfe:r:ent 
le.vels of the orgHu!zatiQn~ 
Roles of Socia.l 'Workers ill E.AJ:'n: 
Social Worke.rs employed in. the programs atud:ted and program 
administrators YJe.re 'l'ueBt:ton~d regarding the actual roles or fuucti,onn o£ 
social workers in the!:c cuX':ceut poait.iona~ 1"'hese :roles and the 
percentage of thoBe pe:cforntng them ar" listed In Table 24. As ""fleeted 
in this table, the moot typical rolea fo:c Bodal '!Ol:kera "ere thooe of 
counselor. ".ud broke·r 0 By und large, the gr""ter uumb,,):' of staff ill em 
EAP, the more specialized tbe role of the social worke):', HhUe the 
sDJaLter tbe EAP the ",ore yaried the ro1"" with aodal workers a88WJ1ing 
multiple rolea and job responsibilities. Generally, social wOrkel'" 
employed in in-house programs had more varied, non-traditional rol,,", 
while those employed by contractors were more Uk"ly to func.tion aa 
intake and referral agent", 
TABLE 23 
Areas of Knowledge Needed by Soc~al Workers 
in EAPS 
(Ranking 1 - most frequent) 
Area of Knowledge 
Business World/Work Issues 
Substance Abuse 
Differential Assessment/Diagnoses 





Legal Issues/EEO Requirements 




























































!,UIlIllll!ry aud Conclusion 
'Ih:ls study found that l,l percent: o:E the in-house EAPa and 75 percent 
Q:c the contractors lw.d Eloe:Lal w'orke:~B on ntaff" Thirty percent of the 23 
PAPs 'iJ"r~ administered by a God"l worker. The majority of program 
.!u.lmlmatratoT.s and cmnpany e:u.ectttivEla held PQsitiYe Vie:W8 o.f social 
wln:kers who were espechUy valued f01: theIr clinIcal Bki1lB and 
knowledge of cmumuuity X'eHOtlrr:(:,!,q. Social workers!' hm,rever, wp:re 
perceived as lacking the IlG!ce!]Sary preat:i.ge and sk:t118 for program 
nilinirrtatration .. 
The. areas of k.uowledge required hy Goc.1a1 workers ~.Il EAPs included 
kU01·r1edge of the business ~'mTld and of su.bstance abuse" especially of 
alcoholislll. However, pereo,wl qualities,. such as matudty and 
:lndependence~ were often vie.wed as important 8.13 specific areas of' 
l:,;:nm,lledge.. Negative atereotyping of aocial 't<1m:kers was evident in the 
views of a number of corporate mediC'..al clirecto:t"1J and company e:-.:::ecut:Lves. 
riho expressed cotlce:cu that aoeial workers would align thernal?;lveg with 
eillployee.s agaiu8 t xnarutgement .. 
IT! cO'llc.luaion, while. tho numbers of social workers :tnC!reas~d greatl:v 
In the &IPs studied, they are more 11ke1y to b" employed by contrac.tm:s 
than :iU~hOUB~ programs and the.i:r rolee tend to be limited to the 
tre.ditional Boc:f.al wOI'k funct:t.OTJ.8 8HCh as aSS8[ua.ment, short-term 
counseling and referrals .. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS OF STUDY 
The current political, economic and Bocia1 values are reflected in 
the growing privatization of social services and by increasing pressure 
on employers to assume a greater share of responsibility for meeting the 
health and social neeas or their workers. One manifestation of the 
changing human service delivery system has been the rapid growth of 
employee assistance programs--work-based programs which aim to identify, 
motivate and help those employees whose personal problems actually or 
potentially may interfere with their job performance. 
The development and the recent growth of RAPs reflect a fascinating 
combination of humanistic concerns and cost-control measures on the part 
of employers, and their utilization by employees seems to reflect a 
service which is meeting a felt need. While today's RAPs are utilized by 
hundreds of thousands, and possibly even by millions of workers and their 
families, and their existence has provided increaSing training and 
employment opportunities for social workers, research into their 
development and the nature of such programs has been minimal. 
The purpose of this study was to expand the present state of 
knowledge regarding these programs by. examining the existence and the 
nature of employee assistance programs in the Metropolitan New York 
Area. This final chapter summarizes the study's major findings and 
discusses their implications in light of the issues and Concerns 
expressed in the literature on this subject. 
Summary of Methodology 
This was basically an exploratory and descriptive study comprised of 
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i:wo dIaUllct phases. 
Ihe first phase of \:h1s research conaiated of the identification of 
the u.niverse of employee. a.EBiBt~mce p:cograma operational as of JU1},e~ 1982 
in the l1etropolitan New York Axeli "hleoh, for the purposes of thiN utml:y, 
was defined Ii" t;otwisting of New York City, Long Island aud Wcstchea1::(Or 
c.ounty.. Fifty··--two experts tn this fieJ d WI.?I'e interv.i.ewe.d {1U1::ing ';:h5.8 
phase. 
The aeconti phane of this aturly r.olJ.8isted oj' " dp.ta:tled. analY2:la of n 
EPJ:s fttnct1on.-i.ng uuder' ~'1.nagemellt auspices ill the p:r:tve;te. aector~ 'fneae 
p'J.:'ograms w"ere selp.cted on the buals on uou--probald.lity qttota. aampl:b::'3 
1:ecIm:!.que stratified according to program model (in-house and 
contractual); type of industry of the organization proYid.ing the plCogmm 
(fiuance/l.nsure,nee; manufactllrin.g; and "ervice); and "ize of the compauy 
Cnmallj medium; and large) ~ The research in,9tll1DleD.t ut:ili3ed enurdated 
of both structured and opeu'-ende.d questions eX8..l11i:a.ing over 200 d1.f.fereut 
variables. D"ta "ere obtained from 67 r.eopondellto employed by the. 
c.rgauizatiolJ.s sponsoring and providing EAP aerv:i.ceB. Theae included 
program administrators and repregentat~~yes of top ms:nagernmit of 'i~h(-! 
ccumpaxrles and of contracting fi:r.ms. 
'l'he specif1.c goals of thts study were.!' 
1... 1'0 identify the tlll.iverBe of FlU's in the HetropDlitan New Yo;;'k 
"):OM 8ud provIde an overview of the scope aud models of e:dst1ng 
1'0 devzlop Ii typology of EAPa. 
3. To provlde baaell.l1e data regarding private sector EAPs under 
managGment auspices. 
I.. To identify the current nature of ouch EAP3 ami analyze the 
~~~~~-.--~ 
kinds of changes they underwent over time. 
5. TO examine the characteristics of program users. 
6. To examine the advantages and disadvantages of in-bouse and 
contracted-out employee assistance programs. 
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7. 'fo examine the linkage of EAPs with existing community based 
services and to ascertain the views of EAP staff regarding such 
services. 
8. To examine the perceived value of social workers a'nd the 
knowledge base which they need in order to function in employee 
assistance programs. 
Summary of Findings 
Phase One--OVerview of EAPs in the Metro New Xork Area: 
During the first phase of this study, a total of 125 EAPs were 
identified and classified according to a typology based on program 
auspice (management or union); sponsorship (individual or consortium); 
program model (in-house or contractual); and sector (public or private). 
Most of the identified programs were located in large size companies 
in the private sector, and were based in-house under individual 
management sponsorship. The existing SAPs were most likely to cover 
those employed in manufacturing industries, while those in trade 
industries were least likely to have acceSs to an SAP under management 
. auspice. 
Employee assistance programs located in public sector organizations 
comprised over a quarter of all the EAPs and covered a larger proportion 
of their workforce than private sector programs. 
Union-based programs were most likely to exist in industries 
characterized by numerous, small size establishments and seasonal 
employment, such as trade and construction industries .. 
The contractual EAP model was ",ost likeW to be found in pd vate 
for-peori t C'ompanies wi ttl fewer than 1:) f 00 a employees ~ However f no 
ccn:relation was found bet.ween in-house prOljJ:am model and si?~e of the 
;;iorkforce" 
Consortium sponsored programs W(:):e most likely to be provided under 
llnion auspices or hy voluntary organizations ~ No consortium sponsore.d 
programs were found i:o exist among t.he private for'-profit companies .. 
.l?J2~~~: Analysis of the 23 EArs studied: 
.11.~ Charactfn;illtj"cs of the. Programs 
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lmalysis of the 23 priva.te sector EAPs found that the majority of the 
EArs Vlere established bet:ween 1975 and 1979, typically due to change in 
key executiv~s or due to a r(!cognition of alcohol or: drug problems among 
cd the:c exe,cuti yes or lower level employees" 
The typical program evolved fr.om single focus to nroadbr:llSh EAP. ,mel 
shifted fr.om seeing Sllpe:<:visory referred employees with alcohol problems 
to self"~referred workers ,'lith mental health concerns", Nevertheless, 
;o.lcoholic employees continued to compri.se the largest category of all 
progra.m users, especially in in-·honE'~: progr."ams" 
The programs were utilized by Em avcrage of 4~ 4 percent of the 
~,"oLkfotcer and cost an average of !;1'1.. 7 per eligible employee per: year .. 
In prQPortion r.O the ~'lorkforcei RAPs tended to be over-utilh:ed b,Y 
women. SOHeve r, the proporti.on of m2'.lr.: User,g was large and Bubstantially 
qreateJ: than seen in conununity agenc:tes" 1,Llhe limited data which was 
Q.,vailable on the ethnic characterist.:Lcs 0:(' program users indicated that 
EAPs te:od to be over-utilized by mirwri!:y emp.loyeCc":s, hOH6ver, this may be 
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a function of which program model 1s utilized. Ava:f.lable data on the 
number of families seen by the RAPs (N-12) show that they comprised 22 
percent of the total caseload. 
The programs studied were typically based in the personnel/human 
resource division of their company, and had their own an-site office and 
telephone line. They 'were staffed, on the average, by twa full-time 
workers. The services provided were usually limited to information and 
referral and motivational or short-term counseling with only 26 percent 
of RAPs providing on-going treatment. Supervisory training was usually 
provided during program inception, but was minimal dUring later years. 
While all programs were found to be sensitive to confidentiality issues, 
various dilemmas regarding confidentiality were evident. 
n. Linkages with Community FacUities 
This study found that 67 percent of the employees seen were referred 
to community facilities or private practitioners. Referral choices were. 
typically based on a combination of location, expertise and insurance 
coverage. Contractors were found to be significantly more likely to 
offer a choice of referrals, whereas in-house RAPs were much more limited 
in providing referral options. 
Current referral linkages between RAPs and community facilities 
appear to be uni-directional since very few employees seen in community 
agencies are ever referred to their company's RAP. 
c. Perceived Value snd Roles of Social Workers 
The number of social workers employed in RAPs has increased rapidly 
with almost half of the in-house RAPs and 75 percent of the contractors 
employing social workers. The roles of social workers in RAPs resembled 
that in other settingB where Buch traditional functions aB assessment, 
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Gh"l:"t-term counseling a.nd referrals are utilized. Stersotyping of social 
w01CkEn:,9 and their perceived low status limtted tb:dr. (~mpl()y1lJent and 
profc8sional mobility ill EPJ:a. 
D. Comparisoll of Il1-Houoe alld Contr"c:t,~d--()"t K4J:2 
Hhile fewer in llUlJlbe.1:'J contracted-out }.:A.Ps were fon'ld t:o b~ the 
:raotest 3T.'owing among all. recen,t pl'ogram8 ~ Contl'a.ctual EAr,g were alrw 
f,,"'nd to report to a ldgher l"Yel wltl1ill the orge,uzadOll than did 
i:o: "hmtse p,rograms, and were viewed an bein.g somewhat mo:.ce: IJupported by 
top ll18..D.agement" Other irllportant differences 'between the tVlO program 
mod~~J,n :celatc-::d to: 
Siza of the tJorkfo:t'1.":.e :~'Hhile in-house pro'grams we!:'€; found to Le 
c.ve::aly d.ist:cibuted among small" melT-fum, and large size Oi:~ganizutj_Oi:iB~ 
('.o:cttracted EAEs were moot ('.ommolJ,ly found in amB-l1 a:f.ze companies. ' 
Costs:-Cox:rl::racted~"'Out programs were fonnd to ccmt OYer three times 
as 14Jch a8 in-houBe EAPB ($25.6 VB. $7.4 per eligible employee pe.r year). 
SeJ:Vices ,-Contractors were lIlore l:Lkely to provIde 24 hour or 
emm:gency coverage, while in-house l'ro~ram8 showed great.·c fle:dhi11ty In 
d"velop~_ng Bhort-ten~ programs deaUng with Bpecific employee or 
or;j.8.l\tz<'1 tiOllc'11 need. 
Union Viewsl-In·-hot1Be l'l:o!5rama were more 11kely to p;oDvide traIning 
und (~ouBu.1tation to uniana and to be Yim·red somewhat mo) ... e posittvely by 
uniou offic.ials ~ 
Overall Utilizution and Referral Sou,:ces: --While the dHferences were 
no;: significant, contractual progr!llllB had a higher auntlE.1 uUlizatIon 
rate than in-house EAPs (5.7 percent VB. 3.8 percent). However, 
aignific.llnt differences in -,:eferral source" were found w:[tlt 
th):ee~~qu.arte.ra of all employees seen by c.ontrac.tora coming ou the bas:ts 
of self-referral; while in-house programs were more likely to see 
supervisory and medical referrals. 
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Nature of Presenting Problems:--In-house programs saw a significantly 
higher proportion (and actual higher number) of employees with alcohol 
problems (31 percent VB. 12 percent), while contractors saw a 
Significantly larger proportion of employees with mental health (32 
percent vs. 16 percent) and legal problems (9 percent VS. 3 percent). 
Gender, occupational status, and Ethnicity of EAP Osers:--While the 
available data were limited, the study found that companies which 
utilized the contractual program model tended to have a higher pr.oportion 
of male to female employees in the workforce, while their EAPS saw an 
over-representation of women. These contractual programs were also 
over-utilized by higher. ~level employees and under-utilized by minority 
workers. In contrast, companies with in-house EAPs tended to have a more 
equal proportion of men and women, and their EAP utilization reflected 
the gender and the occupational status of their employees. In-house 
programs, however, were over-utilized by minority employees and 
under-utilized by white workers. 
,implications of Findings 
While the number of employee assistance programs has grown rapidly 
since 1975, this study found that the proportion of employees covered by 
EAPs remains miniscule, and thus the overwhelming majority of workers do 
not have access to such work-based programs but remain dependent on any 
available community-based services. 
The private sector companies providing EAP services tend to resemble 
those which were, historically, in the vanguard of providing welfare 
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capitali.sll!-~alaJ.;g0., somewhat paternalist, companies t'lishing to maintain 
the goou\·lill and prevent the ullionizat ion of their workers ~ and wi th the 
wherewithul1 to pay lor t.hese programsQ In essence, the companies 
f:;ponsoring t,ilesE! pr:oq:cams are already in the [orefI:ont in the provision 
of: fringe benefits.. Thus, Bll,PS tend to be made avo.ilable to worker,s ",rho 
a,r.e already likely to have: access to numerous other employe! and/or union 
sponsot·,,:;d benefU;:s" This :tssuc of equit.y must be taken Lnlo account when 
conside:cat.ing any futllre public policies benefiting EAP,S',. 
The rapid gro'Nth of BAl?s in the public sector and in non"profit 
cn:gi::mizations points to additional forces tIJhich may bf:! ope:cating in this 
field including: The belief in the potential cost-benefit OJ:' 
cost-containment value of such programs in this era of fiscal stres8; the 
SUbstitution of EAPs for increased benefits for oul-patient psychiaLric 
treatmeHt; the growing social awareness of I and concern for: I' people I'll th 
alcohol and drug problems; the increaaing publicity about EAPs in the 
mass media; and the increased sophist.ication in the mal:keting of Bneh 
ptogcams by private for-profit contractors and by voluntary agencies--
especially well-known teaching hospitals and family service agencies~ 
fI'oday's EAPs tend, by a.nd 1~1rge, to y~'eflec;t an :l. ncreasing 
st.andardization of programs with broadbrush .EAPs staffed by professional 
counselors I frequently 'Ivith a social wo:c!~ degre'e, becoming the norm~ The 
shift from occupational alcohol:l.sm to broadbrush pl:ograms and the growing 
trend toward utilization of the contractual program model can be both 
b"neficial and problematic. '£he !latllt" of today'. EAPs, ~s identified ill 
this study, need to be examined in light of the expr.essed concerns of 
some of the early proponents of EAPs that 'i.nstead o.E ,serving as a 
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vehicle for organizational change in dealing with performance problema, 
the RAP may become a dumping ground for ••• problem personnel as well as a 
free counseling service for minor problems in living that have little 
relationship to work performance" (Roman, 1983:11), and that the 
"centrality of employee's alcohol problema aa the problem focus ••• "(Romau 
& Blum, 1985:18) will diminish. While it is unclear wbether EAPs have 
become "dumping ground for problem personnel", it is clear that they are 
increasingly being utilized as sources of information and referral and 
some counseling focused on "problems in living". The potential problem 
with this increased mental health focus of current RAPs ia that it may 
lead to greater difficulty in verifying their value through the 
utilization of cost-benefit studies which were based on costing-out 
decreasing productivity and medical expenses of workers with alcohol 
problems. Moreover, the shifting focus of RAPs already has and msy 
further decrease the value of these programs in identifying and providing 
early intervention to alcoholic workers--the raison d'etre for many of 
the programs. 
Thus, the "core technology" of EAPa as conceptualized by Roman and 
Blum (1985) which i8 predicated on work-based intervention with alcoholic 
employees, seems of limited validity when applied to today's EAPs--and in 
particular, to those provided by outside contractors. 
However, the increasing utilization of EAPs by self-ref.erred workers 
with various mental health, family and other problems points to the value 
of these programs in meeting the acute needs of workere living in a 
complex social system which provides such fragmentary social and health 
services. Today's EAPs seem to resemble a work-based version of the 
British Citizen's Advice Bureaus (Ralln, 1969), which, like the EAPs, 
provide freer easily accessible information and referra~ services for a 
w{~de variety of personal and 80ci[\1 problems ~ 
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The provision of EAP services by employer~1 Ci".:.n be v~.(-.;wed as 
legitimizing workers I right to seek assis.tance for personnel problem and 
thus as destigmatizing hell? seeking be·haviot ~ I)~his may r in part, explain 
t:he high rate of utilization of these p:cogrmTls by male employeesl whn r 
traditionally; have been found to be reluctant tu fie.ek help. 
The comparative analysis of in-house and contractual progl:aros 
indicate:3 that each program model tends to s,:::rlfe different groups of 
\'lOrkers.. As described previously 6 in--house programs are H,or:e likely to 
reach employees with alcohol problenm, male,9, 0nd minority ,10rkers; I'lhile 
contracted-out programs tend to be used more by women, highE!':L level, 
,,'?hite Horker.s with mental health and family p.rDblems~ 
Since the small sample and lack: of any .lnpllt by program users limits 
-t.h.e generalizability elf these findings, further research comparing 
.i.n-hollI3e and cont.ractual programs is strongly recommended. Nf:!vertheless; 
these findings provide important preliminary da.ta regarding aspects 
maximized by each program model. 
Given the historical tradition of :tn-hons(} gAPs t:o begin as 
alcohol-focused programs which ylete admihistered by a recovered 
F.t.lcoho15.c, it is not nllrprising that they b;md to see a higher proportion 
of employe.es with alcohol problems than contractual EAPs~ While t.he 
proport.ion of. alcoholics seen has decreased over time, tIle original 
supervisory referral, job-focus orientation remQins the core of these 
programs. I'Illat is surprising, is the indication of the high utilization 
of in ..... house programs by minorit.y employees or conversely, the comparative 
10'" utilization of contractual I?r.ograms by black and Hispanic workers. 
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There are several possible explanations for these findings: 
1. That they may reflect the original focus of some of the in-house 
EAPs which were established to serve the needs of disabled and 
minority employees. 
2. The greater accessibility of in-house programs and the possible 
perceived lower phone and travel expenses, factors which are of 
greater importance to minority workers who are more likely to 
hold lower level positions and have less dlsposlble income. 
3. The great familiarity with and trust of in-house EAP staff who 
are more likely to be seen around t)le company. 
4. The greater support of in-house programs by unions whose 
membership is more likely to be comprised of lower level, and 
minority workers. 
5. The possible greater support 0:< and/or familiarity with, the 
in-house RAPs by supervisors who may be the primary role model 
and information source to minority employees. 
The higher utilization of contractual RAPs by women may be related to 
the resemblance of these programs to traditional community based services 
so frequently utilized by women; while the perceived greater 
confidentiality of such programs is more likely to appeal to higher level 
workers--both men and women. 
Thus, each program model appears to serve the needs of different 
workers. In order to maximize the advantages inherent in each EAP model, 
the ideal employee assistance program may need to be composed of two 
separate components! One, examplified by the in-house model, would 
encompass Roman & Blum's "core technology" by focusing on the 
identification of employee's behavioral problems based on job performance 
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wi th the identification of alcohol and drug problems a" ita central 
fOCH". A separate component, "",uJlpHfied· by the contractual rAP model, 
woulcl aim at reaching a different segment ofth" workforce through the 
Pl.'ovj.sion. of .information !i~ud re.ferral serviectJ and short-term ('.ouuselillg 
t'j 13clf-refm:re.d employees with g variety of pe:rson.a.l problems ~ Since 
Buc.h a proposed model can be expensive .... compau1eo -..;d.th lImited resources 
lUay provide on(~ 01: both of the above .K1P components with pa:ct·"time. staff 
and tln'ough the utiliz.ation o:E consortill arrangement:3 .. 
'lThe difference. in the nattll:C of employees n.tili2!ing the dlffe:r:e.llt 
rJ'J.:'og:C2:iil model,:] irnplie.s that t':::search findings baaen on stud.tea of' aingle 
pTogram model" mwh as those eonducted by Erfurt Ii Foote (1977) and .Jones 
(1983) bave b) be restricted to the model studied and should not be 
generali"edto all KILl's. eased on the findings of th1a stlldY, the 
fol10,;1ing figures are suggested as benchmarks whieh eao be used for 
c.ampariHon 1'.'1:1 other programs: 
Ill-Hollse Cmltractual 
All EltFa Pr~E~~ Programa 
----; .... 
% Horkfo:cce Utilizing EAP 4.4 3.8 5~7 
% Self Referrl':!d 51, 41, 7.5 
7, Supm:visory RE"ferI:ed 25 31 It. 
;~ Cl:!.euts HUh Ale. .. Problem 25 ,;)1 12. 
% Clients Referred Out 67 6~ 
" 
70 
% ll8l" Clie.uts 1:·9 50 47 
'f c' Female Clicmts ~l 50 53 
Humber Clients See.n Per Mouth 36 {,S 16 
Cost Per Employee (1982/83) :ill,. 7 :$'1" 5 :$25.6 
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The significant difference in program costs of in-house as compared 
to contractual RAPs can be explained on the basis that contractual 
programs have to cover not only such additional services as 
computerization of records, 24 hour and/or emergency coverage, and 
greater availability to family members, but they must provide a profit to 
the contractors. Even in non-profit agencies providing RAP services, 
this is one service area which brings income to the agency. This factor 
may explain the rapid increase in the provision of EAP services by 
non-profit agencies. 
The high percentage of referrals from RAPs to community facilities 
should decrease some of the fears that EAPs will siphon off working class 
clients from community agencies. Moreover, social workers' knowledge of 
community resources appears to be an important aspect of their 
employment by private sector RAPs. 
By and large, the role of social workers in these programs appears, 
thus far; to be restricted to the first two stages identified by Ozawa 
(1980)--the provision of direct services to employees ·using mostly 
clinical approaches" (p. 468). The movement of RAPs towacd the last two 
stages, which according to Ozawa involve organizational change and 
"facilitate the process of community organization in industry so that 
employees must be represented on the board of directors and management 
and employees may share decision-making ••• • (p. 469) appears to be 
minimal in in-house programs, and totally out of character for 
contracted-out RAPs. The nature of today's RAPs indicates that the focus 
of these programs is limited to viewing the locus of employees' problems 
as existing within the individual as opposed to the work environment. 
Few of the EAP staff interviewed saw their role as including advocacy for 
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the employees~ and t.he ones that ai.d so \'1ere found only in in-·house 
prog:;:.ams~ While many of the in-house :8'/\'1'5 \,:jE~re intereSf.8d in 
establishing i1 p r:evention!il p2:ograms~ such py;og:cams '(Jere limited to 
didactic educational approaches (1ealing with anticipated life .stresses of 
the. nmployeesQ The typical mode of. intervention Has limited to 8it.he)~· 
helpinq the uarker adopt to als (·;mvironment t or support the workeres OHi1 
effm:ts to chRnge tbfc1 system; effo:cts by the EAP staff to dlnwtly chalJ.g8 
the envi(onment to adapt to perceived needs of a worker: I'Jere minimal. 
BAP staff members, E::specially socitll \1orkers, are too new to the field, 
too fellr in umnbers r too 1m; in .'Jtatus, and too I:anqential to 
organi.zational pOvt'OJ: saur.ee to have any ;:lystern-il[ide Jmpllc:t: or to even 
perceive thGil:: role in a wider perspective~ 
While t:.he clu:rent roles and functions of socia.l workers in private 
sector EAPs appear to be limited I such limitation is functional since i·\. 
pJ;otects r.hem from some of the dilemmas pointed out by Babilinsky 
(1980) ~ ~ .. lIbet~",e~n the profession's uedication to peoplels h'ell being and 
indnst:cyf s dedication to profits ~ (p~ 471) ~ EAP staff members are 
employed by a company to service their employees, and whi.le employeen may 
be ser.viced by changing the system around them, such chanlJcs are 
(Uf?icult to accomplish, highly stressful and threatening to the 
organizRtione Consequently, th~: focus tends to renrain on helping t.he 
il.lcJivirlual \1Qrker. Overall, the dilemmas experiGnced by social workers 
interviewed for this study were not dramatically different than tbose 
experienced by social '\;wrkers based :tn other host settings such as 
.schools, cQrrections or hospitalsq 
Tn spite of some ex.isting prejudice against socia.l Horkers assmuing 
progr.am leadetship~ the f.inding (Jf t.his study indLcates that. there is Ii 
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role for traditionally trained social workers with some specialized 
knowledge of the workplace and of substance abuse. Social work students 
and practitioners interested in getting into this field,need to be made 
aware of the limited number of employee assistance programs and, 
consequently, of the few positions in this area; of the limited focus and 
short-term orientation of these programs; and of the differences between 
in-house and contractual Ws. They also need to be sensitive to the 
potential conflicts between the needs of individual workers and of the 
orgaatzation. as well as the isolation of the typical RAP staff member 
from the corporate mainstream. 
The establishment of Ws and the employment of social workers in 
these programs are neither the salvation of employees nor of the social 
work profession; nor a scourge developed by industry with social workers 
as the "handmaidens" (abramOwitz & Epstein, 1983). The value of EAPs are 
increasingly being recognized as benefitting both employers and 
employees. Ws, like any other employer provided benefits, have the 
potential of being used or abused in order to "control" or "cool out" 
troubled or troubling employees. However, they also have the potential 
for helping numerous employees find appropriate resources to meet their 
needs through a convenient, readily accessible. and relatively 
inexpensive service. AB aptly stated by McGowan (1984:23): 'Like the 
earlier efforts of welfare capitalism, these programs cannot solve all 
the problema of the workplace; and, like community mental.health 
services, they cannot solve the major social problems of our time. But 
employee counseling services can contribute to economic productivity and 
worker well-being by providing some help to Bome workers for some of 
their problems. This contribution alone justifies their receiving 
-----_ .. _---.-
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conUnu"d support aud attention." 
AEl dIscussed ia Chapter III, this study haa a !lumber of limitat,toDs 
including small sample size and geograpW.c restric.ti.ona. Further 
research utilizing larger D.Ulllber of programs in yadous geograph1c 
1.<H~1l.tion3 :i.e essential. Studies lucorp"rsting the V:l.'*8 of employees 
utilizing Buch programs, as well aH research on companies ntili:,dng a 
eombinatioll of in-house a.nd c.ontrac.tual program modl-:ds; on consortia 
sponsore.d grog:carns; and on unioll~·bIiBed progrmns 11 e::.cC1 u:,:::eded in orde:!:: for 
u.s to have a more. c.ompreheusive p:tcture of employee assistance: pl'ograma", 
The workplace, as poi.nted out by SpIegel (197 t,), ia "not far wark 
.nlone't, but a place where many human needs can, and i;Jhould, be rust. The 
prov'i.sion of employee assistance programs is one il.pprQuch at- meeting the 
human needs of those 1n. the ~io:Lkplac.e.. 
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APPENDIX A 
EAPS IN METROPOLITAN NEW YORK AREA 
Operational as of June, 1982 
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Sect.or: 
Auspice: Uuion/11embenhip Or:l. 
l'Togram Model: Contracted Dut 
rt.~ OF ORGANIZATION CONTRACTOR 
Acto:rs Fund of America BDS 
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NATURE OF INDUSTRY 
Finance, Insurance 
















. 6211, 6221 
6022 
NAME OF COMPANY 
Amer. Stock Exch. 
Amer. Int'l Group 
Chubb Corp. 
Goldman, Sachs 
Marsh & Mclennan 
Merrill, Lynch 
Federal Reserve 
Bank of NY 















Aer Lingus (NY 
Office) 
1622, 8911 Gibbs & Hill 
8931 Arthur Young & 
Co. 
7311, 6711 Ogilvy & Mather 
(IntI) 













































NATURE OF INDUSTRY' 
Finance, Insurance 









Program Modal, In-House 
SIC CODE'" NAME OF COMPANY 
6022, 6711 Bankers Trust 
6711, 6025 Bank of New York 
6028, 6211 Brown Bros Harriman 
6711, 6025 Cbetnical Bank 
6025, 6711 Cbase Manhattan Bank 
6711, 6025 Citibank 
6022, 6711 Manufacturers Hanover 
6028 Morgan Guaranty Trust 
6311, 6321 Continental Ins. Corp. 
6311. 6321 Equitable Life ABsur. 
6311, 6321 Metropolitan Life 
6311 New York Life 
AIT 
2842 Economics Laboratory 
29U Exxon 
2599, 2099 General Foods Corp. 
3761, 3721 Grumman Aerospace 
2641, 2441 International Paper 
3661, 3662 lIT 
29U, 2819 Mobil Oil 
2711, 2721 New York Times Co. 
29U Texaco 
3572, 3661 SCM 
2879, 2834 elba-Geigy 
2721 Reader's Digest 
3662, 3661 Western Electric 
4931, 6531 Brooklyn Union Gas 
4931 Con Edison 
4832 CBS 
New York Telephone 
4511 'l'lfA 
4511 United Airlines 
4931 illco 
5311, 5961 J&C. Penney Co&~ Inc. 






































"Classification based on n.s. Dept. of Labor, BLS Standard Industrial 
Classification CateBory. 
USourc.e: DWl & Broadstreet International, Principal InteroaUonal 
Businesses, 1983. Ilhere aeveral SIC codes are listed, only the first 
two are used .. 
***Nurober of employees nationwide. Sources: Standard & Poor's Regis-
ter, and ~!acRae' s New York State Industrial Directory, 1982. 
NAME OF INDUSTRY 
Service 
Sector: Voluntary/Non-Profit 
Auspice: Management Consortium 
Program Model: Contract.ed OUt 
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SIC CODE NAME OF ORG. SIZE CONTRACT 







!/A'l1lRE OF. INDUSTRY 
Services: 
Sector: Voluntary/Non-Profit 
Auspice: Mansgclllell t 








NAME OF ORGANIZATION 






South Oaks Hospital 
Sector~ Same a.s above 
Auspice: ?1anagement Consortium 
SIC CODE NAl1E OF ORGANIZATION 















Program Model: In-House 
-------,----
NAME OF UNION 
ACTWU 
ILGWU 
American Federation of TV & Radio Artists 
Communications Workers of America, Local 1101 
District Council 65--DWA 
International Association of Machinists & Aerospace Workers 
International Longshoreman's Association 
Local 6 NY Typographical Union 
Local 342 Meat Cutters Union 
Local 32B-32J Building Service Employees Union 
Local 338 Grocery Workers 
Local 11 NABET (NBC, RCA, Nat'l Black Netw, Reeves Te1etape) 
National Maritime Union 
United Steelworkers of America 
Local 731 Building, Concrete, Excavating & Common Laborel"s Union 
Joint Board Fur, Leather & Machine Workers Union 
Locsl 3086 Taxi Drivers Union 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
Sector: Same as above 
Auspice: Union Consortium 
Program Model: Same as above 
Joint Council 16 of Teamster--Teamster Service Center 
New York Construction Industry Member Assistance Program 
Westchester Building Trades Council 
Central Labor Rehabilitation Council 




Program Model: In-House 
NAME OF DNIOlf 
Sector: Public 
Auspice: Union 
Program Model: In-HoUBe 
D.C. 37 American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees 
Civil Service Employees Association 
United FederatIon of Teachers 
Public Eroployeeo Federation 
----------.. -~---.-
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. South Beach Psychiatric 
Staten Islsnd Dev. Center 
Bridge & Tunnel Authority 
OTB 
Port Authority of New York & New Jersey 
Bellevue Hospital 
Board of EdUcation 
Department of Correction 
Department of Transportation 
Fire Department 
Harlem Hospital 





Trans! t Police 
Bedford School District 
County of Westchester Employees 
Nassau County Employees 
New Rochelle Employees 
Scarsdale Police Dept. 
Scarsdale Village Employees 
Suffolk County Employees 
Town of Huntington 
Sector: Public 
Auspice: ManagiOment Consortium 








Human Resource Group 
17 East 77 Street 
New York, N.Y. 
Brownlee Dolan .Stein Associates 
70 Pine Street 
NE>w York, N.Y. 
Donald Sandin & Associates, Inc. 
19 1/2 East 62 StrE>E>t 
New York, N.Y. 
Life Extension Institute/Control 
Data 
ll85 Sixth Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 
Non-Profit 
Employee Counseling Programs 
JBFCS 
120 West 57 Str.eet 
New York, N.Y. 
Industrial Department 
NYC Affiliate, NCA 
133 East 62 Street 
New York, N.Y. 
Central Labor Rehabilitation Council 
of New York 
Employer's Counseling Service 
386 Park Avenue South 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
FSAA 
Employee Assistance Network 
44 East 23 Street 
New York, N.Y. 10010 
Adelphi University 
School of Social Work 
(Federal Employee Counseling Service) 
26 Federal Plaza 
New York, N.Y. 
*Between 1982 and 1984 six additional for-profit RAP contractors have been 




LETTER TO PROSPECTIVE RESPONDENTS 




I am currently conducting a study of selected RAPs in the New York 
area and would like to interview you regarding your program. 
For your information, I am enclosing an abstract of my study. 
I plan to call you during the week of in order to discuss 
a convenient appointment time. In the meantine, I would be very grateful 
if you could send me any literature (publications, brochures, etc.), 
regarding your program. 
please feel free to ca11 me should you have any comments or 
questions. I look forward to meeting with you. 
Sincerely yours, 
ABSTRACT OF PROPOSED STUllY 
1. To provide an overview of the acope and model. of Employee 
Assistance Programs (EAPa) in the Metropolitan New York area. 
176 
2. To ascertain "het: specific organizational ane! external factors 
influence firms to develop a given model of EAP. 
3. To explore the distinctive characteristics of different programs 
and to ascertain the advantages and disadvantages inherent in EAPs 
that are based in-honse VB. those that are contracted-out:. 
~. To examine the linkages of these EAPs with existing community 
.facilities and explore how such linkages may be maximized in the 
best interests of the employees • 
.1. To examine the perceived value and actual roles of social workers 
in different program models. 
B. Methodology 
This is an exploratory study in which a number of in-depth case 
studies will be carried out and analyzed. The universe of EAPe from 
which cases will be selected consists of sll private-sector, 
management sponsored, Metropolitan N.Y. based programs which have been 
in operation ss or June, 1982. From this universe, a number of 
programs will be selected on the basis of non-probability quota 
eampling technique straUfied according to the following variables, 
1. Program ModeJ~: In-House vs. Contracted-OUt. 
2. Industry' of Company Sponsoring the Program: 
Finance & Insurance; Manufacturing; Service • 
.3, Size of Organization: Small (1"89 then 10,000 employees); Hedium 
(between 10,000 and 30,000); Large (over 30,000 employees). 
Data to be Collected 
Rased on a preliminary review of literature, interviews with experts, 
and in line with the p~preB"ed purpose of this study, the .following 
categories of data have been identified as most relevant for this 
study: 
1. Characteristics of Employing Organization 
2. Characteristics of Contractor 
3. Characteristics of Work Force 
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4. History of Program Development 
5. Characteristics of Current Service Program: 
Administrative Structure; Financing; Range and Type of Services 
Provided; Staffing Pattern; Access to Employees; Utilization (take 
up) rate; Nature of Presenting Problems; Access and Utilization by 
Family; Linkage with Employing Organization. 
o. Assessment of Program 
7. Linkages with Community Facilities 
8. Perceived Value and Roles of Social Workers 
C. ResUlts Expected 
It is anticipated that this study will: 
1. Increase our understanding of the scope and the cr~racteristics of 
current employer sponsored private sector EAPs in the Metropolitan 
New York area. 
2. Ascertain the possible advantages and disadvantages inherent in 
in-house vs. contracted-out EAPs thus enabling employers to select 
program models best suited for their needs. 
3. Explore whether the utilization rate, the characteristics, and the 
presenting problems of users differ depending on the program model 
available to them. 
4. Identify the linkages between EAPs and community facilities and 
indicate how such linkages may be maximized in the best interest 
of employees. 
5. Increase the knowledge base of industrial social work--a rapidly 
growing field in the training and employment of social workers. 
NATURE OF STUDY 
This study is basi~ally exploratory and descriptive in nature with no 
formal hypotheses formulated and with theory developed inductively rather 
than deductively. 
All the information obtained from participating programs will be treated 





I. BACKGROUND DATA 
1. Name of Company (cade): 
2. Nature of Induatry: a. 
b. 
c. 
Finance & Insurance 
Manufacturing 
Service 
1. For Profit 
2. Voluntary 
3. Size: a. Small 
b. Medium 
c. Large 
Total No. of Employees 
4. Location of Program: 
a. In-House 
b. Contracted-Out 
5. Date of Program Inception: 
6. Full Program Title: !l. EAP 
b. Other 
Specify 
7. Is Company Unionized: 
a. No 
b. Yes 
8. Geographic Dispersion: 
a. Total No. Establishments 
1. In Metro New York 
b. Average Size of Establ. 
1. Range of Employees/Estab ________ _ 




d. Total No 
Estab Covered 




















65 and over 





























III. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT/CHARACTERISTICS OF PROGRAMS 
1. Impetus for Program 
Deve10Plllent 
a. Individual initiative 
Who ______ _ 
b. General perception of 
problem or need 




d. Union Pressure 
e. Other influences 
(Specify) 
2. Justification for Program 
a. Employee relations 
b. Public relations 
c. Job performance 
check all that 
apply 
d. Behavioral/Hes1th Concerns 
e. Affirmative Action 
f. Cost--Benefit 
g. Other (specify) 
3. Why was the program started when it was 
a. Executive affected by problem (specify) 
b. S.O affected by problem (specify) 
c. New management 
d. Leg"l mandate 
e. Thing to do in tbe indnstry 
f. Other (specify) 






5. Location of Program 
". Has program planned aD au in-house program? Yes 
No 
Why? Were other options considered? 
b. If contracted out, why was the particular contractor chosen? 
Who made this decision? 
6. Program Development 
11. Was a fo:rmal proposal developed 1 Yea 
No 
---, 
If yes, who was .involved In preparing this proposal: 
Hm~ long did it take for the proposal to be formulated? 
Is the:re " copy of the proposal available? Yes 
No 
~--. 
h. If no formal proposal was developed, waa there some other kind of 
formal or informal plaIlI1ing? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, what fo:rm dId it take? Who was involved in itl 
"0 \Vas there any outside technical assistance utUized? Specify. 
Yes 
No 






a. What were the original goals of the program? 
h. Nature of planned referrals 
c. Who was covered at inception? 
8. Range & type·of Services Planned 
a •. 24 Hr. Hot Line 
h. Information & Referral 
c. DiagnOSis/Evaluation 
d. Motivational Counseling 
e. Short-term therapy (less than 6 sessions) 
f. On-going counseling/therapy 
g. Group counseling 
h. Family/s.o. Counseling 
i. Didactic/Educational Lectures 
j. Self Help 
k. Follow up (formal) 
1. Consult./Training with Management 
m. Consult./Training with Unions 
















check all that apply 
s. Did the program have a separate budget? Yes 






b. Wbat ;11,8 t.he odginal budget/cost of program: 
N/Ay 
------
c. Original sources of fundin.g 
1. Company 
2. Other (apecify) 
10. Staffing (first 6 months): 
a. Total Number of steff 
fuU-time 
Part-time 
% time devoted to prog. 
h. Starfing Pattern 
Tine Ed Bkgd/Degree Dete Hired 
c. Were there allY social wor-kers employed at the inception? 
If yea, how many ___ _ 
Yes 
No 
d. ,Tas there any role differential among proiessiona1 stsff? 
11. Administrative Structure 
a. Location of program at inception 
1. Free standing 
2. Personnel/human relations 
3. Employee relations/Ind. labor Rela01S 
4. Medical 
5. Social Service 
6. Other (specify) 
Yes (describe) 
No 




c. Physical Plant 
1. Did the program have its own office apace? Yea 
If not, where was it located? 
2, Why was this particular location aelected? 





e. other (specify) 
13. Nature"of Presenting Problems 
a. work related 
b. alcoholism 
c. drug abuse 










% of total 
14. Any other information re program development and its inception that 
may be relevant to this study. 
15. What was your organization's perceived value of social workers at 
inception of program? 
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Co. Code _~ __ _ 
Source of Data 
Date '---
IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF CURRENT PROGRAM 
A, Administrative Structure 
1. :Loca tion of Program 
B. Is there a central location for the program? 
Yea 
No 
If no, how many locat:.t.ons are there? ___ _ 
Where? Why? 
!!here? 
h. Administrative location of program within organization 
check one 
1. Free standing 
2. Personnel/human relations 
3. Employee relat/lnduat Labor 
4. Medical 
5. Social Services 
6. Other (specify) 
c. Axe you satisfied ,dth t:his location wi thin the org.? 
Why? 
2. Organizational Hierarchy 
Y"'8 
No 
11. To what level in the org. does the program report? 
b. lIow many levels are there to the top? 




(or draw a chart below) 
3. Physical plant 
Does the program have: 
a. separate room(s) 
b. separate telephone 
c. separate files 
d. separate secretarial/ 
clerical staff 
4. Policy Making Body 
Yes 
Curro Pgm--2 




a. Is there an official administrative/policy setting body for this 
program? 




c. Who comprises this body? 
d. Who Chairs it? 
e. Number of people involved 
f. Does it meet on a regular baais? 
g. What is the full title of this body? 
Yes 





Co. Code '''= __ _ 
Source of Data 
5. Written Documents 
a.. Do you have a written policy statement? 
If yes, can I have a copy? 
Yes 
No (go to "c") 
Yea 
No 
b. Hho is/wa8 responsible for development of. this statement? 
c. Do you have an operations manual? 
If yea, can I have a copy? 
d. Do you have brochures re the program? 
If yes, can I have a copy? 









a. Do you keep records for each client in the program? 
b. .Are your recorda compute,rized? 
Yes 
No (go to H7) 
Yes 
No 
c. Where are the records kept? Who has access to them? 
d. When ia a case considered closed? 
e. What happen.s to the records once II case i8 closed? 




g. What is the nature of these records? 
1. Client characteristics 
(demographic information) 
2. Intake Infomation 
(source of referral, nature of problem) 
3. Program'recommendations 
4. Diagnostic & Treatment Information 
(from staff) 
5. Diagnostic & Treatment feedback from 
community facility 
6. Interviews with family 
7. Follow up contacts with employee 
8. Follow up contacts with people in 
employing org. (supervisors, medical 
unit) 
9. Systematic documentation of client's 
work performance 
10. Other records (specify) 
7. Provision of Services 
a. Range and Type of Services Provided: 
i. 24 Hour Hot Line 
2. Information & Referral 
3. Diagnosis/Evaluation 
4 •. Motivational Counseling 
5. Short-term therapy (less than 6 
sessions) 
6. Ongoing counseling/therapy 
7. Group counseling 
8. Family/S.O. Counseling 
9. Didactic/Educational Lectures 
10. Self Help 
11. Follow up (formal) 
12. Consu1t./Training with Magt 
13. Consu1t./Training with Unions 
14. Other (specify) 




Emergency Coverage Provisions: 
Yes No Describe: 
189 
Curr. Pgm-4 
Co. Code ___ _ 
check all that apply 
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Curro Pgm--5 
Co. Caele ____ _ 
8. Staffing 
u. Total number of staff 
Full Time 
Part Time 
% time devoted 
to program 
b~ Staffing Pattern 
ild. llkgd/JJegree Date Hired 
c. Describe any role differentiation among professional staff. 
e. Is the Ataff inst<red against profes"lonal liabilities? 
Yea 
No 
If yea, who? Hho pays for it? 
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Curro Pgm-6 
Co. Code ____ _ 
B. Financing 
What is the current budget/cost 
Total Budget $ . 
Cost/Covered Em-p=-lo-y-e-e-$. __ _ 
of program? 
Year ___ _ 
N/Av __ _ 
2. How is the budget/cost detemineil.? 
3. What are the current sources of funding? 
check 
a. Company 
b. Other (specify) 












6. Other information regardiug financing. 
% of total $ 
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Curro Pgl1l-7 
Co. Code _____ _ 
c ~ Role Of UnJ.ous 
1. Are any of the employees covered by this program unionized? 
Ye8 
No (go to next section) 
2. What perc"ntagea of the employees are unionized? 
% 
n.K. 
3. How many unious are involved? 
Which ones? 










6. What role does the union play in case finding and referrals? 
None 
Some (explain) 




If yea, what's the nature of the interaction between these 
programs? 
8. Other information reo union. 
D. Access·snd Utilization by Employees 
1. Who is eligible for the program? 
a. All employees 
b. Only permanent employees 
c. Only full time employees 
d. Other (specify) 
2. Time off provisions 
a. None 
b. Depends on supervisor 
c. Other (specify) 
3. Communication regarding program 
a. Special letter/memo 
b. Payroll insert 
c. Company paper/House Organ 
d. Brochures 
e. Orientation Lecture 
f. Bulletin Board 
g. Other (specify) 






f. business agent 
g. shop steward 
h. Bocia1 services/worker 
i. other (specify) 
5. Natu?e of presenting problems 
a. work related 
b. a1coho1iam 
c. drug abuse 














% of total 
N/Av. 
% of total 
6. Utilizatiou (Take Up) Rate 
a. Number of employees eligible for progrJ'l.m 
be Total number seen since inception 
c. Total number of emp1 Been las1: 12 mos. 
d. Total number of employees seen last month 
Utilization rate!yea:r. 












6. 65 and over 
----.--





























N!Av ___ _ 
---------~--------------------. 
8. Confidentiality Provisions 
Curro Pgm--lO 
Co. Code .. 
-----
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a. What arrangements do you have to protect the confidentiality 
of cli"nts? 
1. Of client's records 
2. How are appointments confirmed? 
b. Have you ever had any problems/incidents relating to 
confidentiality? Describe. 
------- .. -_ .. _ ... 




Source of~Da~t~a~ _________ __ 
1. Is program ava;.lable to families of employees? 
Yes 
No (go to next: section) 




J. Ho" do family members find out about the program? 
check all that apply 
s. IndividuaLized letter/memo 
b, Payroll Insert 
c.. Special Newsletter !llrochure 
d. Company paper 
e. Other (specify) 
I,. lIt1Jllber of "amily/S.O. seen 
a ~ Since program inceptIon 
b. Last 12 months 
c. Last month 
d. % of total case load 
5. Characteristics of Family Members 




4. whole family 















Co. Code . 
Source of~D-a~ta---------





F. Linkage with Empioying Organization 
1. With Top Management 
d. Child 
e. Other (specify) __ 
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A. How is senior management kept informed of the activities and 
accomplishments of this program? 





5. Ad Hoc 
6. Other 
b. Presentations (specify) 
c. Other (specify) 
B. How supportive is top management of this program? 
s. Very supportive 
h. Somewhat supportive 
c. Not supportive 
How does it show its support? 
2. With Other Departments/Divisions 
What's the nature of the coordination between the program and 
a. Medical Department 
b. Personnel/Human Resource 
c. Labor Relations 
d. Social Services 
e. Training & Development 




Source of Dsta ____ _ 
3. With Supervisors 
a. How is supervisory personnel kept informed regarding a 
referred employee? 






a. Do yot! provide training to management? 
1. Yes 
2. No 










provide training to Bupervisors? 
yes, specify ~ture, frequency and duration. 
provide training to employees? 
If yes, specify Its nature, frequency and duration. 
d. ~lho provides the training? 
check all that apply 
1. EAJ? staff only 
2. Personnel/Training 
Dept. Staff 
3. EAP with other Co. Depts (Specify) 
4. consultants/Guest Speakers 





5. What actual or potential problems do you aee in the interaction or 
linkage of this program and the company? 
6. Other information regarding the linkage of program with the employing 
organization. 
G. Assessment of Progra~ 





1. Do you have any 8e1f studies or evaluations of this program? 
Yea 
No ====== (go to B) 
2. Who author:Vr.ed the sturly'/ Who conducted it? 
3. What's the nature of the study? It's findings? 
B. Whllt' s. you own asseBsment (If this program? 
1. Positives: 
2. NegatIves: 
c. Other information regarding asseaBment~ 
V. 'LINKAGES WITH COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
Link w. Commun.--l 
Co. Code 
Source of°--':Da-t'""a---
Date _____ _ 
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1. Do you refer clients to community agencies and/or private 
practitioners? 
Yes 
No (go to question #5) 
2. Number of clients referred: 
Number 
a. since program started 
b. last 12 months 
c. last month 




4. Referring resources used: 
a. Public Agencies 
1. Public Assistance 
2. Housing 
3. Hospitals (spec1fy) 
4. Other (specify) 
,b. Voluntary agencies 















% of those seen 
NIA 
-----
#/% of total 
referred 
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Link W. Comm.-2 
Co. Code ______ _ 
check 11% of total 
c. Private Pacilities/PractHnra 
1- Hospitals (specify) 
2. Psychiatrists 
3. Physicians (M.D.) 
if. Psychologists (Phd) 
5. Social Workers (MSW) 
6. lawyers 
7. Marriage Counselors 
B. Other (specify) 





5. Other (specify) 
5~ Insurance Coverage 
Do you provide coverage fot: 
check all that apply 
L Psychiatrists 
2. Psychologists 
3. Social Horkers 
4. lawyers 
6. Do you have any fornsl (written) polidee regsrding referrals? 
If yes, describe 
Yes 
No 
7. Do you he,ve any fornal policies regarding feedback "bout clients? 
If yes, describe. 
Yes 
No 
8. What's your hasis for selecting a given community 
fac.ilUy /prac ti tioner? 
a. Insurance coverage 
h. Location of office 
c. Specialized skills 
d. Other (specify) 
9. Who makes these decisions? 
Link w. Comm-3 
Co. Code _____ _ 
10. Is the client given any choices regarding referrals? 
Yes (describe ) 
No 
11. What do you aee as some of the problems in referring clients to 
community agencies or practitioners? 
12. What are some of the positive aspects of community facilities? 
203 
13. If you do not refer clients to community facilities, or do so rarely, 
explain why? 
14. Do you ever receive referrals from community agencies? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, describe their nature. 
15. Any other information regarding the linkage of this program with 
community facilities which may be relevant to this study? 
VI. PERCEIVED VALUE OF SOCIAL ,IOlUGlRS 
Value of 8.W.--1 
Co. Code 
Source of~Da-t~a----------
Date ______________ __ 
1. Are you currently employing aoeia1 workers? 
Yea 
No (go to #4) 






3. What rolES do sodal workers perform currently 
check all 
that apply 
n. Program administrators 
b. Intake/Triage Workers 
c. Primary Counselors 
d. Broker/Referral Agent 
e. Family Worker 
f. Group Leader 
g. Trainer/Educator 
h. Other (specify) 
Pal:'t time 
% of total 
duties 
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NJA ___ _ 
4. What is your/program's view regarding the value of Bocial workers in 
programs such as yours? 
5. If you are not currently employing Bocial 'forkers, would you consider 




6. What do you tbink Bocial ,Iorkers need to know in order to 'fork ill a 
program such as yours? 
Contractor 
Co. Code 
Source of'"""'Da-t-:-a-___ _ 
Date _______ _ 
BACKGROuNn AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTRACTOR 
N/APp1'....,...-----





A. Total Number of Locations 
B.' Number of Locations in NY Area 
c. Main Location/Co Hq. 
Sector 
A. Voluntary 
" For Prof! t D. 
Do you offer other services in addition to RAP? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, describe. 








7. How many EAP contracts do you currently have? 
A. HOW many of these are in the New York area? 
8. Fees 
A. How are your fees determined? 
1. Flat rate/company 
2. Number of services provided 
3. Number of Employees/Company 
4. Number of clients seen 
5. Other (specify) 




4. Varies with the company 





A. Total Number of Staff 
Full Time 
Part Time 
B. Number of Professionals 
1. Psychistrists 
2. Psychologists 
3. Social Workers 
4. Alcoholism Counselors 
5. Other (specify) 
Contractor 
Co. Code 
C. Is there a role differentiation among profesBionnl oteff? 
Yea 
No 
If yes, describe. 
10. Salaries 
A. Range of salaries paid to managerial staff 
B. Range of salaries paid to clinical staff 
11. Training & Insurance 
A. Is staff inal!r"d again"t professional liabilities? 
Yes 
No 




C. Does the staff receive any in-Bcrvtce training? 
Yea 
No 
If yes, describe. 
12. Location of Staff 
A. On S1 te in the Company 
B. Contractor's Office(s) 




A. Do you maintain recorda for each client? Yes 




Co. Code _____ _ 
14. Services Provided 
A. Do you provide the same service(s) to all your companies? 
Yes No N/Apl __ 
B. What services .are you able to provide 
check all that apply 
1. 24 Hr. Hot line 
2. Information & Referral 
3. Diagnosis/Evaluation 
4. Motivational Counseling 
5. Short term therapy (less 
thau 6 sessions) 
6. On going counseling/therapy 
7. Group counseling 
8. Family/S.O. Counseling 
9. Didactic/Educational 
Lactures 
10. Self Help 
11. Follow up (formal) 
12. Consult./Training with 
Management 
13. Consult./Training with 
Unions 
14. Other (specify) 
C. Do you offer all of these services to __ .-__ ,,--_ ..... __ _ 
(name of co.) 
Yes No __ _ 
(see p. 11) 
D. Who decided on these services? 
1. Company 
2. Contractor 
3. Joint decision 
4. Other (specify) 
E. Where are those services provided? 
1. On Co. Site ouly 
2. Contracto.rs office only 
3. Both 
4. Other (specify) 
F. Who decided on these sites? 





G. Have the services provided to this company changed over t.ime? 
Yea 
No 
If yes, specify. 
H. Which staff services this CDmp811y? 
1. Whoever is available 
Z. Specific staff assigned 
3. Other (specify) 
r. On wbat basis is tMs staffing decided upon? 
15. Illiat information do you abare with the compa.ny reo employees? 
1. Demographic data only 
2. Confirmation tbat employee came 
3. Both of the above t.. No information at ,,11 
5. Other (specify) 






Names and Affiliation of Experts Interviewed 
Miriam Aaron--NYS Division of Alcoholism & Alcohol Abuse, Occupational! 
Industrial Bureau (NYSDAAA, OIB), NYC 
Patti Abelson-Employee Counseling Programs, JBFCS 
Shelly AkahaB--Indu~trlBI Social Welfare Center, CUSSS 
Ray Andrewe--A-VL-CIO j Washington, D.C* 
Mary Bernstein-Special Health Services, TWA 
Terry Blum-Department of Sociology, Tulane University 
Richard Braun--Human RBsourcea Group 
William ByerB-NYSDAAA, OIB, Albsny 
Sheila cane-BRA, Previously, NYC Counseling Service 
B.R. Chsllenger-NYSDAAA. OIB, Albany 
Mark Cohen-American Express 
Paige Cook-D.C. 37 
Gene Cooper-Phillip Morris 
Walter Davis--Department of Community Services, AFL-CIO, Washiugton, D.C. 
Laz Diaz--Family Service Aaaociation of America 
William Dunkin-Labar-Management Services, National Couneil On Alcoholism 
Steve Duvall-Life Extension Institute 
Andrea Foote--Worker Health Program, University of Michigsn 
Jim Frsncek--Exxon Corporation 
Audrey Freeman-Conference Board 
James Garvin--Union Carbide 
Betty Goldstein-Teamster Service Center 
Olive Jacob-NYSDAAA, Albany 
Robert Karasek--Dept. of Industrial Engineering & Operations Research, 
Columbia University 
Nancy Kalben-Human Resource Consultant, Previously, CUSSS and CSWE 
Paul Kurzman--Hunter College School of Social Work 
~alton Leibowitz--Graduate School of Social Services, Fordham University 
David Lewin--Graduate School of Business, Columbia University 
Irving Lukoff-CUSSS 
Maggie Jacobson--Brownlee Dolan Stein Association 
Daniel Malloy-Nations1 Maritime Union 
Dale Masi-Dffice Of Employee Counseling Services, DHHS, Washington, D.C. 
P.J. Maye--Local 147 Tunnel Workers 
Miriam Ostow--Center For Conservation of Human Resources, Columbia 
University 
Walter Reichman-Dept. of Psychology, Baruch College 
Florence Pine-aTB 
Margaret Reagan-NY Chamber of Commerce 
Muriel Reed-CUSSS 
Victoria Sanborn--Seaman's Church Institute 
Don Sandin--Donald Sandin" Associates, Inc. 
Hel Sandler-American Airlines 
Harold Schmitz--Con Edison 
Eugene S •. Schaeller--IuBtitute of Administration" Management, Union 
College, Schenectady, New York 
Charles Shirley--NYC Affiliate, NCA Industrial Department 
Beth Silverman-D.C. 65--DWA 
carol SUBsel--Federal Employee Counseling Service 
Peter Swissgood--Long Island Council On Alcoholism 
Susan Timares--Employee Assistance Program Consortium 
Madeleine Trsmm-ACTWU; Chair, NYC ALMACA 
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Harrison Trice-School of Industrial Labor Relations, Cornell University 
.Leon Warshaw-New York Business Group On Health 




STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION CODE (SIC) 






12 Bituminous Coal 
13 Oil and Ga.s 
14 Nonmetalic minerals 
II. Construction 
15 Ganeral building contractors 
16 Heavy construction contractors 
17 Special trade contractors 
III. ~nufacturing 
Durable Goods: 
24 Lumber and wood products 
25 Furniture and fixtures 
32 . Stone, clay and glass products 
33 Primary metal industries 
34 Fabricated metal products 
35 Machinery 
36 Electric and electronic equipment 
37 Transportation equipment 
38 Instruments and related products 
39 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 
Non-Durable Goods: 
20 Food and kindred products 
21 Tobacco manufacturers 
22 Textile mill products 
23 Apparel and other textile prodUcts 
26 Paper and allied products 
27 Printing and publishing 
28 Chemicals and allied products 
29 Petroleum and coal producta 
30 Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products 
31 Leather and leather products 
* Source: u.s. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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Service 
P!:odudng: IV. Transportation and Public Utilities 
40 Railroads Transportation 
101 Local and interurban passenger transit 
42 Trucking and warehousing 
44 Water transportation 
45 Transportation by air 
46 Pipe lines 
47 Transportation services 
48 Communicatiou 
49 Electric, gas and sanitary services 
V. TIDolesal'; &' Retail Trade 
A. Wholesale: 
50 Wholesale trade--durable goods 
51 Wholesale trade--nondurable gODds 
B. Retail: 
52 Building materials and garden supplies 
53 General merchandise stores 
54 Food stores 
55 Automatic dealers and service stations 
56 Apparel and accessory stores 
57 Furniture and home furnishing stores 
53 Eating and drinking places 
59 Miscellaneous retail 
VI. Finance, Insurance and Real Eatate 
60 Banking 
61 Credit Agencies 
62 Security, commodity brokers and services 
63 Insurance carriers 
64 Insurance sgents, brokers and services 
65 Real Estste 
66 Combined real estate, insurance 
67 Holding and other investment offices 
VII. Services 
70 Hotela and other lodging 
72 Personal services 
73 Business services 
75 Auto repair, services and garages 
76 Miscellaneous repair services 
7B Moti0L pictures 
79 Amusement and recreation services 
80 Health services 
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81 Legal services 
82 Educational services 
83 Social Services 
86 Membership organizations 




ALTERNATE PROGRAM TITLES 
217 
Based on a review of literature the following program titles are currently 
used as alternate terms to Employee Assistance Programs: 
Employee Counseling Program 
Troubled Employee Program 
Occupational Mental Health Program 
Industrial Mental Health Program 
Emotional Health Program 
Substance Abuse Program 
Occupational Performance Program 
Health Evaluation Program 
Mental WellnesB Program 
On-Site Counseling Program 
Special Health Services 

